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DOUBLE EXPOSED! Oral

Oral!J(oberls
7777

Qlmuers/Iy

C50ulb bew/s 7!{)eIZUe

7ufsa Oflahoma
)

74171

Roberts
takes

University

an

artistic look

at the campus.

Photo

by: Donny

Harris
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Qiseyour

gma!linalion!
.As

the campus of Oral Roberts

University

of classes

beginning
17

we

could not

what the year

Throughout

.

enced

chapel

alive with the

came

on

even

August

imagine

might bring

the weeks

.

.

we

experi-

tough classes, exciting
long

services,

hall meet

ings and incredible friendships.
Now

with
on

I

I

as

the year

graduation

May 4,

comes

a

close

of the class of '96

we are

unable to

even

imagine life without Marriott,
wing functions, devos and
papers. It would be

boring,

2

to

senior

pretty

huh?
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STUDY,

STUDY,

STUDY!

Elementary Educa
tion major, Portia
Taylor always finds
time to study.

FOREVER

Students

the

gather

in

Prayer Gardens

to pray for the up

coming year.

FRIENDS!

Charity Dickey
Natalie

GOD IS MOVING AT ORU.

and

Morrison

share fun memories

forever.

© Oral Roberts University
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AORUImage
Is

Everything!

From

Honor Code to
Dress Code,

image
seen

we

in

is

our

clearly

everything

do and in every

thing

we wear.

sets

us

It

apart.

As Christians,

we

represent Jesus'

image
and

to the

as

ORU,
God's

world,

students of

we

represent

university

to

the world, That's

why

on

the campus

of ORU, IMAGE Is
EVERYTHING!

© Oral Roberts University
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� U l:B �t.A �:
SU111111ER �EVER
While students rushed out of the

classrooms
to

spread

a fever seemed
May
wings across the cam
epidemic engulfed the

its

As the

pus.

5

on

university, the

crowds of students

scurried to their
with

bags

with

diagnosed
fever.

flight

for

seas

of

a

were

"I

sum

the

Europe.
Pope, took
the
"

Chapel,

set

in

Cafe.

one

'We

of the biggest Hard

Rock

-Kristen Britt

Cafe's in the

United States... I

saw

Keanu

and

Reeves

Charles

....

stated Pisors.

after

Barkley go in
they stepped out

Pisors' most memorable time was,
"standing with my hand on st. Peter's

of limos," stated Britt.
As ORU students set out to

tomb and

vacationing,

on

those who

have gone before me."
While others took flight,
to the states.

their
some

took

Senior Merideth Bell,
a little excitement to

took time to add

the educational realm.

Bell

spent

three fun weeks at the Grand Can

yon to get credit for a science class.
"Our best hike was to the top of

Angels Landing
Park.

..

Zion National

at

The view is

exclaimed Bell.
"The

professors
learning

mixed

TALK

ABOUT

UPPER.

laxes

YOUR

It

seems no

..

matter where Oral

University students roam,
always an adventure wait

ing around the comer.
Ster'f, 15'1: AMen WittiJtn..>

FIXER

Jesse Pisors
on

trip.

wonderfuL
with fun and

were

they

that'."

there is

of the

Sophomore, Joe
pride in working to

in ORU, you know, because I can
look around parts of the campus
and say 'I did that' or 'I helped with

Professors seemed

important part

took

better the campus of Oral Roberts
University. "It helped me take pride

breathtaking,"

an

enjoy

others set out to pay

bills.

Hopkins,

Roberts

to be

grand

got to see
the grand opening of

of limos."
""

Her eyes were
the stars as she

the pyra
mid shaped Hard Rock

they
stepped out

Sistine

trip

opening of

after

com

on

witnessed the

(to the Hard
Rock Cafe)

saw

thinking

re

star studded

a

event.

Keanu

Barkley go

munion at mass, and

visited

summer

laxed by the waters of Myrtle Beach.

Charles

toured and backpacked
"I

of

school, Junior Kristen Britt,

Reeves and

who

allover

saw

over

Pisors,

haul

long

was

lifetime like senior

Jesse

a

Britt felt that her

adventure

an

After

r:

Some took

and went

brought God into it," remarked

Bell.

cars

in hand.

These students
mer

,

also

re

the ruins of

the Roman Forum.
WASN'T

THE

MAKEOVER

QUITE

WHAT WE EXPECTED.

Sophomores

Jenny

Schmidt and Jubilee
Dankert have fun work

ing

6

at

Camp Sonshine.

© Oral Roberts University

h)fl/lt

were

w"rA�

/lfter y"ur t/l�t

y"ur fir�t

e�/lIU?

"Praise be to God, the stress is off."
-

"Hallelujah.

"

-

"Mamma I'm
LoOKS

LIKE

WON'T

BE

MONEY.

Liz

working
night.

on a

MAKING ANY

Erickson
slow

I

UM,
TO

HOW ARE WE

SUPPOSED

Nailah Harris

Tamara Reddick

coming home."
-Brion Gil

GET DoWN. ORU stu

dents

receiving credit
Canyon.

at Grand

© Oral Roberts University

EY[lnTHi�G

lI1'n�t

nre

ttcree WLlrA� to

Ae�crit}e 1tjLlUr

t��niLln �t1tjte�

"Confident, relaxed, and fun."
-Earl McClellan

"Relaxed, casual, and flavored."
-Josef Surrett

"Classic, comfortable, and interesting."
-Joy Merritt

LADIES

WITH AN ATTITUDE.

Karen

Merideth

ARE JUST ACTING.

Bell, and Kristen Britt

Brandon Burrell, and
Keith Richards, show

at

their

play.

Photos
Smith

8

Raju,

HEY, WE

© Oral Roberts University

by:

Peter

individuality.

:/!)t<.£,& A -:P&)�T£�.�
REA:D't -CD Vl'EAR
Runways, gorgeous people, and
glamorous movie stars seem to en

fashion is based upon the outward
In
appearance of an individual.

At Oral

stead ofjudging a person based solely

the world of fashion.

gulf

University, style

Roberts

causing

a

on

approach of fashion
new meaning to the

abstract

an

takes

whole

on

their wardrobe,

Liz

definition.
A

goal

students
with

up

world while

to

"Since I've been

keep

fashion

the

staying

in

goal

with

is

nience

an

inconve

were

a

problem

campus,
lowed by the

junior, didn't

at all.

have

"Since I've been

here for three years, my wardrobe
has evolved to the dress code."
Some used fashion to be different

from the rest of the crowd.

Polyester
dresses, overalls, and platform shoes
were just some of the items wom to
grab attention. "Platforms are defi
Tamerra Reddick, se
nitely in
"

...

nior, said.
"Fashion defines the individual,"
Moulton said.
Some students felt the dress code

should be taken into other dimen
sion-uniforms.

"To

some

known to be

on

doesn't hinder you from

Erica Wilson,

the

known

some

of the most interesting
and creative dressers

-Erica Wilson

ented art

by

were

Drama/Tele
vision/Film majors

dress code."

being fashionable,' Teresa Moulton,
sophomore, said.

were

to dress.

it

because

students

they

way

evolved into the

ease.

"I don't think dress
code

Many

years, my
wardrobe has

dents seemed to meet

this

con

Erickson, junior,

characterized

here for three

Most stu

dress code.

need to

said.

of many ORU
was

we

centrate on the person. That is why
I think there should be uniforms,"

closely folequally tal

majors. "Those who have
creativity tend to

majors that require
dress

creatively, too,"

There

were

a

Wilson stated.

few students who

brokeout of the fashion mold oftheir

major. "People think I'm a DTF or art
major, because of the way I dress,
but I'm

an

elementary

education

which surprises people,"
sophomore Jennifer Kem said.
Opinions vary, but it seems

major,

that students agree that fashion is
It affects
an important part of life.

people see you as well as the
way you see yourself. "It does make
me who I am," junior Miosheque
the way

Moore said.

people
Ay,

YOU

LOOKIN AT

ME

•••

Aaron Williams and Pe
ter Smith strike

a more

serious pose.

Photo

by: Joy

Merritt

'fHREEOFAKIND. Melanie,

Priscilla, and Cynthia

Mcguire show that fash
ion runs in the family.
Photo by: Peter Smith

© Oral Roberts University
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Oral Roberts

has set

Hall, and several buildings

University
they have combined tradition and change to create
forth

illustrious environment.
This
of
tradition
has
been strong
pennant
an

since the time ORU

was

built in

1963, with students

excelling academically,
physically, and spirttually. Students come

"President

President

and go, but the tradition of ORU will remain

Ro berts has

the

great job

don e

same.

Even

though

the in-

terior of ORU will

making

never

Freshman

in

addi

_

campus of ORU and
that committment was

kept.
New elevators

-Melissa Green

Chad

Michael Cardone Hall.

campus is beautiful.

It

really

in-

the students morale and

makes them feel

more

were

installed in Frances and

"The

Clayton states,
creases

spoke
body in May of '95
committing to making
the changes on the
dent

a

campus."

under gone a face lift
and gotten an attitude.

Roberts

to the ORU stu-

tions to the

change, the exterior has

were re

painted. One major building that
was repainted was the Prayer Tower.
No repainting has been done since
the building was built in 1967.
"President Roberts has done a great
job in making additions
to the campus," expressed Melissa Green.

a new era as

confident."

One hundred and fifteen alumni
assisted in this endeavor
in the Summer

by partici
Spruce up.

After

long halls up the stairs stu
dents were relieved to get back to the
luxuries of life with elevators. Prestdent Richard Roberts warned students not to vandalize his new "toys".
"Don't

'These alumni contributed 2600 man

with my elevators," ex
President
Roberts during his
plained

hours

the spruce up. Their
enthusiasm and eagemess to give to

address to the students.

their alma mater inspires and en
courages us," stated David Ellsworth,

pus. "The campus looks great. I'm
proud to go to such a great

pating

during

Vice President of

improve the looks of the campus.
For example, the parking lots were

to

planted
LOOK

new

flower beds

were

in front of Claudius Roberts

MA,

No

Students

are

proud of their

univeristy," junior

Operations.

Some of the renovations were done

resurfaced,

mess

cam

Rachel Burke

said.
Oral Roberts
and will

edge

Univeristy

always be,

on

the

is

still,

cutting

of excellence.

,_5tor't 15'1: ,_5tltC't pl!.tterson

HANDS!

Painters

treach

LoOKS GREAT.

One of

hang
erously in order to paint
the Prayer Tower.

the

many improve
ments was a newly re

paved parking

�
10

lot.

© Oral Roberts University

,.

F.Cts ,t
Campus Life

I

..

Renovation Costs

Residence Halls
General

Improvements

$10,334
Mattresses

$20,000
New Front Doors

$11,000
New Elevators(4)
$432,480
EMR/CRH Bathrooms
$141,050
EMR/ CRH Lighting
$32,750
Painting of EMR
$59,680

Campus
Parking

Lots Resurfaced

$78,000
Campus Clock System
$20,000
Classroom Center

$8,850
Campus Bridges
$18,000

Prayer

Tower

Painting of exterior
$33,000

Dining

Commons

New tables, chairs,

trays

$120,350

TOTAL
Is TIns MARruoT?James

Abeyta

and

Emily

Hasemeyer eat lunch in
the newly decorated

A FACE

The

Prayer
looking great.
-Photo by: Donny Har
LIFT.

Tower is

ris

$1,085,289
(Oracle helped provide information)

cafeteria.

r.lMAGEIS
.

r

.

© Oral Roberts University

EVl]{YTHING

1<:�I6)'"rmAT£�:
�RJ£nz>
While

dorms

on

strangers crowded the
August 14, new relation

ships seemed to take heed. As a
result of getting to know each other,
everlasting friendships were in af

Many found

Sams

essential

key to opening the door to
relationships. "Communica
is the key," said senior Nailah

tion

to the

same

be home.
Michelle

minis

know that

I

our

well

rises and

sets roommates have to

Kristine

the less desirable

aspects of their

roommates, others
difficult time

more

to cope with

seem

to have

adjusting

a

to dif

ferences.
was

roommate,

so

expecting

to have

a

when I found out I had

one, my attitude was not at its best

...

The first words out of my mouth
'Oh my goodness." statedjun

were

Miosheque Moore,

THEY

again."

can

WALK

AND

of

Impact.

bond

survive the battle

and still maintain the
love that God

sisterly

has called

us

to

have," remarked

Harris.
While

other students feel that

for the simple things
Sophomore Karah Schneidau
esponded," Roommates are there to
have someone to laugh with." This
opinion was also shared by junior
Carrie Christine. "You always have
someone to go to Saga with,"
says
roommates

are

in life.

Christine.
Some roommates

not

special

a

between two people who

....

bad."

manage

always

get

....

Frieburger explained, 'The good out
weighs the bad when it comes to the
relationship between my roommate
and myself. Time apart helps us to
grow closer and forget about the
some

and conflicts. 'There is

-Tonya Gemmill

learn to cope with the
good and bad times.

While

always that one friend
ship that manages to
last despite troubles

helped

attention to

term one."
sun

to roommates, there's

So

fill in the gap of
needing the

friendship will be a long
As the

As many students
have different reactions

was

sick, I wanted to

that God called both of

were

cial in times of need.

extra spe

"When I

was

sick I wanted to be home.

Michelle
fill in the gap of needing the
attention to get well again," stated

helped

sophomore Tonya

Gemmill.

Stor't E't A lIron VilittiJt>nJ
:

TALK

ALIKE, AND EVEN SIT ALIKE
--IDENTICAL ROOMMATES!

Adrien

Floyd

and Garrett

Santos

Napier

kowski GQ it up for
the cameras.
HEY BUDDY, THAT'S
-HHH.

us

Dan Wathen

and Matt Kirkpatrick
seem

Photo

surprised.
by:

Micah Van

Duijvendijk

12

the

better

"When I

roommate we found out

ior

con

was

r

of

Commissioned stated,
"After meeting my

"I

discussing

Harris.

Danielle

try.

that

flicts with their roommates

fect.

us

�tJ£

tJR

© Oral Roberts University

Vl-'nAt

kinA

bt

eStrAn'lJe nAP-iteS
rbur

AbeeS

rooncste nAVe�

"Weight lifting me."
-Mike Shoop and David

Gerhardt

)

/f

peeve is when Camille
leaves the drawers opened. I can't

"My pet

sleep

until it's fixed."

-Jen Saul and Camille Arnold.

HONEY,

GET

SOME

EVERYTHING'S GOING
ALRIGHT.

REST,
TO BE

Erin Emmons

UM, HELLO TAKE THE PIC
TURE. Melanie Me Neal
and Amanda Saner.

talks with roommate

"Josh is

constantly playing guitar."

-Ben Juster and Josh Sireus.

Carly.

© Oral Roberts University

nElnTlll�G

V1'n1lt'�

tne

'jJ��tie�t

-up tine tt�U 've
ever ne1lrA f.-

pick

"The Lord is my
what I want."

shepherd,

I know

-Rosalind Blames and Chanavia
Sears

"I can't find my telephone
ber. Can I have yours ?"

num

-Hayne Wolmarans

NIGHT

ON

THE

TOWN!

Vanessa Turner
"
...

And God created

"

woman

-Nicole Smith

14

...

and

Kelvin

Royal spend a
out
as a couple.
night

© Oral Roberts University

My

HERO.

Marrocco

Jamie

gazes

admiringly at her fiance
John Warner.

ZlA

T'

11,9:

171 -CUi qo's

There once was a time when hand
some

knights

armor

would

quickly have found that they are
not compatible. However, those that
have taken dating cautiously have
too

dressed in

shining
lady love
from the face of eminent peril. In the
their

rescue

found that in the end, it pays off.
Michelle Mattica and Robert

90's, however, topics like AIDS,
women's liberation, date rape, sexual
assault, and many
other

have

issues

forced students to face

facts,

"More

reexamine their

people

views, and look at dat

though

ORU
God

some

students haven't real
in this

dating

come

to the conclusion that

more

for

other. "It

rather
"

Then he

is

and I

"dating game".
Freshman Ann Flandermier
thinks that dating is "highly over
rated."

Many people find that dating
big facade, that one really does
not get to know the person's true
personality. Instead of seeking to
impress their date, several students
choose going out with a group of
is

a

mixed company.
Blake Fite, senior, said,"

People
jump into relationships too early."
He continued, "They need to be pre
pared before they get into a relation
ship." More often than not, students
who have entered into

an

not love

sight," stated
sophomore Michelle
Mattica. "After spend
ing some time together,
I thought he was cute.

-Chris Chandler

the

was

one

at first

'"

important than playing

instantly

attracted to

�--------------_,

building friendships

1994, the

two were not

to

marriage.

genera

tion' many have

in the fall of

than

ized the seriousness of

examples of this
approach to dating.
After meeting in Oral
are

Communication class

are

coming

ing in a Godly and real
istic perspective.
Even

Beauchamp

avoided

me

got mad, and he

went crazy for me."

It

seems

after

eight months, they both felt a total
peace about their relationship. This
brought forth the engagement.
However, some see change in the
future of ORU dating.
'The relationships here are not as
physical. More people are coming to
ORU for God rather than marriage,"
stated

junior Chris Chandler.
Papay explained,
"Sometimes, I wonder if some girls
Junior Valorie

really came here for an education. It
seems that they are
looking for love
in the wrong places."

relationships
"HONEY, IT'S

NOT

MUCH,

BUT WE CAN LIVE WITH MY

MOM."

Sophomore Brian
Agler pretending to pro
pose as he hands Jun
ior Erica Wilson a
ring

pop.
-Photo

by:

Aaron Will

iams

FORGET PARIs.
mores

Duijvendtjk
annon

Sopho

Micah

Van

and Sh

Clark found

romance

at the

Capi

tal.

© Oral Roberts University
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Imagine yourself
completely
foreign place, surrounded by people

Chanavia Sears, said of her home,
the Bahamas.

who dress, act, and may even look
differently than you. You may not
even know the
language these for

some

it

eign people

atmosphere

in

a

speaking.

are

You

are

far away from home and

have
but

no one

to

rely

yourself and

You

now

"I have had

well

inter

ORU the

quite conducive

fitting in,"

"I think it

Se

ars

was

easy

people were so
friendly and open-the

rounded

-

hardest

va

namic school that it is.

the

Hughes

The

study

opportunity

to

in America is one

many international stu
dents feel will help them

-Chanavia Sears

ManyofORU'sinterna

was

said.

types of people,"

help make
culturally dy-

part

language,"

lot of different

and

riety

me

a

experience of a

interna

tional students add

here is

because

At Oral Roberts Uni

the

difficult for

said.

national student.

versity'

was

international students, while
easier for others. "I think the

r

on

God.

an

was

to

know what it

feels like to be

ORU

Adjusting to

to have

positive learning experience. "I
think it's very good academically

broader perof
American
spective
culture in the future. "I have had a
well rounded experience with a lot

and

of different

tional students feel that
it is

a

Elisabeth

spiritually,"

Hughes

said.

-

types of people," Sears

stated.
of these students found

Many

cultural differences between America

and their homeland. Some of these
included the

concept

of

personal

space. 'We don't hug close friends
It's not socially acceptable. We have
...

personal space,"
sophomore, said.

more

Sen Lieh Kiew,

Another difference students found
minute"

fast

Our

society.
paced.

-

culture

KEEP

IT

TIDY.

Being an international student at
an experience that
these students feel they will benefit
ORU has been

from for the rest oftheir lives. "I love
ORU. I wouldn't change it for any
I've learned to trust in God

thing.
more

since I

came

here,"

Hughes

said.

included America's "minute
as

a

-

to

-

Kiew
still

it up by saying, "I'm
used to the food."

sums

getting

"Our culture is not
It is not

is

more

global.
quaint,"

as

Scott

Robinson shuffles pa
pers while
Lauren

talking to
Westgate

about their home

land--South Africa.
Photo by: Jubilee
Dankert
THESE
CANS.

CRAZY AMERI

Jessie Sanchez

dreams of her former
home in Dominican

Republic.
Photo

by: Jubilee

Dankert

16
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Top

10 countries

represented
1

�

at ORU

Brazj}

2. Bahamas
3� .Jamarca
4., Canada

5. Korea_

1.0 Mexico

8,., China
9. Sweden

There

from 54

are

students

foreign

coun

tries and all 50 states

enrolled this year
AMERICAN

CLASSES

ARE

COMO SE DICE

•••

? Juan

EAS¥.SaminKimchats

Villela from Mexico

with Saan Kim and

smiles

Byung

Don Oh from

era

as

the

cam

flashes.

Korea.
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(Oracle helped provide information)

A
On October 16, students at Oral

Roberts

the

nities to share the

University experienced
trip
meaning of freedom. Fall break was visit to
spent by students in a variety of school,
ways. It provided an opportunity for students
"We told them
to not only grow closer
you can have
to friends and family,
but to God

as

well.

serve

Mexico with Impact pro
on

It

missions,"

time in

an

sopho
"We spent
orphanage

mornings, and in
theaftemoons, we went
dramas. We

about two

or

usually performed

three times."

Many students gained experience
that went far beyond the classroom.

elementary education ma
had
the opportunity to teach in
jors
Several

the schools of Jamaica.
with

"I worked

special education kids. I was
enjoying teaching so much that be
fore I realized it, I had been standing
on my feet teaching for three hours
straight," stated LaKetha Bradley,
junior. "It reaffirmed that special
education was the major I was sup
posed to be in."
Others had unexpected opportu-

I

DO

CAN

ALL

THINGS

to the

speak

our

got to

hearts with

that you can still have
fun and serve the Lord.
It

real

blessing,"
Bobb-Semple,
sophomore, explained.
These trips proved to
be life
changing not
was a

Ceita

-

only

for those who

were

ministered

to, but for those who participated as
well.
"Missions was a first time

experience for

It

me.

was

a

-

life. You can't describe what goes
when you minister to

people,"
appreciative

said. "It made me more

of what
waste

we

have

...

Jamaicans don't

anything," Bradley

said.

Overall, Oral Roberts University

truly used
wherever they went.

students
nesses

were

as

•••

NO

PLAY

A DULL

GIRL!

AND

JANE

ORU ladies tennis team

enjoys

a

break from

strenuous schedule in

Colorado.

18

"I

want to go back and teach there for
a couple of years."

rado.

WORK

on

Dusoe

Calise Kems spends fall

MAKES

time

when you could minister to people
and pray for people it changed my

break repelling in Colo

ALL

on a

-

out to minister to the people through
our

and

innercity kids about re
sponsibility and lead
ership,. We told them

Semple

in the

and

share

real

-Ceita Bobb

"We took

whole school. We

blessing."

Susan Dusoe,
more, said.

come

the Lord.

was a

gospel.
Michigan,

my friend's old junior high
the principal invited us to

fun and still

"I went to Juarez,

ductions

to Detroit,

a

© Oral Roberts University

wit

v,in4t

tJ y,bUr Are41U

V4c4ttbn?--

"Warm

-

"Going
ern

so

day on an
Kynada Aldrich

summer

to

Bay

Island off Northeast

Honduras, where the water

blue and clear that you
the ocean floor."

-Georgia

DEEP

IN

DIXIE...

THE

HEART

OF

Freshman

Jamie Biedenhorn vis
its

her

brother

and

MR. PRESIDENT,
TAKE OUR

is

can see

Paul.

WILL YOU

PICTURE?

boys live it up
ington D.C.

island."

Blitz

in Wash

friends in Benton, LA.

© Oral Roberts University

"Taco Bell in Maui!!!"

-Bliss

Zwerling.

EnlnTHi�G

li1'nAt

t� ��ur

tAv�r
ptA��

ite

1

I

"Peter, Peter Pumpkin Eater'
--J ennifer Howard

"Seven

Dwarjs--oops

that's not

at ORU."
--

Ryan

"Fiddler

on

great job
--

20

Lauterwauser

the

on

Roof ORU did a
production."

this

Maia McGill

I WISH SHE WERE HERE TOO.

Is

Lewis

Keith Richards

(Steve Burns)
comforts Joy's son,
Seth Luck,
after her death.

played by

© Oral Roberts University

THIS MY

the

COLOR? Junior

make-up.

piles on

Lights,
curtain

These

action!

camera,

familiar words

the

were

for

rose

an

as

the

inspiring

awe

performance.

On October 5-8 at

Oral Roberts

Howard

University's

Auditorium, William Nicholson's
Shadow lands

...

our

earth

the

script
personal note with

express his love for Gresham until
after she became sick," stated
Milliron.

While

d ays

on

are as a

Higgs felt

Job 8:9

finally

father's death.

suffering

is

play. Joy

similar to my
The fellowship of
was

something

rarely
circles, yet
we

talk about in Christian

If

do suffer.

know

really
suffering now is for happiness later,
we can find comfort in suffering
because our reality is heaven,"
explained Holland. The play seemed

we

we

had

a

played

Douglas Gresham, was
superb. "The little boy

�

me

Gresham's death

Seth

that

who

Luck,

"-

three years
decide to do the

a

to be admired. Nathan

shadow."

a

her

students

some

personal warmth
toward the play, others
felt the play was a work
felt

life.

"It took
to

"

Laura

chose

because it hit

own

(Steve Bums) could not

Lewis

...

presented by
Drama department.
Director

S.

was,.�-------- .,
ORU's

Holland

she knew that God and I loved
deeply. It frustrated me that C.

sure

her

realistic grasp of the character.

He and the other actors created

incredible

production,"

said

an

Higgs.

Freshman Robin Johnson states,

"My favorite aspect of the play is
way C. S. Lewis

portrayed

was

the
as a

strong man, yet compassionate."
Missy Midden felt that the play
done.

professionally

was

"The

makeup artists created an effect that
If I did not
very convincing.

to touch many students in the same

was

way.

know some of the performers I would
Milliron felt that she

Bethany

could also relate to the

play

in

a

personal manner. "As I watched the
play, memories of my grandmother's
death

that

came

back. It is

a

coincidence

Joy Gresham took the

medicine

same

my grandmother did. I
remember those last days. I made
as

have

age

never

or a

known that they were my
explains Midden.

little older,"

Job 8:9 says "For we are only of
yesterday and know nothing because
our

days

on

earth

shadow."

are as a

Holland states it best when she says,
"The power of Shadow lands is in its
sweet echo of

a

life

intensely

STRESS!!
and

lived."

Steve Bums

Tara

Hundley
they do

promise

that

not have

gray hair.

OH GOD, WHY?

(Steve Bums)

Lewis
tries to

understand why he lost
his

one

finding

© Oral Roberts University

love after

just

her.

E\lnYTlll�G

functions have been

very successful. Virtue had
nomenal GYRAD.
On this

phe
outing
they took their dates to a pond and
made home made fishing poles out
Bonds have been made that will
never be broken.
Many wings de of cane sticks "most of the wing went
sire to build that bond by encour
and it was a bonding experience; we
had a great group of
their
floors
to
aging
participate in intramu
people and had won
ral sports, camping
derful time together,"
"Everyone had a
said sophomore Karah
and
For
trips,
outings.
great time, espeSchneidau. Gucci was
instance, Blitzkrieg ex
cially when the

Wing

an

im

portant part of building relation
ships since the beginning of ORU.

a

�

periences

time

a

of

guys had to

each semester

bonding
by taking

their floor

on

serenade the

the rookies
on

ladies at

a

camping trip. This pro
motes unity on the
floor, and they learned
to appreciate each
other

through

Victoria's
Danielle

of a Thousand Stars' is

see an

great

wing who had

GYRAD.

gathered

and gave them video
cameras.
Then the
had

a

video

scavenger hunt.

They

then

we

pizza's. The theme changes
ery year," stated Rob Fell of YB.

ev

Get Your Roommate A Date is

always a popular wing function es
pecially among female wings. Blood
Bought was determined to set the
record for GYRADs. They had two
of these the first semester that

to serenade the ladies at Victoria's

Secret", said Danielle Payne.
Rivalries

were

are

also

an

TO

ORU:

these rivalries. Intramural

sports

Sophomore Jonathon Hill states "in
sports pull our wing to
gether and we become a team even
when we aren't playing."
tramural

Yl,ic4ott Wiltdtr

Phi

newcom

to the floor.

DOWN, SET, HUT... Blitz
frisbee football

players

take

a

break with fans

after

a

grueling game.

22

is

of these. All school

prime example
points become very important to
those floors athletically inclined.
a

initiation to

welcome the
ers

important

part of wing bonding. The loyalty
shows through during the times of

Stor� E�:

uses

the

a
wingbackers
candle lit dinner where they watched
the videos. "Everyone had a great
time, especially when the guys had

a new

up

Zeta

to

went

for

invite dates to go
outdoor movie and we pick

WELCOME

Gucci

all the dates

�--------------_,

this out-

tradition where

Payne

..

ing. "Let's the new guys bond with
the old guys," said David Lewis of
Blitz. Young Blood also enjoys plan
ning wing functions, especially when
they can invite some girls along.

"Night

a

couples

Secret."
__

another

© Oral Roberts University

1l (Q) JP 1l ce IDl

JH[ � IDl � (Q) lUllt �

1.

Java Daves

2.

Dollar Movies

3.

WalMart

4.

Marriot

5.

Fishbowl

6. Woodland Hills

Mall
7.

Chili's

8.

Aerobic's
Center

UM,

THAT VASE

DIDN'T

COST

CAN

YOU

FEEL

THE

TOO MUCH,

RIGHT? Virtue

members

hang out at
popular wing

enjoy an evening of "Get

the

your roommate

a

TGI

10.

Prayer Garden's

Friday's

LOVE

TONIGHT? Women of Red

ever

9.

date."

backers house.

© Oral Roberts University

(Information provided by

survey)

a

Oral Roberts

University
during the

standards

new

1996 school year.

It

has set
1995

ships
and

that

seems

many commuters are feeling
at home than ever ber'
fore.
Lasting friend-

more

mester, I

of

pride

...

being
discipline that comes
from being a commuter.

homework done.
in
�

bill time

on

-Leiloni Bernarde

students feel

more

at

home, others feel that the benefits of

being a commuter comes from the
responsibility that is taken on. Senior Leilani Bemarde responds, "The
responsibility is having bills to pay.
This helps you grow as a person and
during bill time, can help you focus
on

God

a

Being

little more."
a

commuter

after that is

can

have its

for the positive. "Even though I miss
my wing adventures from last se-

WHAT

DID

MOMMY PACK FOR

Commuters

�

I'm

soon

over

the

responsibility

of

a

commuter.

"Until everyone has experienced liv
mg off campus, they don't under
stand what

through,"
Some

commuter has to go

commuters

advantages
and

a

states J.R. Henderson.

are

not

feel that the

having

a

curfew

while others feel that it

privacy,
getting involved

is hard

and

making

Oral Roberts Univer-

improve this pro
gram throughout time. Every step

sity

continues to

shows how much

member, freedom

price," explains

they

care.

comes

Bemarde.

LUNCH?
the

only for
lounge
study, but also as a
place to relax.
not

OH No, WAS

THAT

THE

BELL? Christina Roberts

stops
home

at her

temporary
(locker) between

classes.

24

"Re

with

YOUR

use

with,

at home with

It definitely
my wife.
has its ups and downs," says Wilbur.
Many students do not understand

close friends.

ups and downs. Ryan Mundell feels
that being a commuter has tumed

AND

an

school and work but

get
being

Io..

some

ex-

Mundell.

being a commuter
advantage for
newly weds. "When a
couple first gets married, they want to spend
every minute together.
I might have to go to
is

you focus
God a little

togethers
planned. It brings forth
lasting friendships and
helps us feel more a part of the
school," stated graduate student
Sanjay Jacob.
While

bed,"

own

my

that

can

more."

More commuter

and

time

quiet at
get my
Plus, I get to sleep

plains

help

"This year seems to
be different than in the

are

more

Robert L. Wilbur feels
"

is

set because of the

retreats

able to find

am

study. There is peace and
home which enables me to
to

being made,

are

a sense

past.

-

© Oral Roberts University

a

Vl'nAt

tntntJ

tJ tne �eJt

A�but

�etntJ

A

CbfUfUuterf.-

"Enjoying your own meals."
-Emily George

"Freedom."
-Paul

Now WHAT
THAT

help
their

DID

PAPER?

I

DO WITH

Lockers

commuters

keep

and stuff

sanity
during the day.

I

WISH

I

WAS A

Students

Goodenough

COMMUTER.

other than

commuters

find

commuter

the

lounge
great studying place.

a

"More

sleep

and

more

studying

done."

-Michelle Abdo

IMAGE IS

© Oral Roberts University

�VElnTlll�G

WnVlt

vi�eJ

weekenvi

c�tte'Je

nteVln to

��uf.-

"Compared

to other

weekends, ORU's

is

college

more

per

sonable."
-SarahStein�etz

'Well

planned, shows ORU
positive light."

in

a

-Chris Wall

"A chance to influence the

younger generation and help
them

shape

the future call

WHERE TO? Guests wait

HEy, SHE IS CUTE. Guests

in line to check in to

receive their room as

their host

stgnments for the week-

rooms.

on

end.

their lives."
-J ennifer Lord

26
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e67tL£9£ V1(E&�&11;Q:
A -CAS-C£ O� o�u
Each fall and
dents
on

spring,

see

campus.

ceptions

events and

Special

occur

for these

College Weekend

is

an

re

guests.

invitation for

prospective students

glimpse

ORU stu

several unfamiliar faces

to

catch

really go all out,"
"We plan events
Marquardt
we think the guests will really like. I
think ORU has a great college weekWe

lot into it.

stated.

end."
"It

a

of ORU life.

gives prospective students a
chance to experience
down

Students arrive Fri-

day, and are treated to
a welcoming service
hosted
by President

"They get
and

is

by a movie and
College Weekend Olym
pics. Saturday's events

lowed

include

different

as

well

if this

as

really
they

if

be," Jason
Richardson, Academic

want

to

Director, said.
"Of all of the recruiting

Dorm

-Jason

Richardson

techniques

a

ORU uses,

it is the absolute most
"

effective.

sessions for students interested in

an

ORU athletics and music programs.
An evening service and ice cream

classes and

top

see

to

this is really where they

departments,
so that students may ask questions
and get an idea of what each particuThere are also
1ar major entails.

bash

They get

touch ORU, and

chance to meet with the

faculty of the

,

spheres.

want to be."

on

the

demic and social atmo

where

admissions and finan
,

see

ses

sions for information

cial aid

see

They get to
spiritual aca

ORU life.

to

touch ORU

Roberts, fol

Richard

earth, real

to

different

off the festivities.

College Weekend is indeed

a won

derful opportunity for prospective
students. "They can taste the life of

They can attend
chapel on Friday, and

ORU student.

what campus church is like,"
Marquardt explained. 'We have a
see

drawing for a scholarship for guests

"College Weekend is incredibly ef
fective in getting students to enroll
here," said Liz Marquardt, College
Weekend group coordinator. "Eighty
percent of all guests end up attend

Weekend agree that the weekend
influenced their decision to come to

ing ORU."

ORU. Natalie Dixon, freshman, said,"

College

Weekend is

one

of the

unique features of ORU. "We put

a

who attend all of the events."
Students who attended

I

never

would have

not attended

come

College

here if! had

College Weekend."
Stor't E't: OO't

11'!erritt

WELCOME! ORU's theme

greets guests

as

they

arrive.

GROUP SHOT. The Col

lege weekend staff takes
time out to pose for

a

picture.

© Oral Roberts University
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What is

Homecoming

memories?

week? Is it

Is it celebration of the

past joining the future? Is it a time
for enjoyment of all. "Homecoming
is a celebration of alumni
revisiting
the University, reliving
old memories, and the
students making new

ones," says '95

com

puter science graduate,
Brian Marshall.
over

the Oral Rob

erts

University campus
with the rush of an in
coming

tide.

involved with the

Alumni

came

from the four

ners

of the

cor

planet

celebrate another

to

explained "I got
homecoming com

by signing up after chapel. It
great experience because I got
to see the week from a different point
mittee

was a

of view than last year. I
involved from the

r'

was

inside."

"Homecoming
is

a

"The week held lots

celebration

of

excitement for me,

this is my first year
at ORU. I saw similari

of alumni
1996

Homecoming
fell

member Liz Erikson

as

revisiting the
university.
reliving old

ties

and

differences

from my high school. It
is difficult for me to pick

memories."

an

event I liked the best.

They

-Brian Marshall

were

exclaimed

all

great,"

Jennifer

and teachers, and winning the bas

Bartling.
really enjoyed the Battle of the
Bands probable the most of all the
"I
activities," said Melysa Crowl.
love listening to music and who can

ketball game was

resist

suc-

cessful year with the current stu
dents.
"It

was

What
was

good

see

old classmates

definitely a bonus!

most

to

impressive
seeing all of the improvements
was

me

around campus such as the new
elevators, painting of the prayer
tower, and redecoration of the caf

eteria," interjects Robert Berger '95
mechanical

engineering graduate.

The week of homecoming provided

the students with
ties

a

variety of activi

"I

a

free concert?"

"Java Hut
rience

It

definitely an expe
funny to see people I

was

was

know

get up
they've got on

and

give

it all that

Karoake machine,"
Julie Mears added.
Alumni
memories

a

student, reliving old

or

or

making

new

ones,

celebration that

homecoming
forgotten.
was a

will not be

planned by the Student Asso
Homecoming committee

ciation.

HEY

IS

THAT

PRINCE?

Alumni

comedy team,
performs a spin

SRO

off of a variety of musi
cals.
You

MIGHT

THEY

THINK

DON'T

DON'T

TURN

MOVE,

THAT

BUT

AROUND!

Alumni
SRO

comedy team,
provides a new

look at the hands.

28
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Facts of

CaDlpus Life
-

'"

-

_.

Homecoming
Calendar of Events

Sunday. Feb.
All

Campus Open

18

House

Monday. Feb.

19

Women's Basketball
vs.

Arkansas-Pine Bluff

Tuesday. Feb.

20

Battle of the Bands

VVednesday.Feb.21
Men's Basketball
vs.

Houston -Tillotson
Java Hut

Unplugged

Friday.

Feb. 23

Mark
/

Lowry

&

Kathy

Troccoli in concert
SRO with Mark Steele

Saturday. Feb.

24

Homecoming game
vs.

Southeast Missouri State
WE'RE

ON OUR WAY TO THE

GRAMMIES

•••

Java Hut

Unplugged--Karoake
night

showed

support.

strong

TALK

D.C.

NOTHlN'
livers

AIN'T

GOT

us!

Gryn de
a
winning perfor

mance

ON

at the

After game

party

annual

Battle of the Bands.

© Oral Roberts University
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"Carpe Diem," latin for "Seize the
day," was a cry heard allover the
Oral Robert's University
campus on
homecoming night. Many stars glit
tered throughout the
nigh tin the Mabee cen-

followed by Vanessa
Josef Sorett.
enters is

by

the

activities

The

the court the

on

men's

Golden

basketball
showed their

they

glory

as

sisted by President and
First

-Kimberly

the Southeast Missouri

Silver

State Indians.

"This Homecoming is
better
for

than last year
A lot more students

sure.

into it.

There

were

students at the

also

game,"

a

got

lot of

mentioned

Araceli

Miguel.
During halftime

the

lights

dim

and the crowd catches their breath

the ceremonies

as

begin.

coming court to make an entrance is
freshman princess Stephanie Arnold.
Following Arnold is J esslyn Parrot,
sophomore princess. Next comes
junior princess, Oneka Hill.
Finally the nominees for queen
arrive

for

on

king.

the

ANn

arm

the

arms

Pipkins. They

WINNER

THE

Sorett

as

King

IS

party students
mingle and
discuss their impressions of the fes
seized the chance to

tivities.

"As

an

intemational student it

fun,"

expressed

Lauren

Westgate.
"This is the second year I have had
the

opportunity to enjoy the festivi
ties, and it gets better and better,"
exclaimed

Kimberly

This seemed to

Silver.

sum

sentiment: fun and

up student

exciting!

on

are

•••

and

Homecoming King
Queen are Josef Sorett
and

Cynthia

IN

YO'

McClellan
ball

Me Guire.

FACE!

over

Earl

slams the
a

SEMO

player.

30

and

In the after game

of the nominees

First Shari Ayers enters

of Tim

Roberts

Me Guire and

said.

was

The first member of the home

Lady

crowns

Queen.
"Everyone looked so
beautiful. It was quite
a sight to see the
King
and Queen crowned,"
junior Valorie Papay

and better."

met and defeated

King

and Queen Aaron and
Josselyn Sterns as

ties, and they
just get better

team

moment is

here when 1995

enjoy the festivi

Eagle

big

"

second year I
have had to

place.
Here

Cynthia Me Guire attended

"This is the

took

pair

and
that

Carlton Oliver.

r:

ter, where the heart of

Phillips

The third

© Oral Roberts University

lI1'nJtt
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'tbU?-

to

"Homecoming is the students
banding together to make a suc
cessful week and support the
team."

-Betsy Kokel

"Homecoming

is

a

time when the

whole school and alumni back

a

sports game ."
-Royce Gonzales.

ONEKA

LOOKS

crowd looks

royalty

The

ON!
on, as

take

a

around the court.

the

walk

OLD

MEETS NEW:

King
and

Queen Aaron
Josselyn (Brown)
and

Stem
new

Former

congratulate
royalty.

the
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"Homecoming is the students
coming together as a unit."
Emily Wiest
-
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"I

in

run

scenes

tbr

Pbtnt�?-

place during

the action

of movies."

-Naomi Weatherford

"

erasing posterboard and
started sweating and I thought
hey aerobic points!"
I

was

I
-

-

-Shawn Sisneros

Jeff Lewis

DEUCE...

plays

shopping with my girl
aerobic points."

"I counted

friend

as

a

hard match

•.•

WHERE DID

Raquetball

of tennis.

a

Photo

sport.

by: Peter Smith
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is

IT

GO?

always

favorite pastime

Photo

-Tom Jestus

32

UM

by: Peter Smith
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the

Since ORU has started its facelift
to

its

improve

structure,

hardships of being a student and
explained Lori Sylvester,

Head R.A. ,"

many

get similar results
As the
aerobic
points.
through
is
the
1990's
of
placed on
emphasis
the ideal body, ORU proves itself to
students strive to

senior.

aggressive way of
"Basketball
always
relieving tension.

be ahead of the trends
with

always
to bring

since the foundation of
To many,

the process of becoming
it is

down the court, school

out the

seems

-Scott

To those who

the

accept
of
challenge
the

developing
man

with

of

Many relationships
built from joint
activity in the aerobic

there

are

to

-

workout. "I start off with

a

little bit

of weightlifting, and finish it off with
two mile swim," freshman Matt

Lord stated.

paced college life

takes its toll, many students find
aerobics to be an effective stress
reliever. "When

walking around the
myself forgetting

in

sports brings about a
that you can't get

intramural

camaraderie

anywhere else,"

freshman Matt Lord

said.
For those who have

never

in the Aerobics Center, the

set foot

reasons

for inactivity vary. "Ifeel that aerobics
would be

system
required

lot

a

more

fun if the

When

it

we are

more of a chore,"
stated.
freshman,
Bowling,

seems

Justin

to

point

changed.
keep track of our points,

was

to be

Although
-

"I feel that

involved

being

explore.
Coventry feels that
intramurals help add diversity to
the aerobic rtgarnarole. "Since I love
sports, betngtnvolved in intrarnurals
helps me kill two birds with one
stone." Many students liked to cross
train to get a complete aerobic

As the fast

program.

�

------------------

Junior Walter

a

Kanafani

...

arms,

avenues

light years
responded

are

...

whole

open

numerous

to be

away,
Kanafani.

"

me

dreaded ritual.

a

side of me.

seems

side

a

out

bring

When dribbling the ball

competetive

physically fit is exciting
but to others

to

competetive

"Basketball

program incorporated
the school.

an

seems

aerobic

an

that

feels

Kanafani

Scott

basketball is

some

feel the aerobic

system could use restructuring, the
majority know that ORU has become
a major trendsetter as well as an
authority in physical fitness.

outside track, I find

Stu

BUMP,

SET, SPIKE

dents

playa grueling
volleyball.

•••

game of

Photo by: Peter Smith

WATCH

OUT

SOMERS.
eam
on

Students

aerobic

points

the stair masters.

Photo

© Oral Roberts University

SUZANNE

by: Peter Smith
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There is

sudden

A Iter ;Dltrk

feeling of free
exhilaration in the air
afternoons after classes.

dom and

a

an

Friday
Topics of conversation turn to the
evening's plans and how students
are planning to
get the most enjoy
ment from

lars.

Mumpower, junior, stated, "1
go to the hospital and look
creative

Being
some

was

wing function we're

skating,"
said." "It's

find solace in
movie and

a

dollar

a

cappucino.

No matter how it

was

spent, those precious
Friday and Saturday
nights were welcome
getaways from daily
Many

you're

on a

with than

places
hang
things to do that were sure
a
great night on the town.
to

a

$1.50

and Noble

you're
doing."

to make

"Going

always fun," said Rachel
McDaniel, senior. Shea Fite, senior,
only one thing
night to remem

was
a

ber: "A beautiful woman."

Several students found less
ventional ways to
"I love going on
with

con

spend an evening.
a
motorcycle ride

friend," Rachel Ables, junior,
explained. "I also love to go rock
a

climbing,

walks down

FIRST

skating, and taking
by the riverside." Julie

ice

I think

lot of fun,"

Fite said.

important

nights out create long
lasting memories that
one can

out and

is

joked
that guaranteed

a

These all-

Java Dave's afterwards

that there

plant.

it would be

-Shea Fite

movie and then to Barnes
or

McDaniel
more

tour of the Dolese

Concrete

what

students had
to

going roller

tant who

worries and stress.

favorite

up

for years to

come.

"On

look back
a

Friday night

with the

girls

on

the

wing

in boxer

shorts and facial masks. It's

a

remember the

night I first went out
with my fiance. My friend rented a
Mustang and we went looking at
Christmas lights and then out to eat.
We saw some people with green hair
it was so much fun,"
Misty
Hawthorne stated. Fite

by saying,
acterized

"A

sums it up
out is char

great night
by meaningful

relation

ships."

Kincaid tries his hand
commu

nication.

NIGHT

ON

THE

Will White,

Dankert,

and

at

Joel

night
Spaghetti

Lowery enjoy
out

TOWN.

Valorie

Jubilee

Papay,

a

Warehouse.

34

great

way to bond with everyone on your
floor," said McDaniel. "I will always

SYLLABLE.Corey
at nonverbal

on

it's fun to rent movies and chill out

SECOND

WORD,

a

as

imporyou're with
than what you're doing.
I'm going to take a date

more

important
who

"For

dressing

plan creatively to make
their college nightlife
Others

essential to

and

Some students

memorable.

at the

in order to have fun.

hippies
"It's

like to

newborn babies."

few dol-

a

...

© Oral Roberts University

Facts of

Campus Life
Top Ten Songs
After Dark

1

.

Sixpence

...

None

...

Love, Salvation,
and the Fear of
Death

2.

Foot of the Cross

Forgive

S

�

Us

The Throes

Stunned

4.

Hoi Polloi

Big Fat Happy Day
5. Jars of Clay
Love

Song

6,. Prayer

For Savior

Chain

Shiver

'7. Plank Eye
Openhouse
8 RoseBlossomPunch
.

Sowing in the
9. Mike Knott

Sun

Tattoo

1 o. Joy

Electric

Sorcery

As of October 9, 1995
BUST

A

MOVE!

MVEARSARESTILLRING

Students smile

Claudius Girls show

ING!

that an evening in can

for the

be fun, too!

the

camera

Sixpence

after

concert

at the Wherehouse.

© Oral Roberts University

(I<ORU helped provide Information]

The

fairy godmother's words in
Cinderella still ring true.
At the
stroke of midnight, if some students
are not in their
respective dormito

ries, they receive a punishment similar to a

common in

that is

getting
the

un

administration takes into account

same

time I

home."

First semester freshman males

curfew

a

midnight

weekdays, and a one a.m.
Friday and Saturday nights.
This puts students in the position
where they have to be responsible. I
have to keep an eye on the clock so
on

on

time.

It's

Curfew is not
in

high regard

university,

that

few.

purpose behind

cur

"Curfew establishes account

ability

Do I

and

discipline

in the lives of

a

When I go

standard

at ORU.

in effect since the

Mitchell, junior, said.
-

time I do here with

policy

for most schools, but one that is held

istration

Many
protective

same

the curfew.

Then I snap back into reality and
realize I'm at home," Mitchell said.

hard sometimes, but it does force
me to be responsible,"
Melanie
students understand the

they

and

one

It has been

founding

of the

that the admin

feels works.

Shockey

claims, "There will be things in life
we

might

not

necessarily agree

with, but with which

ply.
one

we

Curfew shouldn't
from

coming

must

keep

to ORU and

getting

all God has for them."

FINE'? A cur

few offender signs late
minutes.
Photos

by:

Peter

Smith
MAnE

IT

IN

LESS

THAN

Cindy Sproat
enjoys a late night meal
courtesy of Luigi's

THIRTY.

Pizza.

Photos

by:

Peter

Smith
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com

some

TAKE THE CAMPUS

OR PAY THE

that

out, I keep telling my friends that we
have to get back before midnight.

curfew

I can make sure I'm in

found

accustomed

were

"I find my
self getting in about the

-Melanie Mitchell
many times to get in
before curfew," Tricia'"....--------

Pichotta, junior, said.

students
to curfew.

so

and all females have

There will be

When not at school,
...

I realize I'm at

it is.

rushed

of stu

not be

in about

curfew. Then

ORU the university that
have

concerns

things they will
easily moved to
change. Curfew makes
ORU unique," Shockey
explained.

myself

do here with the

this day and

age, but one that makes

"I

dorm

Shockey,

dents.

"I find

Curfew at

policy

Shari

some

Oral Roberts University
a

safety,"

director, stated. "I believe that the
the

-

is

their

r

carriage turning into a
pumpkin they get late
minutes.

female students. It is also there for

© Oral Roberts University
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"

1 would

go to late movies."
-Iris Simmons

"I

probably

wouldn't

out much

stay

later than 1 do now."

-Brenda

"LoBBY'S CLOSED!" Gwen

Tarpley
Mork

lobby.

and

clear

Virginia
out

the

Wright

HE'S NOT LEAVING FOR WAR.

couple shares a long
goodbye at the end of
the evening.

A

"

1 would

probably hang

out at my

friend's house."
-Donna

Rayman

JMAGE IS

© Oral Roberts University
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friend that sticks closer

"God is

a

than

brother, and friends you

a

meet at ORU will be your closest

brothers."
-Ian McIlvaine

"Friends at ORU

are

true friends.

They will stay with you through
the good and the bad."
-Valorie Papay

SO

will last

a
-

38

lifetime."

EAT

UP.

Daniel

Sharon

Dawson and Michael

Stemer and Michael

Robinson relax in

Walker engage in con-

Marriott

versation.

ner.

ING

"I know the friends I make at ORU

WHAT ARE YOU TRYTO

SAY?

Kristana Dosee

© Oral Roberts University

during

din-

The

faces you

friendly

registration

from home.

at

see

Some feel that the friends that

may prove to be the

closest friends you will ever have
the faces that will be at the most

they

-

have made

confidants. "It is

events for the rest of your

are

good

their closest
to have one

or

"

people to confide in, responded
sophomore, Ryan Wojcik. Amber
Crespo feels strongly

important
life. The primary purpose of being
at ORU may be to maker

two

�--------...

the

but students

grade,
find that making lifelong
friends is much

.,

"Friends

sures

at ORU.

-Tresjee

Rarely will you

someone

each

in life."
Wilson

While

alone,

some

...

or

off. You

can see

them in two's

or

in the

or

three's,

shopping

engaged

in conversation in Marriott.

It

at ORU,

seems

built

on a

last far
"As

mall,

friendships

are

firm foundation that will

beyond graduation.

a

freshmen at ORU, I

can

already tell that the friendships here
go much deeper than when I was in
high school. Everyone accepts you

friendships as nothing
more than a
stepping stone to dating,
others have outgrown this high
school persona.
They found that
they can have a mature friendship
between a guy and a girl without the
dating aspect. "The pressure is off to
pursue the friendship any further,"
said Wojcik.
Jenny Smith feels that friends
tend to overlook each others flaws

for who you are," stated Mike Owen.

and

While

ORU

some

students

feel that

students

male/female

view

whetheritbeoncampus

person

contributing to a
friendship. "What you
put into, you get out,"
stated Crespo.

the best trea-

more

important. Friendships
play an important role
find

about

are

short

'''Friends at
comings.
seem
to
the
overlook
always

friendships during the college years
are the
strongest, others are excited

bad

to find friends who share

friends, many find that they tend to
agree on one thing.
Senior Tresjee Wilson said it best,

a common

goal. Junior Michelle Vann said,"
People that are Similar tend to
gravitate to each other." Shared
interests are the bond that brings
people closer, forming a family away

Smith said.

things,"

Although

students share different views

"Friends

are

on

the best treasures in

life."

HE

SAID

WHAT? Rachel

Harberg
latest

shares the

with

news

Erika Martinez
Photo

.

Micah

by:
VanDuijvendijk

You BLINKED IN TillS ONE!

Karen

Merced

and

Jennifer
over

Cipolla look
their photos.

Photo

by:

Jubilee

Dankert

© Oral Roberts University
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There is
dom and

a

of free

feeling

exhilaration in the air
afternoon. As another school

Friday

an

to

comes

year

sudden

a

close,

a

particular

chronic

case

of senior-itus.

so

the

glorious diploma they

but

so

hard to

For these soon-to-be

than

more

wearing
gown,
is

a

only
degree,
for things

wing

out invitations. It

endless

mile high papers,

It is also

pulling
remembering

functions

and

friendships that pulled
through the stressful time

close

students
of college

life.
For seniors,

for

me

though he is
graduating, ORU will
even

still

Brown

be

close

to

his

heart." 1 believe that the

spirit and vision ofORU

studying,

all-nighters.

waiting

after ORU," he said.
Gooden also stated that

has been deeply planted

intercession for finals and
the

what is

a

Kristy

am

and

the results of

seeing

hours of

-

1

merely
cap

sending

or

is

to walk

extremely excited about

you learn
along the way."

obtain.

alumni, graduation

get

Reggie Gooden, senior, expressed
deeply miss ORU, but he
is glad to be finally

"It's not

Center

for

have worked

for her." I will

finished."

and receive that

stage

special

walk

can

Mabee

across

explained one of
graduation is going to be

reasons

how he will

long years
anxiously await

day they

CbfUe!

with my best friend Marcie."

After four
seniors

we

said. Sham ass also
the

group of ORU students suffer from
a

here

li1'brtd:

but

graduation is

a

time

when

they can look back and say
that they have finished this particular
lap in the race of life with pride,
because
they received their

in

me," he said.
While seniors

are

waiting for May

4th to arrive, there are other ORU
students who will have to wait a little

longer. However, they are still excited
about graduation.
Junior, Kristy Brown, stated that
it is a great honor to graduate from
ORU." It's alot of work and sleepless
nights it's not only for a degree,
but for things you learn along the
way," Brown said.
...

Calise Kernz,

graduation

said that to her

seems so

far away and

education from ORU. Senior Diane

inconceivable. "1 greatly respect those

Shamass said she is

who have finished what to

proud to be an
ORU graduate." I feel equipped in
spirit mind, and body which 1 believe
makes

me

more

impossible,"

me seems

she said.

Stor� :g,�: Stlf,C� :p",tter.50n

marketable," she

WORLD CHANGERS. Chan

cellor Oral and

Evelyn

Roberts look proudly on
the class of 96.'
MOMENT

banners

OF

TRUTH. The

representing

the different schools

are

marched into the Mabee
Center.

40
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II

Facts of

:CalDpus
Top

Life

Ten Desired

Careers for ORU

Graduates:

IRS

10.

Agent

or

Dentist.

9.

Lawyer or
Govemment Agent.

8.

Artist

or

Painter.

7.

Physical

Trainer

or

6.

Coach.

Singer

5. Preacher

4. Teacher

or

or

or

Actor.

Missionary.

Professor.

3. Accountant

Management

2. Nurse

1.

or

or

Position.

Social Worker.

Returning

to ORU to

continue their

education.
Go

YE

THEREFORE...

President Roberts in-

spires graduates
words to

with

guide them

as

they start life after 0 RU.

ONE

DOWN...

Clarence
ments

on

Boyd

Dean
com

how much he

will miss

this year's

grad uates.

© Oral Roberts University
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.At Oral Roberts
University, the
Word of God is

lifted before
lives

The

daily.

preaching

gospel

of the

of Jesus

Christ is not

bringing
the

only

increase to

of God

kingdom

on

our

campus, but

also

covering the

globe,

as

ORU

graduates

are

thrust into the end
time harvest. ORU
is

striving

duce
will

to pro

people

who

represent Gon's

IMAGE to the world.

© Oral Roberts University
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the
World
eaching

Jesus commanded His

disciples,

to

tral Turkey, we came upon an unreached
nomadic people group named the Yoruk.

go into all the world and preach the
gospel. This past summer, 125 students

We were led

ventured into 12 nations around the

where we met

world to tell

people

about the love of

Jesus Christ.

by a local to a goat -skin tent
a family. As a token of our
their hospitality, we left
for
appreciation
them with

"You

a

Turkish New Testament. It

stay in churches on hard floors,
eat food that you've never seen, and try
to speak a language that you can't speak,"
said Shane Messinger, "But nothing com

was an

pares to any of that sacrifice when a
national you are talking to accepts Jesus
Christ and makes Him the Lord of their

Many of the students found that as
they went on missions this summer,
God started speaking to them about

life."

different issues in their own lives. Shane

The teams this summer wen t to
tries like India, Poland, Peru,

coun

Nepal,

and

Uganda. The 12 teams ministered to
approximately 30,400 people and saw
4,015 people decide to make Jesus their

God in

saw

God's

healing

Jennifer
power touch 288 people.
who
went
to
Kazakhstan
said,
Fortney
"At the first

day of ministry a lady asked
for prayer. We prayed for the lady and
the entire family accepted Christ! She
was paralyzed for months. The
following
Saturday she walked to the Crusade."
When an ORU team evangelizes a
country, they reach people that have
heard of the

name

summer

explains about reaching the lost,
traveling through the mountains

"While

of cen-

part of the 10/40

mate."

Jennifer Beckmen who toured this
ria

with music ministries in

in music,

having

to

rely entirely

on

do with

me

significant,

but with the Lord.
all I went

through

for the summer."
The students will be

changed forever
gates will

and because ofthem Heaven's
be

a

little fuller.

Story cf3y.Jleath

Stoner

"fools for Christ."

THE

CALL. Missions di

rector, Jeff Rigler's, heart is to
reach the lost and the hurting.

44

part

of the process of my development and
spiritual maturation, much more so than
I would have received had I gone home

ministered in the streets to be

FULFILLING

the

More

was

HITTING THE STREETS. Drama teams

come

Nige

said, "I found myself being stretched

Lord and not on my own strength, know
ing that what I was doing had nothing to

of Jesus. Kevin

Keiser who went to Turkey this

unreached

Messinger who went to Peru remarked,
"Peru changed my life--and my major. I
learned that missions is a life-style, and
it starts with reaching out to your room

summer

The teams also

never

an

window!"

savior and have their name in the Lamb's

Book of Life.

insignificant thing, but we may
plant the Word of

have been the first to

© Oral Roberts University

TOUCHING

Adults

THE

were

not the

get saved, just
ers

FATHERS

only

HEART.

ones

to

many teenag
committed their lives to Jesus.
as

WHO'S DAT? Tim Hart shows that

when you go to Nepal you learn
how to adapt to their dress codes.

CELEBRATION. A

BROTHERS

was so

sion

ing

village in Brazil
happy that they were go

to have

students

a

party because ORU

brought

the

© Oral Roberts University

AND

field,

bonding

SISTERS. In the mis

team members start

as a

family.

gospel!

�

I[VIAGE

Up

CLOSE

church

QUIET

AND

PERSONAL.

gathers

for

a

A home

photo.

TIME. Effectiveness is

made possible

only
by daily devotions.

A POOR SOUL. The

belongs

46

to

Kingdom of God
people such as these.

© Oral Roberts University

CENTER OF ATTENTION. All eyes were
on this presentation of the gospel
in Peru.

WORK. One of the mis

lIARD

AT

sions

staff does his part to send

the teams out

.

..

BEING

will

A

vessel.

© Oral Roberts University

VESSEL. The

move

Holy Spirit
through any willing

ONE AT A TIME, PLEASE! Team mem

bers

are

wanting

swamped by the
to

natives

know about Jesus

Christ.
FRIENDS FOREVER! Native children

express their newfound
Do

WHAT?

comes

48

joy.

Whitewashing

ministry

be

in Peru.

© Oral Roberts University

HIGH AoVENTURE! The road to

doesn't have to be
THE TEAM!
are

duty

boring.

Lifelong relationships
sharing the ex

formed while

perience of missions.

CAPTIVATED! The

gospel

sented

music, drama,

and

through
preaching.

is

pre

IN GOO'S

© Oral Roberts University
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'The

-Visionary

Pastor Bill Shuler.

When the stu

dents of Oral Roberts

University

hear

that name, they think of a man whose
foremost goal is to do whatever it takes
to

bring

them closer to Jesus Christ.

Bill Shuler is not
ORU but he is also

only

the Pastor of

transformed

by

the

Holy Spirit.

When I

student say that I have never felt
the presence of God like this before,
hear

a

that's what excites

me.

Just to have

a

student realize that Jesus Christ is still
alive

today

and that he wants to heal

friend to many of
the students. The students of ORU feel

me," Shuler said.

comfortable around Pastor Shuler be

year was great before classes even
started. "This year on campus is like no
other year," exclaimed Shuler, "Chapel

they

cause

a

know he

has their

always

best interest in mind.

Shuler, who graduated from ORU in
1985, grew up with the Word of God

Shuler's vision for the 95-96 school

being pumped into him. "I saw my morn
getup every morning," said Shuler, "She
would get on her knees for an hour or

speakers are corning in and are saying
they can feel a difference on the campus
before they are even told how revival has
hit the campus. God is shaping world
shakers and world-changers."

two and just cry out to God in prayer and

Pastor Shuler feels the theme for this

Bible

"

study.

My

morn

was more

told

me

important

that the

year is quite broad. We need to recog
nize what God has done in history, what

than

God is

anointing
anything and

always be open to what God has for me."
Pastor Shuler has the anointing.

doing today, and what God is
wanting to do in our generation so we
can prepare our selves effectively."

When Bill Shuler stands in front of the

students, there
seats

God

comes a

silence in the
his words.

through
energetic and charismatic personal
ity brings the students into an attitude
of worship.
as

moves

His

Just like his father, Pastor Shuler
loves people. As an evangelist his father

served those who he loved.
dents

are

loved

so

much

by

ORU stu

Schuler that

he considers them to be his family. "The
most

satisfying thing

ORU is

of

being

Pastor of

seeing the lives of students being

HEART

AND

Of course Pastor Shuler would not be
the

he is

today without his beauti
They found out this sum
they were going to be blessed with

man

ful wife, Lisa.
mer

another child. Does Pastor Shuler want

boy or a girl? "I'm open to either one. I
already have a little girl but she could
use a playmate.
Lisa and I plan on
three
or
four
kids, but I would
having
like to have at least one boy."
a

Pastor Bill Shuler is a husband, fa
ther, pastor, but most of all a strong Man

of God.

Story 13y: j-Ieath

Stoner

SOUL. Pastor Shuler's

passion and fervor

are

clearly

seen.

A

MAN

ABOVE

REPROACH.

Men's

Chaplain Ken Kenedy
ample to the men on campus.
is

50

an ex
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A

MAN

AFTER

Goo's

OWN

HEART.

Pastor Shuler seeks the Lord with

every fiber of his being.
Photo by: Donny Harris
A

VIRTUOUS

Chaplain

WOMAN.

Brenda

Women's

Coomer

is

looked up to by many of the fe
male students, who see the joy of
the Lord in her life.

NOT ASHAMED. Missions director

Focus. The Pastors seek God with

Jeff Rigler passes

all their heart, soul, and mind.

on

his heart for

missions.

© Oral Roberts University

�
IrvlAGE

COME

Brannon
Cames leads the students into
INTO

the throne
Photo

THIS

HOUSE.

room

of God.

by: Donny

PRAYER WITH

Harris

PURPOSE.

Through the

Holy Spirit's direction, Pastor
Shuler gUides the students into
an atmosphere of
prayer.
Photo by: Donny Harris

ENTERING

HIS

GATES.

leads the way to

ship.
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Frontline

passionate

wor

SEEKING
team

THE

LoRD. The

exemplifies

the

worship
spirit of

praise.
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evival in the £gnd
For some people, the phrase "Cam

pus Church"

means

sacrificing

precious Sunday evening

to sit in

a
a

long boring service. Memories of
monotone preachers that lull you to
sleep from the pulpit may also come
to mind, but that doesn't happen on
the campus of Oral Roberts Univer

sity.
Those who attend campus church
seem to think words like
"fantastic" and "awesome" more ad

services

equately

describe the

atmosphere.
Sophie

"It's incredible!" exclaimed

Gross,
"You

a

can

junior

social work

feel the

Holy Spirit is there,

major,

and you can draw close to Him.
Praise and worship has a big af

fect on setting the tone of the evening
and it is usually very powerful. "It's

dynamic praise and worship
last as long as two hours.

This
can

There is
than

more

just feelings.

Marcelle Skeete,

but I went anyway. If you feel too
sick to go to church that's exactly
where you belong! I was glad I went,
because that service was tailor made
for

the time I left, I felt

By

me.

better: It

inspiring!"

was

a

lot

Hundreds

of others have also been touched

physically.

"It

seems

that we're

sensitive to the

more

than

we
Holy Spirit
were last year,"
explained sopho
more Jeff Wright, an
English Litera

ture

major.
church doesn't have

"Campus

"You could have

Heckel, "so it's

telecommunications major, "It's not

junior Med Tech
night I was

major explained:
feeling pretty sick and miserable,

freshman

like they have these piddly little voices

a

"Last

annointed," freshman pastoral stud
ies major Fred Rogers remarked,

somebody like Petra
leading worship, but if God's not
there, it's just not going to do any
thing."
That annointing is clearly seen
and it is especially evident in the
worship team on stage. "I love it
when they get up there and just
jam," says freshman John Monroe, a

to campus church

time constraint like

a

said

chapel,"
biology major Andrea
more

flexible to the

moving of the Holy Spirit."
With overwhelming intensity,
God's presence, and the Holy Spirit's
direction, campus church is the place
to be

Sunday nights. As sopho
nursing major Dashon
Johnson exclaimed, "Campus
on

more

"

Church is the icing on my weekend.
S wry CSy: S. Peter Tslathew

that you can't hear."

THE MAN

OF

challenges

GOD. Pastor Shuler

the

students

to

a

closer walk with God.
POWER

PRAISE.

Healing and
ministry happens during the
unity of praise and worship.
Photo's by: Donny Harris
IN GOO'S
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Come into this
"Chapel is a good reminder of why
at

we are

ORU," said freshman Erin
"It

Hussey,

takes

the

students

attention off of academics for that
one hour and devotes that one hour

ouse

you know God is restoring
you can press on and make it

Chapel,
you

so

throughout

the rest of the

day."
chapel as a time to forget all
my problems and to enter the throne
"I

see

to God."

room

Students at ORU fill up Christ
Chapel on Wednesday and Friday
from 10:55 a.m. to 12:00 p.m. for

apply what they teach to my spiritual
life which enhances my academiC

chapel.

growth."

one

For many students

of the

chapel is
great experiences that

encompass their time at ORU.
"I look forward to
hearing the

special speaker
said

pour into my life,"

freshman Jason Frederick,
speaker has a word from God

of God," said freshman Justin
Ross, "I glean from the speakers and

The students realize that one of
the biggest blessings being at ORU is

attending chapel.
seen

God

"Each
that

can

motivate each student to

a

greater level of intimacy with Jesus."

Chapel speakers
best in the world.

at ORU

are

the

Some of the

include Ted

speakers
Haggard,
Benny Hinn, Rodney Howard
Browne, Jack Hayford, and Ed Cole.
ORU's own faculty speak also like
Pastor Bill Shuler and Chaplain's
Ken Kennerly and Brenda Coomer.
Many students look forward to
seeking God and being refreshed in
the shadow of God Almighty during
chapel.

as

1

can

can

once

I

enter the "real world". 1 will

knowledge

that

was

time for

to

get my roots planted
deep
get discouraged 1 can
remember what God spoke to me in
chapel."
me

Ross said it well, "I will leave ORU

with

a

will be
inner

motivation inside of

received
Even
a

me

during chapel."
though chapel is only

week for

an

hour at

eventually

for God's

world for Jesus Christ."

impact

on

a

time, it

will

impact

OF

give

ATTENTION. Aerobics in

novator Kenneth

Cooper encour
ages students to keep the temple
of the Holy Spirit pure.

54

the

&ory by:JIeath Stoner

their all to God.
Focus

twice

the students

Pastor Mike

the students to

that

direct result of my own
drive and the teaching I
a

which

Hayes urges

to

is the

when 1

so

an

CHALLENGED.

use

imparted

me," stated Frederick. "Now

makes

BEING

clearly

during chapel.
graduate from ORU

Junior Liz Brakel exclaimed, "I
love the praise and worship. 1 thirst
When His
presence.
presence sweeps through Christ's

be

to them

spoke

"I know
the

This

students talk about what

© Oral Roberts University

FEARLESS LEADER. President Rich

ard Roberts exhorts the students.
OTHER "TONGUES."

scends barriers

Ministry

through

tran

the in

terpreter.

EXPRESSION. Praise and
sets the tone.
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worship

LIFT HIM UP. The student

unifies in

body

worship.

L6J

IMAGE

lIision

Imparting

The year was marked
tional guest speakers in

inspires

change

a

by inspira
a

change of heart,

way that
not just

a

of behavior.

"This year has been pretty good,"
said Josef Sorett, a senior Health
and Exercise Science

speakers have

major,

made it very

cable to where

we

are

as

"The

appli
college

students."
That sentiment

echoed

was

many other students.
"I felt Tom Newman

was

so

by
in

said sophomore Nursing
Dahl, "It was directed
Karyn
major
to
us
where we were and
exactly
encouraged us to really be happy

tense,"

Kimberly Hardaway. "It was what I
needed, right when I needed it."
Tom Newman's teaching was simi
larly comforting:
"I liked him

a

lot because his hotel

good," said freshman
Tonia Gonzalez. "I had never thought
of there being rest for the Christian,
just bringing in the sinners."
Along with words of encourage
ment, students were also challenged
by many of the speakers.
analogy

was so

"I liked Earl McClellan because he
was

totally

truthful with the Word,"
a DTF
major, "He

said Chris Broder,

level at which the students could

got straight to the point without
trying to avoid parts of the entire
picture."
Many of the chapel speakers were
unforgetable, such as youth minis
ter Eastman Curtis' "stir it up" chapel

understand.

message.

where

we

Many

are."

of the

speakers preached

the so-called "Grass Roots" level,

at
a

"Ted

Haggard spoke on such rel
evant issues, he was really down to
earth," explains graduate Brian
Hammond. "He
and relatable.

was so

transparent

He has

heart that

a

pastoral

across."

really
Speakers were brought in from all
over the country to emphasize the
importance of the proclamation of
the Gospel.
"Pam Vinette was so inspiring in
her message," testified freshman

IN

YOUR FACE.

tells
A

it

MAN OF

Hayes
dents

56

comes

"He's

so

full of excitement and

fire!"

Explained freshman Kellee
Lackey, "It was practical for use
now--notjust when you're older."
Indeed, it's like reaching people's
hearts right where they are so they
can

grow

in the Lord.

Story CSy: S. Cf'eter lYIathew

Pastor Mark Crow

like

it

is.

CONVICTION. Pastor Mike

challenges the
to think big.

stu
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A

VISIT FROM THE

students

are

CHANCELLOR. The

exuberant as Chan

cellor Oral Roberts and his wife,

Evelyn, speak.
STIR

IT

Curtis

up!

Joyful

encourages

Eastman

the

stu

dents to make the joy of the Lord

their

EXPERIENCING

SPIRIT.

Marilyn

the

Hickey
dents

THE

to

inspires
get drunk

Spirit.
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in

stu

the

A

strength.

MAN

AND

HIS

ARMOR.

Pastor

Carlton Pearson reminds the stu

dents to

put

on

the whole

armor

of God.

[SJ

IMAGE

•

'The
and

excellence."

nomung

A
"Anointing
motto
for
the
Frontline
fitting
worship

team at ORU.

"Our focus is to be a
of
and
healing

ministry
transformation," explained

Edwin

Miranda,

major.

a

senior Evangelism

"We want the

move
Holy Spirit
lives."
through
peoples'
Music is not the reason they sing,
though. "Music is just the vehicle we
use-just the tool that facilitates the
communication of the gospel," said
us

to

to touch

Miranda, "We want to minister Christ

through music and proclamation."
"Being in Frontline has really
taught me a lot," shared Rachael
Salars,

major,
now

in

junior

a

"I have

a

Music Education

lot

more

confidence

sharing the gospel.

I'm

a

shy

person, but I've learned to die to
myself and let God shine through
me

to others." The internal work of

the

Holy Spirit's cleansing reaches
throughout the team. "I know it's
challenged me a lot," said Corey
Thornton, ajuriior Music major, "My
skills are being sharpened both
musically and spiritually." These
are not temporary influences, either.
"These are the changes that last a
lifetime," said Miranda.
a

blessing,
given

has

favor to

"It has been

and I
me

be

•

praise God that He
ability and the
in Frontline," said
the

Thornton, "I'm only here because He
has called

me

here."

This humble attitude is noticed

by

people.
"They have a
ministry," said Earl
McClellan, "They just give of
themselves and they're not into
showing off. They are out there to
save people.
They're incredibly
many

tremendous

anointed and their hearts

are

in the

right place."
But Frontline's scope of influence
goes much farther than just the

student body. "We broke up into two
missions

"It

was

were

teams," described Salars,

incredible!

healed

So many

and

ministered to! I can't
it!"

people

delivered
even

and

describe

Miranda

awesome, it

agreed: "It was so
changed my life! We

went overseas, and I

just loved the
praise
Theywere
so hungry for God, it was
inspiring."
and worship there.

Salars also grew closer to the Lord.
"It really taught me what true worship
is. It's not just the

song, not just the

words. It's the heart that makes the

difference.

True

worship

comes

from the heart."

straight
Through humility, honesty, and
sincerity, Frontline truly exemplifies
their
motto:
Anointing and
Excellence.

.story CfJy: S Peter Mathew

FRONTLINE

This team went to

song that

58

Africa to

Nigeria,
the Lord had given

FRONTLINE

proclaim

to them.

Jesus in

This team bombarded the

overflowing

© Oral Roberts University

love.

country of Russia with J esus'

MOOD SWINGS. The team

spirit of things for
chapel.
the

JAMMIN'.

gets

into

missions

The musicians

provide

momentum for the team.

TESTIMONY.

A member exhibits

his heart for God.

ENTERING
team

enters

praise.
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THE

ROOM. The
God's court with

THRONE

lumni
Carlton Pearson, Billy Joe and
Sharon Daugherty, John Mason, Ron
and Katie Luce, John Jacobs, ElW,

jor,

Kenneth

the Christian

Hagin Jr., Kenneth
Copeland, Terry Law, Ted Haggard,
Tom Newman, Maria Crosby, Keith
Wheeler, and Mark Steele.

Do those

familiar? All these

sound

names

people are graduates of ORU.
Many students look up to them
and many other graduates that have
had a impact in their life and chal
lenged them to be all they can be.
"I look at the ORU grads I know
and I see that I want to get what they
got out of ORU, because they seem
to have it all together," sophomore
Some students say one of the
reasons they came to ORU was be
of the fruit

from

emanating
coming out of ORU.
"When I saw people of vision and
faith coming out of ORU, I wanted to
be part of it," says freshman Russ
the students

Lugo.

"I

saw

dreamers that made

their dreams become
that when it

was

school, ORU

reality.

time for

totally
graduates
chapel or
was

Some of the

speak
church

at

from

time

I knew

to go to
for me."
me

to

come

to

campus
and

time

inspire students in their cho
sen
majors to be a leader in
that

Nathan

what

Dunlop

Impact

Design

ma

states, "I

see

Productions is

doing in

industry and I want to
they are, but
even take it to a
higher level."
Maria Crosby graduated from ORU
with a teaching degree but now she
works for Big World Venture and is
Director of Office Management and
Special Projects. She talks of how
be

on

the forefront like

ORU gave her a world view.
''While I was at ORU, I was

couraged

send young people and youth groups
over

the world.

Since the

University was

built

Daugherty

attending

ORU.

Katie Luce says now that she and
Ron have their own ministry she

remembers how Chancellor Oral and

Evelyn

Roberts

responded

to trials.

"I watched their lives and all the

hard trials

they went through and
they responded, but they still
lived victorious even though they
went through tough times. It helps
Ron and I now in our ministry when
we are
going through tough times."
how

St01y by:JIeath Stoner

Billy Joe

learned at ORU what

kind of character it took to lead

Victory

Christian Center.

A DREAMER. Tom Newman founded

Impact

Productions and

thousands to

Toymaker's

60

Christ

on

Oral Roberts vision, many of the
graduates caught that vision while

area.

PASTOR BILLY JOE Pastor

en

to do missions and ORU

Missions gave me a heart for the
world," she said. Maria now helps
all

Jubilee Dankert said.

cause

Freshman Broadcast

brings
through

Dream.
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TEEN MANIA PRESIDENT. Ron Luce

caught
now

the vision of ORU and

takes thousands of

teenag

ers over seas.

MISSIONARY PIONEER.

preached
sia before

To

DIE

FOR.

ORU

grad Ryan

Stafford portrays Jesus Christ in

Toijmaker's

Dream

the world.
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throughout

HAn

LIFE

Terry

Law

gospel in Rus
evangelism was legal.
the

REVOLUTIONIZED.

Maria

Crosby,

with

her

husband

Dan

changing

the world

with

are

Big

World

Venture.
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In the Presence 0 God
"Spending time with God for an hour
highlight of my day," said fresh
man Christy
Endy. "I have a quiet time
in
order to cover my life with
every day
is the

the truth to differentiate between truth
and lies."

The heartbeat of ORU students is
to dive into God's plan for their life and

grow into

an

intimate

Him where His

their

relationship with
thoughts start becoming

thoughts.

Senior Marcie Maris stated, "My quiet
time is where I receive my revival. It is
the

thing that renews me and gets
me through
college and senioritis."
When students spend the quality time
with God through the day it opens up
one

when

wing devotions come meet.
Devotions usually occur on Thursday

more

when the

night

of the

Chaplain

wing

shares their heart to the
"I rise

early

in the

wing.
morning

so

I

can

to me in my quiet time, He gives
direction in what path I should

speaks

choose. Then when I attend devotions,
my Chaplain encourages me and chal

lenges

me new

in

being

with

and teaches

scriptures
things that I don't
a big church."

me

Since devotions
not

as

structured

are more

as

receive

relaxed and

church, people

free to interact instead of

by

are

just sitting

listening.
students

see

time to bond closer

as a

Many

what God is

devotions

wing

speaking through

men

TIME OUT FOR

Jesus said in Matthew 6:33 to seek
first His

kingdom and righteousness and

He would take

care

of all our needs. That

scripture is what many Chaplains try to
breathe in to the students that God will
take

care

of all their needs if

first

above

they put
everything else.

Another

part of devotions that makes
it a more personal experience with God
is the praise and worship.

Chaplain Kevin Kaiser stated,
the guys

on

presence in
moment I

"To

OF

THE

LORD.

savor as a

Chaplain.

As

a

blessed to be able to
Chaplain,
input into each man on the floor, but the
thing I treasure the most is that not only
can I speak the word to them but I also
I

count each

am

man as a

friend in the Lord."

Story cBy.J-Ieath

Stoner

makes

Sophomore

Kristana Dosee makes God first
in her life.

62

see

my floor enter into the
praise and worship is a

time to be with his Creator.

JOY

their

and interact with them and pray with
case they have
any needs."

GOD. Fresh

Trevor McDonald

a

them in

1

TAKING

as

and to hear

Chaplain.
"I expect God to speak to me
through
my Chaplain at devotions," said sopho
more Angela Hatch,
"My chaplain puts
God's Word in a different perspective
and challenges me to look for more truth
in my own life. Plus, it is a good time for
me to see all the other
girls on my wing

Him

give God my first fruit of the day," ex
plained freshman Tami Esch,"As God
me

back and

© Oral Roberts University

BROTHERS

lain

SEEKING THE

Kert

Kennedy

LoRD.

Chap

shares the

word.
LISTENING INTENTLY.

thirsts

for

the

Gayland Mabe
word being

preached.

SEARCHING

FOR

TRUTH.

Many

dents at ORU search for the
truths about God.

© Oral Roberts University

stu

deep

RESTING

IN

THE

LoRD.

Students

take time between classes to be
with God.

I!VIAGE

�eing

�essel
Willing

a

ORU's

Community Outreach
Program impacts not only the
community of Tulsa, but also
develops the character of the
students involved.
Most people think that a Christian
is

university
preparing
ministry or vocation to which
they feel God has called them.
Community Outreach at ORU lets
the student display on the outside

the student

for the

what has been learned

on

the inside.

"I like the

Community
it helps me not get
wrapped up completely in my
studies," said sophomore Rob Eicher.
A lot of people go to college for the
ministry, but 1 want to do ministry
while I'm here and Community
Outreach

program because

Outreach lets

me

do that."

Whether you want to involve
yourself in children's, adult or prison

ministry, mental health, tutoring
kids at school, or whatever your
heart's

desire,

the

Community
Outreach program can help students
fulfill their desires of going into
everyman's world.
Some students see that when they
give their time to people God blesses
them and makes the experience a
blessing back to them.
"I love working with art," says
freshman Mary Hartje. "I go with the

DEVOTED.

Correspondence

important part
munity outreach
BEARERS

OF

of the

is

art outreach and 1

am

able to be

creative which 1

enjoy."
aspect ofthe Community
Outreach program is that each wing
has its own community outreaches.
Another

When the floors go together, there is
a
special bonding that takes place,"
Junior Rachel Burke said. "When

the

people on a wing do an outreach
together, you automatically get
closer. Community Outreach puts
your faith in action where you are."
During Halloween the students
hit the streets, not for candy, but to

collect

can

goods

in Tulsa. James

for the food banks

Olsen, Director of

Community Outreach,

said the
of
the
outreach
was to
purpose
"demonstrate what we believe and to

bring glory to a living God." God was
truly glorified and over 12,000 cans
were

collected for the food banks.

Sophomore
up

the

Paul Burnett

heart

of

sums

Community

Outreach, "When you've spent your
whole life

looking for something and

you finally find it, you can't help but
tell other people about it." That's

what ORU's

Community Outreach

is all about.

$tory cBy:fteath

Stoner

an

com

leader.

GOOD NEWS. CR reps

students informed

keep

the

of

upcoming

ministry

opportunties.

64
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TRUCKIN' A U Haul is
-

.

handle the
collected
EVEN

huge

on

required to

amount of food

Halloween

THE CHILDREN.

night.

Pastor Shuler

and

family lend support to the
Community Outreach depart
ment.

THE

MASTER

discussed

PLAN.

for

Strategies
reaching

los t.
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are

the

THE DIRECTOR. James Olson

ganizes upcoming

or

events.

�

IMAGE

THE BAG BRIGADE! ORU students

find

a

love

to

NOT
can

the

be

THE

ready

telling

66

Meetings
fun

A student

embark

to

of

the

their

as

Gospel.

DOOR.

mission

GAMES!

much

as

the

express

community.

ALL FUN AND

sharing
OUT

to

way

the

on

gets
the

Christian-

story of Christ.
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LoAD'ER up! Hard work brought in

12,000

cans

for the homeless of

Tulsa.
JUST

BETWEEN

Comunity

YOU

AND

Outreach

ME.

brings

friends closer.

Do

YOU

UNDERSTAND? Students

try

to get others involved in Comunity

Outreach.

© Oral Roberts University

[&J

IMAGE
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Chaplains,

to ath

letes and scholars,

Oral Roberts Uni-

versity

is

a

melting

pot of different and
unique

IMAGES.

From allover the

world, they
with minds

come

opened

to learn and hearts

open to receive. Be
cause

of those who

obeyed

and those

who chose to

here,

we

tinue to

come

will

see

con

the im-

age of Christ
this

throughout
campus.

�--
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....
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DEAR

MOM.

Matt

OKAY,

WHO

SECTION? Jim

Rearden, Executive

COMIC

Vice President, works

Canfield

hard

abreast

events.

on

future

national

on

TOOK

THE

keeps
local and

news.

STUDENT AsSOCIATION EXECUTIVE BOARD
CLUB RUSH: Another

successful event!

70

Christopher Obal,

Clarence

Tanner, Nathen Gooden, Matt Rearden,
Nancy Thomas, Ariane Folkins

© Oral Roberts University

Congratulations fJRlJ

...

Irs f} GIRL!!!
The year is 1996, election of the
forty-third president has just been

completed
made.

and

history
paradigms

The

relays their feelings on many issues
concerning the University.

has been

The

that have

this

ruled the United States have been

broken.

A

women

we

can

"It's

something
accomplished in the
not the case.

It's still

1995 and Clinton
that

is.)

is the

turned

great

to know

that you can
make an impact

where you are
and through

(Bill

United

what you

States. However, on the
ORU campus things
have

a

feeling

residing

president of the

are

doing."
-

around.

Clarence Tanner

..

Student Association

has

on

we

and

humors

have

us

movies, they

groovin'

with the

keep

us

with JAVA

HUT, and they dazzle
with

Homecoming.
'system' does
work, because things
do get done. Without
us

"The

Student Association
students

would

way of communicating with
the Administration," affirmed Teresa

in the President's chair.

Moulton, Assistant Banquet Director

First relaxed dress code at

Saga

school year.
Student Association

stereotypical
presidential role and

the

a woman

95-96

the

has broken all of the
views

involved in

"

get

This is

women

organization spend endless
preparing, delegating and
praying for the upcoming events of the

has

Oval Office...

and

hours

been elected to office.

Finally,

men

now

night

in

this, what else could

ask for?

Student Association, the voice of
the student body, has done so much
for the students and continues going

strong, always coming
improved ways to amuse the
students or to represent them to the
faculty in a manner that adequately
up with

new

and

no

for SA

during the 94-95 school year.
Student ASSOCiation, another
educational facility that helps mold
and

shape

at ORU.

Activities said, "It's a great feeling to
know that you can make an impact
where you are and through what you
are

doing."

Story By; Mandy R.ollins

STUDENT AsSOCIATION!

BREAKING

The voice of the stu

Ariane

dent

body, standing
being heard.

tall and

© Oral Roberts University

the lives of the students

Clarence Tanner, VP of

THE

MOLD.

Folkins, the
first female president
of SA.

You
HOW

WANT

ME

MANY

Molly
keeps
school

TO

SIGN

FLYERS?

O'Connor,
track

of all

advertise

ments.

HONEST,

IT

FAULT!

WASN'T

MY

Michele

Rodriguez pleads her
case

with

Hoskey,

Dawn

Dean

of

Women.
...

-

CLARENCE BoYD, DEAN
OF ALL

STUDENTS!

Keeps

the campus in order.

STUDENT AFFAIRS
Dan

Guajardo, Manny Cantu, Kris Bashford, Chris Royael, Clarence Boyd,
Qynne Arnold, Molly O'Connor, Dawn Hoskey, Jackie Fuqua, Lafern Griffith

© Oral Roberts University
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Student fJlfuirs
MfJNr

(J N [ ?
do you

"Hello, Student Affairs,
have

one

or

would you like one?"

Imagine, a dating service on campus
free of charge. What else will they
come

up with next,

room

one

of

the many luxuries offered on the
ORU campus, but that's the first

thing
the

that

to mind whenever

comes

things

that amount to endless

paper work for the administrators.
When asked how she kept things
at such a smooth pace
Jackie Fuqua replied, "It's the staff.

running

Without their

dream?).
Student Affairs,

the

Round Table of ORU.

"King Richards"
Council,

Dean

High
Boyd,

Dean of all students,
Dean

Guajardo, Dean
Men, Dean Hoskey,

"We

office would be

directly
responsible for the
lifestyle and atmo
sphere of the
are

campus

a

confusing

spond

...

We

workers
team

I

Dean Clarence

to

campus

re

forget the
amount of work that is put in by the
administrators in this office. They
keep the room assignments straight,
they replace lost I.D.'s for absent
minded students and they even
occasionally excuse a student from
chapel (if the excuse is good enough).
half of the many

WHAT'S

FOR DINNER TO

NIGHT,

HONEY?

keep

orderly."

of the most efficient
.

offices

on

we

credit
and

late

this campus
all the

owe

to

nights

the

long

that

are

these

experienced
by
diligent workers.
Students can only wonder if these
people are some type of super
humans.

they faster than a speeding
printer?
Can they leap the tallest paper
Are

stacks?

In

a

word; YES!

Story by: Mandy R.ollins and teresa Moulton

THE TRIO! Dan Gua

dent workers hard at

jardo. Chris Royeal,
and Manny Cantu

work in the office.

pray for the students.

Stu

a

the

many students
Student Affairs is one

and

University.

as

To

Boyd

hours

are

students safe and the

of the students."
-

who·

far to often

© Oral Roberts University

mess.

to work

willing

to the needs

All to often students

even

for the

for my quality student
workers and for my co

and many more help
fulfill the Great Commission given to

These aren't

care

find myselfcontinually thanking God

Dean of Women. These

this

genuine

students that attend this school this

Student Affairs

office is mentioned (and
what does it hurt to

of

little

service?

this is not

Unfortunately

(J N [ ?

H fJ 0 c

THINGS

THAT MAKE YOU

WHAT

EXACTLY ARE WE

GO, MMMMH?

GOING

Sorett

THESE? Angela Fowler

ence

would

Joseph
ponders exist
Aristotle

as
on

beautiful

such

a

TO

DO

WITH

and Lori Sylvester get

ready

for

chapel.

day.

FEMALE HEAD RA's

Krapohle, Deana Raney,
Tarpley, Angela Fowler, Mary

Carrie Fischer, Ann

Sylvester,

Gwen

MALE HEAD RA's
Lori
Ann

Micah

Hill, Joseph Sorett, Elector Pearson, Jeremy
Zapata, Keith Roberson

Soriano.

74
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Head RfJs
rhe Lboeet: (Jnes
6:25p.m. give or take a
few minutes.You have just gotten
out of your last class for the day and
you're famished! Saga food actually
You cruise up the
sounds good.
stairs, whip out your wallet and it
It's about

hits you, you left your I.D.
desk. What do you do?
Then you remember,
THE TABLE. The

where

place

on

students who sit at THE
closer

Greek

many different obstacles.
structured program that

structured
us

ance

but still

lets

us

our own

are.

You walk

vidual

Greeks

out door,

write you

like

a

they

-

slip and your

Flinn

Deana

yet

meetings, the share times,
duty. These things and

the desk

are

make up

striving

women

to set

a

and

men

who

standard for the

students of Oral Roberts

Raney

shows

Jennette Stewart how
to

use

the

© Oral Roberts University

own

According

copier.

Babes".
to

Deana

there share times

in

girls

individual

Deana
says
Head RA for the

can

range from Praise and

Worship to going out
for pizza and forgetting
responsibilities.

indi-

way."
Raney

Elector

Pearson,

the

RA

for

Head

Michael Cardone, describes the HRA

opportunity to pass
along to other men things his father
taught him that has helped him to
be a stronger man in Christ.
Story By: Mandy R.o((ins
program

as an

University.

DOES THE COPIER WORK?

Deana

our

mens

another absent-minded student.

more

be there for the

"Braxton

These

wonderful Head RA's have saved
The

girls

than the

gives

a

us

but still lets

in

Raney,

be there

for the

being

than

"It's

us

way.

guid

gives

gods

in the

in

to

a

more

just lock down by night
duty by day, they keep our RA's
sane. They are able to offer support
and gUidance to RA's as they face

program that

TABLE. These students

consists of

and desk

your

"It's

select may dine. You've
heard stories about the

are

job

guidance

few and

only the

But their

GUY

TALK.

Keith

Roberson, Joseph
Sorett, and Micah Hill

hang

out.

PAY

ATTENTION!

Beki

RA

Portman goes
forms with

over some

her

wing.

PEOPLE
ING.

ARE

SO

AMUS

Monika Uhrova

makes

sure

everyone
behaves while in the

lobby.

LET

RA

ME

SEE? Braxton

Tami

checks her

76

Bangle
girls.

IT'S LOVE AT FIRST SIGHT.

STRIKE A POSE! Vanessa

Nickie

Phillips, makes sure
her girls are in chapel.

Matula

and

RA, DianneShamass.

© Oral Roberts University

R.esident Advisor

"1D he,

or

They completed the applications, they went to
meetings, they survived the interviews and
the internships,and they still didn't give up. It
came down to the final cuts and they stood tall.
They are the few, the proud, the strong. We know
all the

them
All

as

the Women's Resident Advisors.

have been pre
to face what many say is the

summer

paring

they

biggest challenge
put

that God has

in their life. These

women

ever

have

been

given the opportunity to lead
twenty-five to thirty women through
year laced with many ups and
downs.
a

a

always

program has been
very beneficial to
me in my years

here at ORU!

"

Lisa Schranz

Why do they do it? It's not like
they don't have enough to do already. "The expe
rience can be very exciting at times and it will
stretch you in every way possible", said Kerri

on

are

positive

always long enough, they
room

is

Their doors are
always spotless.
open twenty-four/seven (for the
most part), they make hospital runs
after each intramural sporting event.
They even bring snacks with them
to the ever-dreaded Hall Meeting.
"I's
The benefits are abounding!
the
to
watch
girls grow in
amazing
so

many ways and see them blossom
women God has called them to

into the mature

be", said Erica Wilson

a

second-year

What would the

without these wonderful

Many ofthese women are upperclassmen with
full loads, (like they need the stress of thirty other

them down the
Think

women's lives to deal with in their free time.) but

track.

it anyway and

a

time for curfew and their

Bainter.

they do

keep

are

women

Their skirts
are

-

act and still

looked up to by
people all across the campus as being the moral
cornerstones of each wing.
These

attitude.

'The Woman's RA

few

he.

not to
amazing juggling

"

complete

path

women
women

of the

RA.

campus do
of God to lead

on

straight

and narrow?

chaos and you would be

right

on

Story by: Mandy Rollins

they manage to perform an

FRANCES CARDONE UPPER RA's

BRAXTON RA's

Margie Olvera. Erica Wilson, Allyson Manwarren,
vrrginiaMonk,�neSkeete,EuniceGunassee1an

StaceyWarren, Beky Portman, ErikaSrnith, KerriBainter,
Maia McGill, �anette Spear, Tami Bangte, Jamillah
Watkins, DeanaRaney
f

SUSIE VINSON RA's

FRANCES CARDONE LoWER RA's

PatriceMiller,Kirst:enReeder, GwenTarpley,Varmessa
Phillips, MarcyWIlson, SheriAyers, RachelWhite,Jill

AdrienneFuller, TmaKyles, Blcxx:lineBarthelus,

Amy Keys,

Dianne

Shamass, Adrian Cazares

Brown and Dorm Director, Sheri Shockey

IMAGES
,

I
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WHEN

CLOCK

THE

STRIKES TwELVE
TURN

INTO

WE ALL

PUMPKINS.

Erika Smith checks
to

see

if the ladies

all tucked

are

snug

in

their beds.

CLAUDIUS NORTH RA's

Nicole Travis, Karen Merced, Jannette

Stewart, Lisa Schranz, Cindy Smith,
Head RA: Lori

Sylvester

CLAUDIUS SOUTH RA's

Chris Collins,

Wigginns,

Kim

Head RA:

Libby Bailey, Holly

Johnson, Pennie Smith,

Mary Ann

Soriano

i

CLAUDIUS EAST RA's

Monika Uhrova, Tara Hupp, Sarah

Stuart, Sunny Kruse, Cathy Horn,
Head RA: Angela Fowler

Is

THAT

FOUR

INCHES?

Someone has to do it!

ARE

YOU

HAVING

enjoys sitting

78
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FUN

YET? Marcelle Skeete

desk.

WHEN'S

Sunny

TEST?

THE

and

Kruse

Tami Bangle contem

plate impending

tor

ture in their class.
ALL SMILES!

RA's

for the

ready

get

mad

rush of students be

fore

chapel.

ONE POTATO, Two Po
THREE POTATO,

TATO,

FOUR
ren

•••

Stacey

takes

count of her

A lJA
Early

to

person.
schedule.

bed, early

RA's could

YIN

tH [

to rise makes for

a sane

wish for that

of

only

type

It isn't that way at all.
The basic rule of thumb that ev

ery RA lives by whether
by force is; late to bed,

by choice or
early to rise
makes an RA. They keep this rigor
ous schedule to lead girls through a

successful year.
Kristen Reeder,

a

senior social

work major, is in her first year of

being an RA. "There are so many
challenges that I never knew I would
have to go through," said Kristin
about the RA program. "My girls are awesome,
and we have so much fun together, I wouldn't

© Oral Roberts University

II f [

(j fAN

a

War

head

girls.

RA!

trade them for the world."

student, she has the

same

classes, if not

Just like any other
requirements for her
more, and the same

rules that every other girl has.
"The difference between me and
other

girls on campus is that I know
explained. When

all ofthe rules," she

asked about confrontation she ad

mitted that it wasn't the most pleas
ant

thing

to do.

"I don't seek it out,

but I don't close my eyes to the
obvious," said Kristin Reeder. The
girls of ORU thank Kristen for her

servant's heart.

Story 6y: Mandy

Rollins

TIME

TO SHAVE.

Aaron

Snavely

needs

to

practice

what

he

preaches.
LISTEN

•••

IT'S

QUIET

•••

Toben Blalock stares
at his door, wonder

ing what is happen
ing on the other side.

CAN

YOU

REPEAT

PLEASE? RA's

THAT

are

active in clubs

still

even

with their schedules.

80

CLEAN ROOM

CHECK,

AGAIN? Tim Hart

re

minds the guys to
clean up.

© Oral Roberts University

Male R.esidenf Advisors

leaders in the
Is it arrogance

confidence, courage or a
for
glutton
punishment? Daily these men risk
their sanity and attempt to hats off and ties on.

They

or

the Men's Resident Advisors.

are

From the start these

men

Training,

compared

to Dante's Inferno

This is where the RA's in

Abyss.

made to

get up at three in the
morning
jog down Fred Creek.
The supposition here is that this
are

and

action is

a

character

building

with the traits necessary for them to
handle almost every situation imag
inable.

In the

endearing

words of

Dean Of Students

ever-popular
Boyd, "Your momma didn't
name you RA." It's a position that a
our

Clarence

man

an

abili ty factor."
-Noah Parris

has to work and be worked for

many skills and abilities that these men seem to have turned into
it.

ing

about the

--

expe

The program equips RA's

rience.

There

art form. One such skill is

accountability.
concept is one of
an
we

answer

to

a

accountability,

an

Noah
the

RA. "We don't

cornerstones in the life of

talk about

do it."

just
Having to

fellow RA makes them strive to be the

they do. Every area of the university
men. Even an idea put
forth in University Success has been implemented
into their daily lives. The phrase, "Be here, now."

best at what
is made

a

to

none

other than that of the RA

Program. Each man is given the
opportunity to become the Whole
Man that God has called them to be.

are

Parris feels that this

He shouldn't be think

pile oflaundry residing in his closet
that is contemplating his demise. The men's RA
program continues to stand strong
and will continue to do so by living
"Accountabil
by three basic principles, "Neverkill
your wounded, Always remember
ity is the basis
for this pro
your heroes, and most importantly,
History is made now." RA Program.
gram and it
The RA Program continues to give
would not be
the men of this campus the support,
as effective if
and guidance that is much needed
it were not for
when facing life's many challenges.
The
accountability can be compared
this account-

haven't had

question

talking

his undivided attention.

easy
it has been said, can be

go of it.

Making

has been modified to say, "Wherever you are, be
all there." It goes without saying that when a guy
to his RA, the RA should be giving him
is

fine art by these

These

men are

taught the importance of filling the
placed on their life no matter

call that God has

how difficult it may be at times. It is hard to find
a group of men that are not only willing, but also

seeking to serve God by ministering to the lives of
other men and allowing their life to be a testimony
The men's RA
that other men can live by.
Program is truly a bright light in a dark world.
StDry By: Mandy RDllins

GIVE

ME

PATIENCE! Carl

Winowiecki prays for
his wing and others

that contribute to his

life.

© Oral Roberts University

MALE RESIDENT ADVISORS
Edwin Miranda, Noah Parris, Kevin Kho, Barry Goggins, Tim Hart, Carl Winowiecki, Justin Baker,
Chris Rose,
Eric Moon, Aaron Smith, Quentin Sosa, Chris
Argabright, Mike Waters, Chad
Nuetzmann, Jonathan Paolercio, Shannon Chambers, Forrest Hom, Derrick Hughey, Atanus
Atanasov, Shae Fite, Caleb Stephenson, Dwayne Little ,Aaron Snavely, Darrin Person, Toben Blalock,
Martin

Crinchlow, Stephen Williams, Brian Franklin, Kyle Markel, Warren Blackbum

r
How

MANY PEOPLE ARE

COMING?Chris
makes

plans

Wingbackers.

82

Rose

with the

I

THINK

CAN,

I CAN, I

THINK

I

Atanas Atanasov

counts the

days

until

May.

© Oral Roberts University

Do

f} 1RfJDI17Df{ Dr EXCELLEf{CE!
is the oldest wing on the campus
the
and
of ORU,
defending Champions for All
School Intramurals for two years in

YoungBlood

a

row, not to mention

most

has

be

sure

of the

men

through studies, sports, and
activities one must truly be
by God.

to

a

guy to remind him of one
agreed to follow,

social

called

and in order for me to enforce them,
I have to agree with them," said
Noah.

a

Program has
by con
prepared
life
to
by making me a
tributing my
more mature and responsible per
"I know that the RA
me

given

lead this group of men.
"Being a Senior and having many

responsibilities

stop

ofthe rules he has

second year Resi
dent Advisor, is the twenty-second
the opportunity to
RA to be
Noah Parris,

things they believe in and be
willing to defend them. "At least
two to three times a day I will have

of the

that this campus
To lead this group of men

Godly

seen.

some

manage to find a balance," said Noah.
According to Noah, to be an RA a person must

sometimes makes it hard to be

involved with the men, but for the most

part

son

in every

area

for the future

of my life."

I

S tory

© Oral Roberts University

By,'

fY1 andy R. 0 f fin e

YOU WANT TO STUDY

WITH ME FRIDAY

Quentin

NIGHT?

So sa

be

lieves that you can
study and still have a
social life.

WHAT'S

FOR

DESSERT?

Is IT FRIDAY YET?J ason

Cynthia McGuire and

Calender and friends

Blake Fite

are

pleasant

enjoy

a

dinner out.

ready for

classes

to be done.

WOMEN'S SLDD's

MEN'S SLDD's

Cynthia McGuire, Oneka Hill, Lisa Woodson, Renee Bass,
Harvey, Rebekah Barber

Sarah Freeman, Valencia

84

Mark

Daugherty, Jason Calender, Kevin Kaiser, Earl
McClellan, Jesse Pisors

© Oral Roberts University

Spiritual life DDrm DirectDrs
(he

Spiritual Pillars of the

Life Dorm Directors,

Spiritual

better known

SLDD's

or

high
people who are devoted to
encourge the growth of the student
body's spiritual life. SLDD's dili
gently pray and seek the Lord which
boosts the spriritual morale of the
ORU community.
as

are

dedicated

There

eleven of these

are

posi

campus

lars of this campus. Because of their
prayers many angels have been sent
to

protect and guard the students of

ORU because of these wonderful

people. These people play vital and
important roles in the lives of all the
students.
Just

as

the SLDD's

and influence the

tions allover campus

by Godly, loving
caring individuals.
People have been
known to string a com
and

between

SLDD's and HRA's.One
can

say that these two

positions

are

similar,

like

"It is such

chaplains' lives,

onderful

lives of the students.

a

Earl

feeling

to be able to

ray for someone
and watch God

change

their life

comparing

McClellan,

SLDD of upper Michael
Cardone said, "SLDD's
hold

positions

of

car

ing for and nurture
chaplains who, in turn,
nurture the students

to fulfill His

but to most that would
be

involved in

they also influence the

filled

parison

are

on

purposes.

their

wing."

It's very similar to the

-Rebekah. Barber
domino effect. If that
apples and oranges.
are
both leaderfirst domino hadn't
They
ship positions, but the SLDD's take tipped over, the rest would have
the job at a spiritual angle, while the
remained unaffected.
HRA's deal mainly with administra
Sfory oy: Mandy R.ollins
tive issues.

The SLDD's

are

G.Q.

the

OR

spiritual pil-

SLDD? Earl

DON'T

DROOL

ON

THE

McClellan takes time

BAG! Sarah Freeman

appreciate God's

plays a fun get-to
know-you game.

to

beautiful creations.

© Oral Roberts University

PROCLAIMING

GOD'S

PROMISES! J ania Rivera
Oriz

and

Henderson

Joyce
study God's

Word.

PARTY-DOWN!

Kristin

Britt and friend

en

joy a wing function at
the wingbackers.

LoOK,I'MADUCK!!!Amy
Fetter

practices

"Chicken
other

86

Skit"

chaplains.

the
with

MAKE

A JOYFUL NOISE

Sukari

••.

McDowell

HALL

MEETING IS

FUN!

Shadya Khashou closes

praises God during

hall

chapel.

verse.
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meeting

with

a

''f-)nge{s lJJofching

r

"

ooer us.

Many people believe that there are angels all than say a parent or a pastor who is much older.
around us. Protecting us, watching over us and
"Chaplains go through the same experience as
other
for
us
Some
of
us
even
have
students, so they can relate to what's going
praying
constantly.
seen an
in
on
their
lives. I know what it feels like to have
or
two
a
angel
bestowing heavenly smile,
a kind word or a
gentle touch, but very few people a ten page paper due at 9 o'clock tomorrow
can say that
they have one living in
moming, and you haven't even got
their midst on a daily basis. To ask
ten past the introduction."
a chap
Being
them they would say that they are no
This relatability that these beau
lain is some
different from the other girls on their
tiful women of God have make it
times very
floor but to those living around them
easier for girls to come to them
when daily problems seem to be
they are a direct gift from heaven.
demanding, but
They are the chaplains of ORU.
it is always
overwhelming. From the weekly
Donna Raymon had this to say
devos to the daily exhortation, these
rewarding.
about her chaplain, she "gives her
women are an encouragement to
-Jania Rivera-Ortiz
the

support in every decision we make,
always concemed for our well

she's

being

and she is

genuinely

next door.

sincere about it."

But Melanie Mitchell insists that

chaplain

hasn't

now, I did

changed

before, only

of chaplain."

her.

now

becoming a
"Everything I do

I do it under the title

Because she is also

knows what her

girls

are

a

women on

their floor. "It's

a

lot

like

student she

going through.

More

so

It

having your pastor living right
helps me stay aware of my actions

and the consequences that follow them," said

Cathy Stephens.
These
and

women

they've

women

have

strong call on their lives
by God to minister to the

a

been sent

ofORU.

Story by: Mandy Rollins

FRANCES CARDONE UPPER CHAPLAINS
Monika McJunkin, Anna Gibson,
Melanie McGuire, Arnette

Karyn Dahl,

Clegg,

SLDD: Lisa Woodson

SUSIE VINSON CHAPLAINS
)

Teachey,

Patrice Carter, Kari

Shadya Khashou, Sukari Mcdowell,
Sophie Gross, Lynnisha Martin, Jennifer Fortney, Amy
Fetter, Jania Rivera-Ortiz SLDD: Rebekah Barber

FRANCES CARDONE LoWER CHAPLAINS

,

Gina

BRAXTON CHAPLAINS
Katrtnia Johnson,

Lingle,

Sarah Tuttle, Cha Sears, Aisha Crawford,
Jessica Whitmier, SLDD: Cynthia McGuire
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Cindy Sproat, Angela Goodman, Bonny
Duffield, Althea Tait, Kristin Britt, Kerry
Ward, SLDD: Oneka Hill

HOPE

DOESN'T RAIN!

IT

Kristin

friend

Britt

enjoy

a

and

beauti

ful day outside down
town.

CLAUDIUS ROBERTS NORTH CHAPLAIN'S
Carrie Inzer, Charlotte Robertson,
Anna Siegal, Alison Satterfield,

Angela Bryant,

SLDD: Valencia

Harvey

CLAUDIUS ROBERTS SOUTH CHAPLAIN'S

Jesslyn Parrot, Merrie Bloch, Kristy
Kline, Tracy Sheasby, Kristy Brown,
SlDD: Renee Bass

CLAUDIUS ROBERTS EAST CHAPLAIN'S
Elaine

Rodriguez,

Erica Dorman,

Tamara

Hallman,

Megan Martin,

Shersti Conant SLDD: Sarah Freeman

88

CHEESE!!! Sophie Gross

I

and Sukari McDowell

Weekly meetings are
always encouraging.

smile

pretty.
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AM A

C, I

AM A

CH

•••

1
ANYONE?

MISSIONS

Ward

Kerry

and

friends sweat it out
in Jamaica over Fall

break.
WHERE
WE

MEN

WHEN

THEM?

Puny

ARE

NEED

and

Fetter

Merrie

Bloch start mavin' in.
ON

THE

ROAD

AGAIN

•••

Melanie Mitchell hits
the road for the

long

drive back to school.

11 DA

YIN

rH c

LI F e

This is my first year as a chaplain and previ
usly I didn't know how much voluntary work it
volved. Now,

although

it's

a

lot of

ork, I enjoy it and God blesses the
Him.

ime I

give
days in a chaplain's life are all
ifferent, all the time, every week.
e are encouraged to be expecting
he move of God throughout the day.
pray every morning for God to give
The

e

and to open my eyes so
see through His eyes the

strength

hat I

can

ituations I

come across

during

the

ay. I walk expecting God to move at
y time because my job is to hear God and to

bey Him, trusting Him for the results that will

© Oral Roberts University

(J F

A

come as a

Being

a

CHAPLAIN!
result of my actions that

chaplain

is not

always

sometimes looks.

day.

as

We

easy

as

oversee

it

the

spiritual growth of the women on
wing. This involves spiritual
food,
gUiding their growth and
ministering to their needs. We are
not just someone that does weekly
the

"devos" and prayer,

tualleader, but

we are

the

spiri

most

importantly
we are a friend to those who
hunger
for God.

Many students do not take ad
vantage of what God can do in their
lives. That's what

we are

here for.

S

for

6

:

Jania Rivera-Ortiz

"KUM-BI-AH!" A

night

of praise and worship

helps unify chap
lains.
CHAPLAIN FuN.

Rodriguez

Chris

dances

before the Lord.

TRUE LoVE IN THE LoRD.

Chaplains
ed by true

90

are

bond

love.

DOG PILE!

Missions

emphasized in the
Chaplain program.
are

ON THE COUNT OF THREE.

Musically
Chaplains?

© Oral Roberts University

gifted
.

Men s

"rhe

Chaplains

epitome

It's

Dr excellence

"

Thursday night, approximately 9:30p.m.,
regular Thursday this would be just like any
other Thursday night, but not here on the cam
pus of Oral Roberts University. The men of this
campus are not out getting ready for a party
harty weekend and they aren't

stay up late at night
listening to the guys on their floor, whether it's
talking, praying or just lending a shoulder to cry
on. These chaplains are there for their guys. "It's

in front ofthe television.

five to

These

on a

vegging-out
They are praising and worshipping
God intently and studying His word
and His promises. The men that are

leading these guys are none other
than the men's chaplains of ORU.
These

men

have

a

tremendous

a

very

men are

guy in
Christ�/ike

on

a

it

-Braodoo

I'm not going to let Him down," said Joel Dougherty.
men are

not

they
throughout the

are

responsible for
thirty men and their

it.

men

floors and

Shupp

it.

They

they

also

every ounce of
the respect of the

earn

earn

this campus. "It's great to
only willing to go overseas

women on

afraid to go after it with all of their energy. "God
has put me here in this position for a reason, and

in, but

guy gets when he is

work hard and pray
for the respect of the guys on their

calling on their lives and they are not

These

a

floor and is

These

will make all of the

meetings worth

a

twentyspiritual walk," says Brandon
Shupp,

positive,

manner

to

paternal feeling that

If I can influence just
one

willing

only proud of what they believe
enough to proclaim it

also bold

campus, among their peers, in
every classroom, on every floor, and more impor
tantly, outside of ORU.

see a man

who is not

preach, but is also eager _to
share the Word of God to people at home," says
Cathy Stephens.
These men have the encouragement and per
sistence to love and that's exactly what a cold
on

missions and

heart needs to tum to Jesus.

Story by: Mandy R.ollins

l

I •

u

H

11
If
If
It
't

."'-..J.+
MICHAEL CARDONE UPPER CHAPLAINS

Tory McJunkin, Jonathan Carlson,
Sellas,
Abdy
Gwangi Shipp,Willie Bellard,
Matt White,

SLDD Earl McClellan

MICHAEL CARDONE LoWER'S
Ross Ashcraft,

Jeremy Wallace, Lucas Levin,
Garry Miller,

Marshall Goldman,

SLDD Kevin Kaiser

WESLEY CHAPLAINS

Will

Babarczy, Daniel Alexander, Clint
Bargmann, Chris Rodriguez, Blake Fite, Riklin
Bachtra, Cedric Baker, SLDD Jesse Pisor
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"

_ _""

JUST

WHAT

I WANTED!!!

Chaplains practice
the

spirit of giving

the Fall

at

Banquet.

E.M. ROBERTS LoWER CHAPLAINS
Daniel Tichota, Jason Watson, Jonathon

Teague,

Brandon

Shupp, Derek Gordon,
Schwendinger,

Cassio Portela, Rick

SLDD: Jason Callender

E.M. ROBERTS UPPER CHAPLAINS
Curtis Milton, Kert

Kennedy,

David

Townsend,JoeIDougherty,Bob
Beauchamp, Ryan Duck,
SLDD: Mark

Daugherty

CARE

Will
a

92

FOR ANY

TEA?

Babarczy enjoys

hot cup of tea.

© Oral Roberts University

COZY? Blake Fite
cocoa

sips

before saying

"goodnight"

TENNIS .ANYONE? Chris

Rodriguez and fellow
chaplain explain the
art of tennis.
LOOK

MOM

FEET!

NO

EMRchaplains enjoy
a night on the town.
WE DIDN'T

lains

DO

IT!

Chap

with

reno
help
vations throughout

Michael Cardone.

Wonder. A

{-} Df1

YIN

enough

word.

common

it

though, always
just about right.

seems as

the bill
case

can

think of for

tion of what it is to be

II f c

Funny,

simple words fit

(J f

in the world

probably
descrip
chaplain

here at ORU. The first wonder that
I

fact that God entrusted
in which I

me

with

therance of such.
that He

am awe

a

keeps me around half of the time,
puts me in a position of service and

© Oral Roberts University

you thinking, Lord? Don't you
know I can't handle this?" I think
when I ask Him that He smiles and

great

to be able to teach this to the

my floor. They are a great
of
group
guys and 1 consider it an
honor to have this year to lead them
men

struck

even

let alone

wonder, "What

everything in His control.
Being chaplain has made me re
alize that He can handle
things that
I don't always understand.
It's

am

I

even

a

responsible
for twenty-five to thirty of my peers'
spiritual well being and the fur
position

Sometimes I

are

He has

of

to when

chap
thinking
laincy is that of a sense of awe at the
come

CHf1Plf1IN!

says, "I know you can't, but I can."
That is the great thing about God.

a

a

f1

responsibility.

So in this

the word "wonder" is

the best I

if the

tH [

through

their

on

spiritual endeavors.
S t Dry 6 y: BrandDn

SlJupp

So

MANY THINGS TO

DO,

Cathy
Stephens plans her
day down to the

SO

LITTLE

TIME.

minute.

WHO'S
LIFTING

IN

THE WEIGHT

STUDY

GROUP?

Cory Fisher sets up
study groups for the
men on

his

wing.

A

VOWEL?

GRAND

CENTRAL STA

WIDE AWAKE! Martin

Jarrat Treu

enjoys

TION...

John Mathew

Crinchlow

CAN I

BUY

challenging
puter games.

94

com

can't

with

much done

get
busy phone.

studies

hard for his test.

a
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Academic Peer Advisors

''Flcademic8 and tbe f.JjhDle Man"
Academics is the

of the game at any
Without exception, ORU "makes no
name

body.
"Being

helps me to be more aware of
apologies
challenges of my fellow students
chard Roberts.
and gives me the chance to help them set and
To focus on the mind concept of the ORU
reach their goals," explained Joy Merritt.
"Whole Man", there has been a precedent set of
"The greatest benefit of being an APA is having
certain
individuals for mo
the opportunity to make a differ
selecting
'The greatest
ence in someone's life and help set
tivating and carrying out whatever
duties it takes to further the aca
them on the right track," said Chris
benefit of being
demic growth of the student body.
Miyata.
an APA is having
These are the individuals who will
APA's give their best to help the
the opportunity
students reach their academic goals
help you with your studies, get you a
to make a differtutor, let you know who to talk to,
and aspirations. ORU prides itself
and if you ask them maybe they'll
ence in
in its strong academic program. As
university.

for

even

get

our

The group
course are

date.

a

you

academics," said president Ri

someone's life
referred to of

being
friendly people titled

-Chris

those

"

announcements at hall

merely

to

the Most

meeting nor are they only
supply you with a twenty-four
They are in fact loyal servants of

High God, ORU,

vital

part of

that program, APA's
continue to set an example of aca

Miyata

demic excellence for students to

follow.

No, they're not just the people who read the

hour schedule.

APA

a

...

Academic Peer Advisors.

here

an

the academic

From

college

weekends to the

week", APA's strive to help
"Whole Man"

image with

a

us

"Quote of the
complete our

high

standard of

academiCS.

and you the student

Story 8y:

FRANCES CARDONE LoWER APA's

Thomas Mohr

FRANCES CARDONE UPPER APA's

Baneeka Seward, Rene Stutzman, Kim McCallum,
Inga Redd, Wendy Daves Jen Gorman; Terry Ann

Sarah

Moy--ADD

Azizi Blackwell--ADD

McMannus, Stephanie Bates, Christy
Barnhill, Liz Marquardt, Joy Merritt, Terri Davis;

/

SUSIE VINSON APA's

BRAXTON APA's

Sarah Steinmetz, Natasha Hunt, Jen Bell, Patty
Smith, Hayle Hinton, Joy Lea, Megan Carr; Rachel
Malone--ADD

Cathy Stephens, Sophia Doss, Dannete Clark,
Leslie Ivey, Felicia Gonzales, Heather Wheeler,
Kristine Dessinger, Carrie Tumer; Fidela Clarke
-ADD

© Oral Roberts University

BREAKING INTO

THE

IRS

ONE,
Two, THREE... David
Kanafani
spends
FILES IS AS EASY AS

many hours in front
of his computer.

WESLEY LUEHRING APA's
Chris

Massey, Thomas Mohr, Shane
Messinger, Justin Frame, Jeremy

Whittaker, Carlo Gabriel, Jon Anderson;
Joshua Durkin--ADD

MICHAEL CARDONE--LoWER APA's
Michael Schlorke, Jon Cartledge, Daniel
Olorunda, Michael Walker, Robert

Rahardja; Stanley

Samuel--ADD

MICHAEL CARDONE--UPPER APA's
Chad
Paul

96

Westphal, Gabe Neal, Chris Miyata,
Lynch, Tim Ashley; Ben Word--ADD

THAT

WAS

MY

FOOT!

Cathy Stephens enjoys
class participation.

© Oral Roberts University

SEGA

IS GREAT FOR MY

POSTURE! Jamie Roberts
takes

a

time-out.

AND

THE

WEEK

QUOTE

Heather

IS...

Wheeler

OF THE

gives the

words of wisdom for
the

CLAUDIUS ROBERTS NORTH APA's

Beth Hamer, Leticia Edlow,
Alicia Pulliam, Julie Mumpower;

Peggy Ng,

upcoming week.

EMR SOUTH APA's

Jamie Roberts, David

Kanafani, John
Mathew, David Fang, Jeremy Barrette;

Jenny Naylor--ADD

Jason Richardson--ADD

CLAUDIUS ROBERTS EAST APA's

EMR EAST APA's

Peta Ann Blair, Liane Verstraete,
Annika Coleman, Anna Felder, Philippa

Deary;

Tausi Pilula--ADD

CLAUDIUS ROBERTS SOUTH APA's

Simil

Roupe, Lisa Annibal, Katrina
Saint, Cindy Wolmarans, Rita Arriaga;
Lisa Mast--ADD

© Oral Roberts University

Corry Fisher,

Norman Maclean, Kurt

Smith, Myles Goble;
John Mills--ADD

EMR NORTH APA's

Jarrett Treu, John Schneider, Daniel

Lim; Christiaan Verstraete--ADD

98
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ADHfNfSTRATfON

GO\Jf�

'� true leader

rity through

his

displays integeveryday deci-

sionsl"
Dave Ellsworth, Vice President of

Operations

at ORU and adrninistra-

tor for the Mabee Center, is

an

ob-

who

servant, hard-working
takes a "hands on" approach to
man

management

at work and at home

with his four

boys, including twins.
Ellsworth has played a big part in
the renovations of the University's
infrastructure during the 1995-96
school year. During the summer he
organized the alumni and made minor repairs and adjustments to the
dorm

rooms.

finished the
dorms.

Outside contractors
renovations

The alumni

only people to help,

were

in

the

not the

he received

help

from Dr. John Korstad, who assisted
in and

of Lake

the

planned
cleaning
Evelyn.
Perhaps the most noticeable
change at ORU was the repainting of
the Prayer Tower. At the center of
the University it stands on fire with
a new

the

look. Roberts made

dorms

easier

for

access

to

students

through the installation of new glass
doors. Speaking of easy access, the
widening of the door on the third
floor of the Graduate Center made

© Oral Roberts University

fNTfGf(fTY

WfTH

the rush of students flow a lot better.

improvements included addi
tional lighting in the Campus Post
Office, flower beds planted all around
Other

campus, and new curtains in the
alcove of Claudius Roberts Hall.

resurfacing of the lower lot
made it possible for people to drive
confidently without running over pot
holes, and unnecesary speed bumps.
And for those people who run in
The

stead

of drive,

the

outside track

around the baseball field (which has
a new fence wall around it) was laid

asphalt surface, replacing the
gravel that used to be there. For all
those students who plan to travel
vertically, new elevators for both the
with

men's and women's towers dorms,
were

installed.

Ellsworth dealt with

emergencies

around the campus such as the
electrical blackout that occurred on

September

the fifth in the

towers. Another

of the

repair

was

Quad

the

cor

sidewalks to

recting
avoid injury. Ellsworth continues to
implement improvement after im
provementstrivingtomaketheexte
rior image of ORU what it ought to
uneven

be.

5ic""1 f..t:

� Jc�

FACULTY AND STAFF
GfFT5 FgOH GOT)

"God has given ORU some

of the

most well-rounded faculty!"

When he

was

just

a

Louis Waller received

David and the State

young boy,
a

1972, he began to work at Camp

in

prophecy

that he would go into the ministry,
but he tried to run from it. But all

along, God had plans to use him,
both throughout the world and at
Oral Roberts University.
Bom and raised in Cincinnati,
Ohio, Waller was brought up in a

He

spent

six years

custody for Presidents Carter,
Reagan, and Bush while at Camp
David, during which time he was
able to personally protect these presi
tective

dents and their families.

Camp

David, Waller

promoted
charge of the entire
Throughout his time there,

camp.
God watched

He attended church four times

rorist situations.

week and

accepted

Savior when he

was

Christ

as

his

ten years old.

over

him in anti-ter

Waller also traveled

with the State

At the age of
17, Waller was
drafted into the Marines and sent to

While at

was

to the officer in

strong, spirit-filled Baptist family.
a

Department.
working in pro

extensively
Department. While in

Kuwait, his house was blown up not
five minutes after he had walked out

Vietnam where he served for two

of it. He had

years. His father had been a Marine,
and he went into the war to escape

EI Salvador. The Lord continued to
watch

theministry. ButGodshowedWaller

car was

His divine power and used him
witness.

and China

as a

"every step"

and showed him

many miracles in Vietnam that kept
him safe. Once, he and his troops
ambushed while

in

hiding
They miraculously came out
alive, as if God's supematural power
were protecting them.
were

similar

over Waller

bombed.

experience

in Cairo where his

He

was

in Africa

of unrest

during periods
helped put down anti-govern
ment rebellions. Waller is studying
Evangelism and working in security
at ORU. His experience has helped
him go forth in Christ.

"Iamawarrior,"Wallersaid. "Once

a

ditch.

I

military warrior,
spiritual warrior."
was a

now

I

am a

When he retumed from Vietnam

100

in

and

Waller claims that God watched
his

a

© Oral Roberts University
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G�DlIATE STliDENTS
THE 5TEP EEYON"D

'When it is time to

move on

the

step should be every thing
you imagined it would be!"
The graduate schools at ORU have
next

provided fun and rewarding step
ping stone for many students. Why

learning atmosphere that brings to
gether a high standard of academics
and an even higher spiritual stan
dard.
With

a

do most students

attend

ORU's

schools? Well, the answer
question varies, but generally

professors who are willing to

pour their lives into their students
and a rigorous curriculum, ORU

graduate

strives to

to this

an

leads to the

understanding that God

led the students to this school.

give its Graduate students

education that is both stimulat

ing and enlightening.
Lillian Bull, who is

Rosana Freitas, a graduate stu
dent all the way from Brazil, believes

her Master of

that God called her to ORU, just like
so many other students. God's call

perspective that

on

her life has led her to the next

step

in life.

Carol Conner,

a

student in the

Divinity

claimed, "I love it!

for

at ORU, ex

It

gives me a
totally unique

and different from other institutions.
ORU

the

knowledge and
teaches me 'real-world' applications."
gives

With

a

me

pragmatic approach to
heavenly guidance,

Graduate School of Business, and
her son, Mark, both attend ORU

teaching
ORU's graduate

while her husband is

chance to learn

employed by

is

studying

and

schools

offer
well

a

Jordan, who is in the Christian Edu

theory
application and find God's will for
life after graduation.
From Business to Theology, ORU's
graduate schools provide an educa

cation and School Administration

tion for the

program stated, "While in the ORU
Graduate School of Education, I have

second to

ORU.

Many people enjoy the process of
higher education! Such as Vergena

experienced
my life.

lenging
ORU's

the most joyful times of

It has been the most chal

time of my life

graduate

as

schools

© Oral Roberts University

well."

provide

a

as

as

''Whole Man" that is

none.

The ORU Graduate schools have

provided
are

yet

the next

another

step for many and
Image of Excellence.

SENfORS

CLASS
"God
ences

gives every person experi
and other people in their

lives to prepare for the
that only He sees!"
As

graduating seniors,

of 1996

can

ORU and

this is true.

invaluable,

through

future

the

the many ways that
We have been taught

life-molding
struggles and

have faced. We have

to this

from friends,

and staff.

faculty

It is upon these 400

foundation for

growth

shapes
us

acres

of who

that
we

a

will

dreams in life, and also
know that there are others
our

running

the

with

along
Through

race

as

the

Another

new

witnessed the

has

change

mascot of ORU's

building

of perseverance

us.

our years
together, the
class of '96 has seen some great

improvements of

and dorms and

believe that ORU's

yet

to

are

the

led to

greatest years are

come.

What about the

greatest years of
Do they lie as

the class of 1996?

dormant memories within the pages
of our mind? By no means! The

yet to be written
chapters of our lives.
Upon graduation we will go forth
and multiply the investment we have
received.
We will bear good fruit
greatest years

are

the future

as

become has been established. This
foundation gives us a hope which
lets

Eagle

lessons
victories

pressed on
point hearing cheers of en
couragement and shouts of belief

we

dinner hours.

been the introduction of the Golden

NCAA athletic teams. We have also

the class

look back at our years at

see

111�

OF

from the seeds of

people

experiences and

that God has

to us

brought

here.
As

we

graduate,

we

embrace and

become the purpose we have learned
of ORU. We go faithfully as God's

light into places where it is seen dim.
are His mouthpiece where Gods'

chapters written in the book of ORU' s
history. January 27, 1993, we saw

We

Oral Roberts become the first Chan

healing power to where it is not
known. To this end was ORU dedi

cellor, and passed

leadership
erts.

to his

We have

on

son

seen

which have affected
such

104

as a

the torch of

voice is heard small.

Richard Rob

cated.

changes
personally,

future

many
us

relaxed dress code for the

And

only

as we

God

We take this

go forth into the

can

see, to this

end

will the class of 1996 be dedicated.
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JlIN'O�S
CLASS
'7 have not

yet begun
-

to fight!"

John Paul Jones

When John Paul Jones said this
he must not have been
With

college.

our

a

junior

senior year

1117

OF
in

right

ing your bags
next

thing

you have taken you realize
light at the end of the tunnel is

fessors,

getting

we

to

fight

if

want to succeed.

Junior Jeff Lewis,
not

found, "You

are

but

quite
upperclassman yet,
you're almost there. And you are
closer than you were last year!"
As a junior theology student I
an

have visualized that the senior year
is kind of like that light at the end of
the

tunnel-you

at times it

seems

again, there

are

know it's there but
out of reach. Then

those times when

you wonder if that light really is a
light or a runaway locomotive headed
in the

wrong direction!

It is this

light

that

inspires and

motivates you to do those tasks that
seem little, but it is these small steps

that

keep you moving on. (Hopefully
right direction!) During these
times you might have to fight to get
back on track by overcoming deci
in the

sions you

are

faced with.

Thank

goodness for a break to do
this, and just when you begin pack-

© Oral Roberts University

are recov

course

that

juniors have

enjoy Fall Break,

you know you

ering from your freshly -Coppertoned
Spring Break sunbum. As you be
gin to refocus your attention on the

around the comer, and upper level
classes that challenge even the pro
we,

to

closer and closer.

However, it is not always work
and no play thanks to intramurals,

wing pranks,
mate-a-date

and

(for

everyone's junior

get-your-room
some,

year

a

can

mate),

be

awe

some!

This is not a time to worry about
student loans because there is well
year before repayment even
becomes a conscious thought. In
over a

stead, juniors' minds should be fo
on fun, food
and forming

cused

,

lasting relationships.
And still that light at the end of
the tunnel gets a little closer on your
way to what ever lies ahead.
Just remember that when you sit
back and view the light blurred by
the darkness, you must not give up
fighting. For it is this time when you

begin to fight for what lies
ahead is waiting for you and nobody

must

else.

SOPHOHO�£S
CLASS
'The
a

OF

longest journey starts with

single step."

Our freshman year is over. We
have taken that first step and are

ready
are a

are

to take another.

little

our

more

schedules.

proved that we
we

Our classes

challenging

can

But,

and

we

so

have

make it and that

will make it.

interesting to meet.
"During your sophomore year you
begin to leam from your mistakes
from your freshman year" said Jon
Cozad. When climbing a mountain
you will go up and down many hills
on your
way to the top, and it is

always
men

If Columbus had tumed back, not
would have blamed him. No one

one

would have remembered him either.

111tt
to

better to have

you on your journey.
Before you know it you are al
ready picking out your classes for
the second semester, and
planning

Sometimes it seems like the end is so
far away and the mountain seems

for the next hill to

too

and

by

take

a

high.

But

remember, if you don't

climb the mountain you can't
and enjoy the view.

see

Of course, it's easier to climb the
mountain when equipped with the
proper tools and a plan. On your

journey upward,
can

obtain

are

headed in the

the best tools you
friends who are

same

direction

as

you

Jeff Veldstra explained, "The
friends I made this year have really
are.

pushed me
helped me

down the
to make

right path and
the right deci

sions."
From

wing functions to basket
ball games there is always some
thing exciting to do and someone

108

upperclass

guide

mas

vacation

overcome.

Christ

quickly approaches

that time you are ready to
break. It is always good to

take time out of your joumey and be

entertained

by doing something you

enjoyinlife.

Anne Stewart remarked,

"It is easier to get involved your
second year of school because we
are not the rookies we were last
year,
but now we have more friends and

experience.

"

You may have not yet perfected
your climbing skills (studying, tests
and

allowing for social time), but
there is always room for stumbling a
little bit; just as long as you get back
up and continue taking single steps
on your
joumey of earning a degree.
5ic"'1 "-'t: R� Hk
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f�£SHHAN

CLASS

''Friendsfor a lifetime are made
kept while being afreshman
and then allowing God to mold
and direct your life."
and

Ryan

Bloom

Freshmen

rule."

-

"Watch

out!

shouted the short, crazed-looking
freshman girl (known simply as Bird)
as

she

way.

I

1111

OF

banged down the dorm hall
stepped aside to avoid being

whole

of value, chosen
such

as

has

to my

me

and I

Opening
psychotic
Alicia
sophomore-roommate,
Pulliam, head banging wildly to a
"Plankeye" tape. "Okay," I thought
to myself, "and they think freshmen
on

room.

the door I discovered my

weird."

are

I love

It is

one

being

wonderful
am

a

freshman at ORU.

of the most

rewarding

and

experiences of my life. I
by people with pur

surrounded

pose, whose hearts are hungry for
more of God, and who live what they
believe.

I know that ORU students

being trained to follow after God's
heart, and they are definitely not
perfect. (I am here that blows that
are

© Oral Roberts University

off.

now wom

the fact that I
school is

I realize that for

a

bit

and

scary) concept
am

longer in high
exciting (though

am no

a new

will become.

continued

time

the first time in my life I am on my
own. Having been "a kid" for so long,

sheepishly at her and glared at a
non-sympathetic "Bird". She shook
her head and smiled at

a

this."

But I

over

God "for

by

The initial shock of leaving home

and smashed into my
RA, Lisa Schranz. "Whoops" I smiled

plowed

All students at ORU

theory).

must remember that we are all people

for

me

to

grasp.
free, able to make my own

decisions and choices about who I
ORU has

taught me
and always

that His grace is, was
will be sufficient for me!

So to my
freshmen class I would like to say,
"With God nothing is impossible!"

Rebekah Rutherford, feels fortu

part of one of the largest
classes at ORU in the past decade,
and said, "The greatest thing about
being a freshman is the great quality
and quantity of friends you meet."
The ORU freshman class of ninety
five is alive, and we are a part of the
end days generation of world -shak
ers who are
going to set the world
ablaze by the fire of the Holy Spirit.
Our God reigns and will be followed
by the ORU freshman class.
nate to be

a

5«>��:
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Story by: Rusty Miles

''Raise up your students to hear My voice and to go where My
light is seen dim, My voice is heard small, and where My heal
even to the uttermost parts of the
power is not known
earth. Their work will exceed yours and in this I am well

ing

--

pleased"

One of the

greatest pleasures in life is doing what people
can't.
say you
Despite trying times, President Richard

found

a new

Roberts has determined to

bring
stty

Oral Roberts Univer-

ORU Athlet-

has made

strong ad-

continue to grow athletically
and get stronger in all our

ful to ORU's

founding purposes. President Roberts reIated, "This year is like none

God is

programs.

rising tide lifts all
And, by His grace,
raising our expecta-

team who

In his four years, President Roberts has cut the

"Great

fresh

a

mented, "We

called

move

of

holiness and

us

cated to

present
we

in the

Roberts

praise

a

and

a reverence

unlikeanyIcanrecall.

developing
our

top

worship this year. There was

needed campus renovations.
President Roberts com-

soon

a

shared, 'We experienced

university's
continuing to implement new
programs and provide much

in

competed
Eight."

President

debt in half while

programs
schools, and

are

One of the many competitive programs this year was
ORU women's volleyball

tions to meet His."

new

We

contender and will remain."

A

are

priority.

Consequently,

this year. President
Roberts exclaimed, "We will

letics, while remaining faith-

other.

a

vances

of academics and ath-

boats.

university."

ics

to the forefront in the

areas

school within the

President Roberts has also made athletics

will

istry."
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to be

our

more

God
dedi-

mission of min-

Akdar, Robin
Allen, Jonny
Blan, Carol
Bomholt, Thomas

Boyd,

Kim

Branston, Stuart

Breckenridge,
Breckenridge,

Lillian
James

Buckles, Fleta
Burritt, Duane
Calderon, Brenda
Cannon, Joe

Carver, Marilyn
Carlson, Jerome
Culver, Maurice
Davison, Vicki

Decker, Edward
Dick, Merleanna

Dorries, David
Eland, Dave

Eland, Gene

Eldridge,

Clark

Ellison, Gerald

Epperson,William

Ervin, Howard
Farmer, Agena

Gray, Linda
Gillen, George
Greer, Jack

Grizzle, Trevor

Hall, Mark

Hayden, Roy
Heit, Dorothea
Herr, Stephen

Cheryl
King, Stephen

Iverson,
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Koo, Oon Chor
Korstad, John

Kuehle, Jan

Lamb, Robert

Morgan,

Pat

Mansfield, Robert

Maynard,

Mark

Miller, Harvey
Sexton, Ruth
Norwood, Woodrow

Odegaard, Beverly
Oltman, Debbie

Ozuna, Gerardo
Pierce Edward

Latta,

Douglas

Rakestraw, Roy
Ross, Roberta
Sexton, Franklin

Morgan,Alston
Shelton, James
Smith, Glenn
Stanton, Gerry

Steely,

Jill

Stiver, Greg

Thurman, Duane

Thyvelikakath, George
Tucker, Nina
Unruh, Terry
Van Eaton, Earl
Walker, Grady

Ward, Daniel

Wayne, Peggy
Watney, Paul
West, Edward

Young,
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Brad

Ankeny, Sylvia
Bosica, Rita

rown-Adeyemo, Kathy
Bull, Lillian
Connor, Carol
Cramner, Kathy

Evans, Hope
Freitas, Rosana

George, Emily
Haygood, Alberta
Heuke, Brian

Homsby,

Sandra

Jordan, Vergena
Karhh, Taina
Khai, Kham

King, Joy
Lavery, Hal
Liberman, Irene

Macken, Patricia

Madison, Benita
Mancini, Donna

Massey,

Ashish

McPhee, Quetell
McWilliams, William

Mercer, Kathy

Mitchell, Miranda

Myer,

Mark

Nhira, Edwell
Osae, Martin
Palmer, Walter

Rae, Kari

Rodriguez,

Maria

Sakuda, Grace

Sakuda,Randy
Shaw, David

Shepherd,
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Story By: Jubilee N. Dankert
Not

just anyone

go to graduate school. It takes

can

dedicated and hard

someone

working, willing

another two years

through

school. It takes

Augenstein.

someone

to press

on

graduation.

"

Brian also went home for about three months then moved

of

back to Tulsa and

like Brian

with

Brian is a 1994 gradu

ate of ORU and is

now

the ORD's

education pro

graduate

attending

logical thing
me

to be reminded of what I

tend to take

people

sometimes that
It

got

me on

Brian

the most

"The

Brian took

school

"I took

stayed

in

right

for you.
been so

year offbetween undergraduate and graduate
which time he was involved in several things.

a

during

year off and went on missions to Europe. I then
Europe for a while longer, backpacking through

a

about 13 different countries. It

was a

break and
from God

fire and

me

up.

ready to go out

thoroughly enjoys Grad
faculty gives him

school, but the

a

where I could receive my
the

means

into the world."

masters and certification. It seemed

perfect, it is definitely
degree," Brian said.

graduation

a

too, but Grad school woke

Public School Certification.
"To me, teaching is the most
honorable career and that is why I

so

very

to do.

learned at ORU. After

minoring in music.
He is now pursuing a degree in
Christian School Teaching with

degree

a

was

"Grad school was a perfect time
for

ematics while

ORU offered

getting in
Open Bible.

To Brian Grad school

The 24 year old from Marion,
Ohio, received his degree in math

in Grad school.

began working

Dalton and

volved in his church,

gram.

am

Larry

perfect break for

after

Coming

from

an

joy.
faculty does everything
Graduate Education has

accommodating."
undergraduate, Brian definitely

recom

mend Grad school. "ORD's Graduate education is incredible.

They

are

very focused. There is

education this
and

get

great. They just

no

other

place to receive an
get your degree

want you to

out into the world."

Shodiyan,

Gabriel

Shumaker, Melody
Simek, Michael
Simmons, Judy
Simms, Raymond

Simpkins, Daryl

Smith, Melody

Tarpley,

Gwen

Telle, Karin

Toney, Terry
West, John

Wester, Robert

White, Debra
Willis-J oy, Cassandra

Wirt, Jonathon
Wooten, Billy
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Abraham, Betty
Alexander, Joel
Ashcraft, Ross

Ashley, Tim
Ayers, Sheri

Bainter, Kerri
Bates, Jolana
Bell, Meredith

Bellot, Todd

Bishop,

Leslie

Blames, Alexey
Blue, Christopher
Brown, Jill

Bryson, Karen
Bryson, John

Burchit, Bill
Burritt, Jeff
Bustamante,

Shirley

Cain, John

Campbell,

Campbell,

Jennifer

Bernard

Carter, Patricia

Chaloupek,
Chapman,

Darlee
Donna

Chase, Janet
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Story By: Thomas
human being

Imagine
precious that she has cared for
others from her earliest years. Well, Lisa Marie Schranz has
listened to others and cared for people all her life. It takes
a

a

so

special type of person to help others progress
to the next stage of their

in

life, and

A.

Cooperrider

willingness to grow closer to God has
strong relationship with God. Caring comes

faithfulness and

developed

a

from the heart, and Lisa's heart is full of it!
An education is essential, and growing up with Lisa since

move on

the sixth

life.

lieve that Lisa has what it takes.

Special

character traits have

been built in Lisa's life

grade

has led

me

to be

Her education included 3 years of

through out

track, 3 years of volleyball, 2 years

her years at home, church and
school. To examine why this golden

of cheerleader and choir

through
days.
Continuing her education,
brought her to Oral Roberts Uni
versity.
During her sophomore
out her school

heart has become

so valuable to
those that know her, let us look at
her previous years in these catego

ries.

followed God's instructions, and

year, Lisa was a RAA for Francis
12, then her junior year stepped
up by moving down to Francis 7 to

have raised two of the

become the RA for this

Pati and

gifts

Schranz have

Randy

He has

given

Lisa's older brother,

provided

greatest

to the world.

Layne,

direction and

wing, and

finally her senior year was spent
on Claudius 5 north where she

has

assurance

was

chosen to be the RA.

"Dealing

for his little sister, and has proven
to be a great man of God who

with other students

changes his world.

education you do not find in
books
experience!"

according

These two chil

time.

Springs

following churches,

and

Open

New Life Church in

Bible in Tulsa. Mission

trips

to

London and Peurto Rico have furthered Lisa's desire to reach

others and has also

provided

a

goals include getting
counseling
working at a Christian, family
center.
Lisa
counseling
definitely loves God and will succeed
in life because she plans to follow Him.
Her life verse shows through in her life and it is Romans
8:28, And we know that in all things God worksJor the good
of those who Love him, who have been called according to his
her masters in

strong spiritual life is necessary to reach people's needs
point at which they need met! Lisa has attended and

Colorado

me

Future

a

at the

been involved in the

RA,"

given

--

path for their lives, so that
may change her world one person at

God's
A

to Lisa, "Has

an

an

dren of God have learned to follow

they

as

release for her.

Much

and

purpose.

Chase, Timothy

Clegg, Arnetta
Cooperrider, Thomas
Cox, Timothy
Crichlow, Martina

Cunningham, Keri
Daughery, Mark
Davis, Terri
Davis, Lyle
Dawson, Eric
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Eckel, Paul
Fiksen, Stephanie
Fisher, Anita
Folkens, Ariane
Freeman, Sarah

Friesen, Tanya
Frith, Elizabeth
Fuller, Christopher
Gillen, Becky
Gilman, Rebecca

Glaub, Gregory
Gonzales, Felicia
Gorman, Jennifer
Green, Ruth

Grey, Angie

Haapanen, Brian
Hagger, Latrice
Hammond, Brian
Hancock, Robin
Hannah, Alan

Harris,Nailah
Harrison, Wendy

Hatfield, Robin

Hayes, Raija
Henderson, Lois
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Henry, Brook
Henry, Linda
Henry, Mary-Lark
Hinckley, Tina
Huff, Holly

Hughes,

Susan

Hunt, Dontest
Hutton, Andrew
James,

Larry

Johnson, Daon

Johnson, Nishanta
Johnson, Tarmorah

Jolly,

Danielle

Keller, Victoria

Kelly,

Michael

Kester, Sharon

Keys,Amy
Kho, Kevin

Kieya, Anthony
Klein, Lee

Korten, Chris
Kramer, Jill

Kraphol,

Ann

Kruse, Sunshine

Kudrick, John

GK1
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Kusnadi, Roberte

Kyles,

Tiina

Leach, Brock
Lee, Tonya
Lim, Damien

Livas, Norma
Lovett, Laion

Lyke, Toby
Maris, Marcie
Marker, Kyle

Martin, Jonathon
Martin, Gerry

Massey, Amy
Matte, Rachel

May,

Lana

McDaniel, Rachael
McGuire, Cynthia
Medenblik, Keith
Miranda, Edwin
Monk, Virginia

Moore, Nicole
Moore, Jenny

Mottmger, Holly
Moy, Terry
Murphy, Crystal
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N. Dankert

Story By: Jubilee
6' 1", the hazel

Standing

eyed senior looks confident
preparations for graduation. Nick
Hansel, a 22 year old from Iowa, has completed four
rigorous years of the pre-med program at ORU and is ready
for more. "I plan to go to medical
he

as

does

school

OU

at

general

his final

and

become

doctor.

surgeon

Nick also shows his athletic skills
in intramural

sports.

Armor is about to reach
No

wing has

ever

man

exemplifies

of

ORU.
his

complete
3.2 GPA,

stay

He

active

on

his

Actively involved
life

other

me

Academics is

I

very important
Nick, considering his ultimate
goal is to become a doctor. He

the week I

or

12 at

Though

shown

victorious at ORU
on

my
Full Armor all

by
wing.
four

is

to

Nick prepares
to say
to ORU, he would like

impart

a

few words of wisdom

to future ORU whole

men

and

women.

Nick is

"Find your strength not in
yourself but in God. Surround

study,
a prankster

wing, Nick loves to have fun. "I love hanging out
wing. We like to make our hall a waterslide.
We put soap and water on it and slide down. It's a lot offun."
his

on

good-bye

am

"nerd." Known as

with my

lived

As

night."

he does

has

My wing
great. I've
enjoyed a lot of Godly fellowship
over the years."

very involved in cheerleading. 1 do
not usually start studying until

on

was

years.

took his studies very seriously. "I
study a lot on the weekends

no

dramatically

"Missions

the

"I

to

11

in missions, his

finding friendships

during

ever

to Nick Hansel's success?

like

it."

because

greatest

ORU has

important things in life.
Everyday counts for the King
dom. The Lord can use you."
So what exactly is the secret

wing,

place

been

has

changed.

a

heart. For Nick, ORU was where
he had to be. "God called me to
no

wing

Full

but God is number one in his life.

Full Armor, through intramurals,
while seeking God with all his

ORU, there is

sports.

in intramurals.

Having fun and keeping his
grades up are important to Nick,

to

education with

participated

seen."

a

whole

strived

he

Full Armor is the

intramural

After

the

10,000 points

done that.

that I want to pursue short-term
missions," Nick said.
Nick

as

"I do all the intramural

yourself

with

Godly

friends and don't live life too

rigid

but

have fun."

N elson, Michael

Nieman, Shannon

Nymeyer, Angela
Oglesby, Eolah

Oh,Byung

Paobercio, Jonathon

Paquette, Guy
Parris, Noah
Patterson, Stacy
Peterson, Sheryl
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Pisors, Jesse
Plescia, Adam
Porter, Tammy
Pound, Esther
Price, Kevin

Reeder, Kristen
Roberson, Keith
Roberts, Julene

Rogers, Jennifer
Rosario, Joann

Ross, Julie
Samuel, Stanley

Schaffer, Amy
Scheusner, John

Schranz, Lisa

Selvig,

Erik

Shamass, Diane

Shepherd, Pauline
Simon, Kimberly
Slaughter, Dytanna

Smith, Erica
Smith, Sean
Sorett, Josef
Stoub, Amanda
Sutton, Lanelle
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Tarman, Loretta
Thomas, Nancy

Thompson, Mattie
Toby, Rebecca
Todd, Brendan

Toledo, Lisette
Tomlinson, Brandon

Tooley,

Scott

Toothaker, Samantha
Trotter,

Teresa

Tumer, Carrie

Valercia, Harvey
Van

Duyne,

Karen

Verstraete, Christiaan
Ward, Kerry

White, Justin
Williams, Alevia
Wilson, Marcy
Work, Jason

Young,

Zwerling,

Bliss

Zwick, Jennifer
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Brian

Ables, Rachel
Alexander, Charity
Ali, June
Arnold, Camille
Arnold, Audra

Arriaga,

Rita

Baker, Justin
Baker, Paul
Barron, Tony
Bauer, Tammy
Beadle, Emest

Berg,

Steve

Bohatec, Joseph

Campbell,

Susan

Chaleka, Scolastica

Coleman, Orner
Conant, Shersti

Dessmger,

Kristine

Dubois, Keren
Fetters, Jody

Fogg,

Michael

Foster,

Christy

Fountain, Delilah
Fowler, Angela

Gander, Anna
Gillen, Mark
Goldman, Marshall

Goodenough,

Paul

Gorden, Derek

Green, Melissa

Gross, Sophie Jo
anna-Williams, Teresa
Harris, Adrian
Hart, Adriane

Hart, Timothy
Hemandez, Irene
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Story By: Joy Merritt
The

roar

of applause, the

of being in another dimension

experiences

to

common

Tara

As

bright lights,

and the thrill

"ORU's smaller

department

junior

Hundley.
Drama/
Television/Film/Performance
major, Hundley was able to see
the theatre from all angles.
Hundley has participated in
several ofthe productions at Oral
Roberts University, Fiddler On
The Roof and Shadowlands
being
among the most
She will

prodigal
ants. It

was

compels Hundley

'Theatre has been my love for
several years now.
I would be
I
if
said
that
there
wasn't a
lying

We did the

the

"It

little thrill offame, but I

After

was

graduation, Hundley
plans to stay in Tulsa and work
locally, building her resume. She
plans not only to succeed in her
career, but to use it to reach people

summer

involved with theatre."

Hundley's
a

involvement

of roles.

large variety

was

one

of

the

for Christ

spanned
Hundley

leads

as

in

an

edge

in L.A.

that I have

Lewis,

people

wife. "I've

Joy Gresham,
always loved C.S.

Lewis'
Lewis

plans

excited

really
part," Hundley said.
Hundley finds that the size of the Drama department
has provided her with some important opportunities.

about the
here

So I

was

"I consider it

My edge will be

something

don't have

-

a

lot of

I have God

on

my side," Hundley said. She also

since I read The Chronicles of

Narnia.

well.

my mission field. There's a real
need out there. You have to have

Shadowlands, the life story ofC.S.
as

truly love

the theatre."

before my freshman year in high
school that I knew I wanted to be

with drama at ORU has

major.

believably, and then tum around
and play the wicked witch
believably," Hundley explained.

were all
only
called Antsylvania,"

after I did Annie

in her

"In theatre you have to be able to
play the sweet, innocent little girl

we

remembered.

Hundley

the chance to

A love for the theatre is what

recent.

son,

me

"

never

my first director.

given

probably wouldn't have had at a
larger university, Hundley stated.

a

forget her
first production, though. "My dad
was

has

work in several different genres of
theatre. That's an opportunity I

are

to work in Los

want to

local work here.

Angeles.

"I

go to L.A. after I've done

I'm

just going to jump in with both
feet there. That's what I did here, and it worked for me. And
if it doesn't work, at least I can say I tried."
some

Hill, Andrea
Hom, Cathy

Hundley,

Tara

Hunt, Natasha
Inzer, Carrie
Iser, Gregg

Ivory,

Matthew

Johnson, Kristen
Kim, Saan
Kimbrill, Anthony
Lambert, Dionne

Lingle,
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Kari

Story By:
ORU has

a wealth

oftalented and

intelligent intemational

students. From Estonia to Oman, students
four comers of the earth
to

answer

their

on

Kemp,

come

from the

Ruston Miles

nationwide march with several thousand in attendance.
Here at ORU, in his

junior year, Sobig

continues to

He has

talents.

his

use

with several

the call of God

performed

lives.

groups at Java Hut and

Sobig

is

intemational

an

working

on a

music

the

minor in addition to his

Bahamas, answered the

Management
Information Systems
major.
Kemp is also on the

student

from

call of God on his life three

years ago when he left his
home to come to ORU.
From his
was

ORU Track Team.

youth, Sobig

talented in the

of music. God

runs

area

the 200 meter in

seconds.

ability to sing
and play the keyboard.
At age nine, Kemp started
piano lessons. Within a

practices
and

is

Cl!

21.95

lightning

gifted him

with the

H@

Sobig

also

martial arts

a

member of

chapter ofRobert
Warrior
Bussey's
Intemational (RBWl).
In the future, Soblg
plans to use his talents
ORU's

few months, his teacher

passed
away.
Discouraged, Sobig gave
up playing the piano until

and

in

gift that God had
placed in his life. Hewrote

education in computers

the

his

first

song

to

music

his

age 17, when he realized

produce

the

while

records for

Christian

music

playing the piano with his
a hotel lobby.
afterwards,
he,
Shortly

industry. "Eventually,

brother in

I would like to open the
first Christian recording

his brother, and his father

company

recorded their first album.

Bahamas," explained

their

Kemp. "There are a lot
of great Christian artists

They

recorded

second album when he
was

only

19.

"Most Talented"

He
at

in the

won

the

1992 Bahamas Music Awards and has

produced

records for

Several of his songs have been aired on
Bahamas National Radio. During his summer break in

various

groups.

1993, he and his father,

produced

Sobig Kemp, Sr.,

wrote

and

the theme song for the "March For Jesus,"

a

Bahamas that

doors for the Christian artists there to reach out to the
world.

Malone, Racheal

Allyson

Mast, Lisa

Mathew, SPeter
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the

just need a chance."
Excelling in spirit, academics, and athletics, Sobig KeIIl[i>
is a prime example of ORU's "Whole Man". Kemp remarked,
"I want to represent God's image to my country and open

Luna, Doreen
Ma, Sam
Manwarren,

in
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I know that ORU is

preparing

me

to do

just that,"

Matula, Nicole
McDermitt, Ellen

Messinger,

Shane

Moore, Mark

Nash, Jon
Nhira, Tafadzwa

Nielson, Rebecca
Obal, Christopher

O'Malley, Jennifer
Oriewo, Edwin
Papay,

Valorie

Patel, Adam

Pettus, Diane

Polatka, Richard
Potter, Edytha

Pourabdi, Soulia
Price, Lanetta
Rockefeller, Deanna

Satterfield, Alison

Shoop,

Mike

Smith, Patty
Smith, Pennie

Snavely, Aaron
Snyder, Patricia

Spanich,

Nicole

Vanasdol, Jason
Webster, David
Wels, Anna
Wester, Kirk
White, Rachael

White, Wil
Williams, Danita
Winowiecki, Carl
Wooster, Brad

Wright,
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Brenda

Andrews, Sean
Baca, Julie

Bailey, Libby
Baird, Yvonne
Baker, Melissa
Black, Heather

Bluthardt, Jeannie
Bohatec, Brenna
Bond, Gia
Bonnell, Amy

Boyd,

Kristal

Brisson, Naomi

Bristo, Tra
Buckshot, Bonnie
Carlson, Anna
Clark, Shannon
Coleman, Arlene
Collins, Laura

Connor, Mark

Crystal,

Brian

Daniel, Dennise
Dankert, Jubilee
Dorman, Paul
Dorman, Jana

Dosee, Kristana
Eicher, Rob

Fang,

Dave

Fauble, Tera
Felder, Anna
Freeman, Jessica

Gemmill, Tonya
Gerhardt, David
Gerich, Jeni
Gertner, Kristina
Giles, Angel
Glez, Christian
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Story By: Jarrod Elmore
During our college years, we grow weary of the daily heaps
of stress that we find ourselves smothered by. Thewear and

'This is when I leamed most of my technical skills," Cha
said. And not just riding skills, but everything else as well.

tear to every part of our being brings about an understand
ing that stress relief istruly an art form. Chanavia (Cha)

She leamed many do's and dont's. During that time, Cha
remembers an important story that taught her a lesson.

Sears is

someone

who has found

wonderful release in
while

pastime

-

a

heading for a jump, and
approached the jumping
fence at a high speed, the horse
came to a screeching halt, nearly
throwing Cha off the front end.
She

a

very worth

horseback

as

riding.

When Cha attended North Coun

try Boarding School

in Lake Placid,

was

she

New York at the age of nine, she
became interested in horseback

and didn't want to

riding at the school stables. Within

horse.

Scared, Cha broke down

time, Cha found herself not
only riding the horses but groom

no

Then

Wagner's

voice

in tears

get back on the

she

heard Mrs.

saying, "Cha, if

ing them, saddling them, feeding
them, and mucking out their stall.

you don't get back on, you won't
ride at my stable ever again."
"That was when I leamed

Almost immediately, she knew she

about fear,"

had stumbled upon something that

you must

she had

authoritative attitude toward the

a

passion for and would

enjoy doing for the
"Horseback
much fun to

riding

me.

wind, the freedom
Cha not

rest of her life.

The
-

it's

only got

animal."

a

spirit led
develop
special bond
with the mean spirited horses she

so

rush."

would

satisfaction

but also from anattitude

that she

developed

about

"I loved the

challenge
as

course

and

you

discipline involved in making
say simply by using your legs and

hands," Cha said.
After

in contact with.

she still feels the wonder

of hamessing the

magnificent power of the animal,

sticks to her

but she

simplistic approach
summing up her
a
feelings
just fun, relaxing thing," she says.
And so, we, the body of ORU salute Chanavia Sears, a
young woman who is to be envied for her spirit and imitated
by her peers, for she has truly found a worthwhile hobby
and stress relieving activity horseback riding.
to

about it. "It's

graduation she retumed to her home in Freeport,
immediately sought involvement in the local
and only stable on her island, run by a highly skilled British
woman named Mrs. Wagner.
Bahamas. She

come

ful stress release and peace that it
brings, and she still feels the rush

commu

nication with the animals.

that big animal do

a

Today, Chaenjoyshorseback
riding as her HPE fulfillment. Of

from the freedom she felt when

riding,

That diehard

Cha to

just
speed, the

was

Cha said, "and how
always have a fearless,

...

Glez, Stephen
Goble, Myles
Govier, Chanel

Grey,

Jenni

Hahn, Steven
Hallman, Tamara

Hardin, Elizabeth
Harrell, Andrea
Hatch, Angela
Helms, Loraleigh
Hinton, Haley

Ibanez, Stacey
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S. Peter Mathew

Story By:
Here at Oral Roberts

University, we do not have what
call
a
"normal"
student
people
body. We have students that
seek excellence in physical fitness, excellence in academic
accomplishments and most importantly an excellent
relationship with Jesus Christ. Each of these ideals has
been earnestly sought after by
countless individuals, but only at
ORU are these goals put together
to develop a complete education
and lifestyle. Amodel of the "whole
person" ideal is Jeremy Wallace.
Jeremy started down the well
rounded way long before he came
to ORU. "My ministry really started
while I was a sophomore in high
school, when I was baptized in the
Holy Spirit," he recalls, "I stopped
caring about what other people
thought. By the grace of God, I
was in leadership positions when
this happened, so God was able to
use me.

You knowhow it is with

power-lifting, Jeremy was a regional champion in the
United States Power-Lifting Federation, but he wouldn't let
it go to his head. "I would always wear my 'Property of Jesus
Christ' t-shirt to my power-lifting competitions so I could
give all the glory to God," he said, "It was such a g:p(�:1l)1l
witnessing opportunity, because
there a lot of rough guys in th:1llt
In

sport, and many of them would ]@t
me share my testimony with them
afterwards.

Baseball

enjoyed,
mightily

got
the

us

a

lot

next

really

day

we were

bigger pretty quick. B�
month or so, ne3!dy

awesome.

After

one

of:the

prayer times I was able to share
the Gospel. I just told them, 'Yom:
know guys, there's more to it than
just praying .' and I went on, 1§rlll�
..

it

was

totally God,

because at the

end we prayed and all twelve OID the

players
accepted

that

not

were

Christ

as

saved

their Savimr!

God is so. awesome!"
Through all this,

able to influence others," he said.
come

easy.
good work ethic

learned

from my Dad, and that gave people respect for me. Once I
had their respect, they trusted me, and that is when I had

opportunity to minister to them."
And to Jeremy, ministry is not just words, it is also action.
"I think most of it was nonverbal, like just praying and
reading the Bible before every game. They all see you and
know what you are doing, and since I was the captain of the
football team, they took it seriously." They took Jeremy
seriously, too, and named him "most inspirational player of
the year."

comes

down to

a

choice. "Jesus

that

came

to

Jeremy bas
witnessing really

save men

from thew

really us, Ibm
brings
Holy Spmt is
usually willing to save people, of course, we just need to ibe
listening for a 'NO' and not a 'GO.' We should be goin�
without having to be told."
The ultimate goal of Oral Roberts University and theFe]@'1T€
the student body is to do just that: reach the lost witb me
Gospel through testimony and a standard of excellence.
Jeremy is just one of a campus full of "whole" men a�
women who are changing the world by changing minds.
sins, and
God that

Kern, Jennifer
Kiew, Sen Lieh
Kim. Samin

Klepczyk, Kathy
Kimbrill, Anthony
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there. "One

everyone would pray before Hae
game. Then the Lord did something

you."
definitely had the titles:
football captain, baseball captain,
power-lifting captain, as well as a
lettering in wrestling. Jeremy just
takes these things in stride, "All
those parts contributed to being

Knight,

really

and the Lord used him

out with about three of us, but i�

He

a

what he

them, 'Guys, I am going to ]ililiCl!Y
before every game and I just WC1I.fi!t
to invite you to join me.' It started

to listen to

"I learned

was

in the clubhouse and I just said te

humans, especially in public high
school, you need a title for people

But it didn't

"

Kristen
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we

need to remember that it is not
the harvest," he said. 'The

.

Knudson, Kami
Kraushaar, Dean
Lacas, Stephen

Lea,Joy
Leupen, Leslie
Lewis, Dionne

Linton, Valerie

Livas, Monica
Lollis, Patrick
Lombardo, Giacomo
Lucenta, Catherine

Lynch,

Paul

Maroeco, Jamie
Maxson, Holly

Mayfield,

Brandi

McCallum, Kimberly

McCullough, Anthony
McKinney,

Eric

McQuiggan, Samuel
Mehring, Charity
Merier, Summer

Miles, Ruston
Milliron, Bethany
Mills, John

Miranda, Jose
Moore, Odetta
Morris, Lorie
Morris, Adam

Mosley,

William

Neal, Gabriel

Neild, Barbara

Nye, Ashley
Oh, Eunseak

Ortega,

Claudia

Osborn, Susan
Palmer, Christina
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Parker, Emily
Parrot, J esslyn
Paulson, Treasa

Pepin,

Nathan

Perkins, Sarah

Pfanstiel, Philip

Pfanstiel, Sam

Philip,

David

Portela, Cassio

Posey, Stephen
Quinn, Terra
Raines, Kennetha

Retherford, Devon
Richards, Keith
Roberts, Christina

Roupe,

Simil

Sami, Danielle

Schneidau, Karah

Schuckert, Nau]a
Shead, Mark

Sheasby, Tracy
Siegel, Anna
Silver, Kimberly
Smith, Alyssa

Smith, Cynthia
Smith, Heather
Smorr, Matthew

Spuler,

Jonathon

Stace, Melanie
Stoner, Heath

Teague, Jonathon
Thompson, Kim
Thorpo, James
Turner, Peter

Tuttle, Sarah
Valenzuela, Yunuen
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Story By: Tiffany Holder
"Change your Mind, Change your World," is the Oral
University theme and is one that sophomore Kristina
Gertner has embraced as a reality
Roberts

she

encourages everyone to one day try.
While at ORU Kristina has been the two time

recipient of
the Tulsa Advertising Scholarship

in her life.

award for excellence in Journalism

Two years ago the

thought

of

and in

the street from

going directly
Victory Christian School, where
she graduated, to attend college at
across

ORU was not a

"My
to

an

I had

even

Kristina, ORU has played
role in

consideration.

"ORU

already on its way
out of state university where
a
great Speech scholarship,"

plans

semester at ORU

"God asked

me

do what He wanted

new

to

me

or

going
to do,

doesn't

lead

purposed

destination.

directly

major

with

an

Interpersonal

Organizational

Kristina has plans to
eventually become an international

minor,

the last two years
spent at ORU she

news

feature writer.

As

a

Human interest feature

reporter she feels

and events, that include

most

exciting
life
with
Lambda
Phi,
wing
writing
for the Oracle, co-leading a weekly
nursing home ministry, as well as work with campus
publications as a research and teaching assistant to Dr.
Morgan and Ruth Jeffries, and of course pursuing a degree.
an

adventurous activities at ORU has been
certified Rescue Scuba Diver; an activity that

more

me

Communication

has been involved in many activities

becoming a

the

to

God has

how to make my vision a reality."
As a Broadcast Journalism

that Kristina has

in

eight years

I have received at ORU to show

was

God positively by coming here, and
it has been one of the best decisions
of my life!"

One of her

my

used the teaching and training that

what I wanted to do-I answered

Throughout

broadened

old, but just knowing the outcome

began.
if I

has

'to be' since I have been

all of those

two weeks before the

key

a

the direction in her

vision. I've known what I wanted

said Kristina.

changed

shaping

0

life.

stuff was

But God

T

Advertising.

that she

can

effectively minister the very
real presence of Christ in and
through

difficult

and

tragic

situations.

Kristina is also interested in motivaional

speaking and
eventually like to write a book to
making and becoming of a virtuous

has said that she would

young ladies

on

the

woman.

Verstraete, Lianne
Voder, Anna

Wagner,

Ethan

Walker, Michel
Watwood, Elizabeth
Wilburn, Lori

Wilson, Robert
Wolmarans, Cindy
Wolmarans, Hayne
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Airhart, Daniel
Allen, Joshua
Ambrose, Tracie
Arndt, Julia
Ausdemore, Angel
Baker, Michele

Barron, Monica
Barrows, Laura

Bartling,

Jennifer

Bashaw, Melody
Batronchuk, Diana
Bloom, Ryan

Boston, Jennifer

Boyd, Zina
Brakel, Christopher
Brite, Lisa
Broder, Chris
Brown, Dwayne

Brown, Aaron
Buri, Martha

Castle, Aimee
Clark, Joy

Coughlin,

Diane

Cranor, Rachel

Crow, Christy
Dass, Shelly Ann
Davison, Amy
Dawson, Jessica

Deveney, Renee
Dickey, Charity

Dixon, Natalie
Dossett,

Carey

Drake, Dawn
Elliott, Jason

Engelking,

Laurie

Esch, Tami
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N. Dankert

Story By: Jubilee
The blond haired, blue eyed freshman laughed as he said,
"I kinda had to go to ORU. It's a family thing." To Nate

you don't know. You have to learn to get used to
and different personalities. Everybody is so different."
The differences in the ORU stu

someone

people

Techanchuk

attending Oral Rob
erts University is definitely a fam
ily thing.
"My whole family goes to ORU. I

body is what makes ORU en
joyable to Nate. "I like the atmo
sphere, but everybody probably
It's not hard to get
says that.
dent

have like six cousins here and my
dad went here and all my aunts
and uncles who

involved because everyone is so
I guess it's because
easy going.

attending
college when ORU was around went
were

everybody

here."

is

a

Christian."

The teachers have been
it

Though

was

almost

a

help

given

a

great

are

real

with

me

to Nate. "The teachers

that Nate would attend ORU, it
was really soccer that got him here.

being an athlete. My favorite teacher

Nate's dad had

is

nice and

played and coached

for several years at ORU.
Though his dad was no longer

coaching,

Dr.

pushed

soccer

cut

Nate still decided to at

Living in Tulsa for thirteen years
and attending Victory School, ORU

to

major differences Nate had to deal with.

school.

It's like

an

used to

were

"It's hard

some

living with

a

small

where everyone knew him
a

a

large University was
''I'm just

shock for Nate.

like this little guy on campus. I'm
everybody, but here you really just have the

your wing.
Everybody is so nice but forward.
don't
even
know
will come up to you and shake
People you
your hand or give you a hug. It's cool."

friends

There

knowing

the hardest and didn't

attending

kind of

adjustment. "ORU is so much like high
accelerated Victory."
ORU is not exactly like high school.

me

any slack."
Going from attending

school

an

He

Mark Lewandowski.

me

tend ORU.

has not been that much of

understanding

on

Faber, Timothy
Fick, Jeff

Flanderrneyer,

Ann

Fletcher, Sarah
Flick,John
Gammons, Dorian

Ganschow, Dana
Garcia, Jonathon
Ghaffari, Ali
Gibson, Jennifer
Gonzeles, Tonia

Gough,

Daniel

Greig, Libby
Gurney, Jennifer
Guthrie, Angela
Guzman, Diana
Guzman, Thomas
Hake, Loretta
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Story By:
Freshman Jessica Dixon

groaned as she hit the snooze on
her alarm clock. It's 6:45 a.m., her muscles are stiff and sore
from yesterday's soccer practice and

helpful

with this

"The girls

on

Teresa Moulton

adjustment

the team

get up for a full
morning of classes followed by more
practice that afternoon. It's fall at
and

others.

helpful when it comes
try to be there

for each other."
As

major,

many animals have

started to hibernate. The

as

than

to academics. We all

she needed to

ORU

well

as

are more

a

thought

elementary education

an

Jessica hopes to teach art at

public school in her home state of

New Mexico.

drifted

through Jessica's mind that
perhaps she should, too.
"Life is so busy at ORU, I never
have enough time. Sometimes it

truly feel
called to teach in the public school
system," she said.
Although she loves SOCO€F,

would be nice to just

Jessica doubts she will continue in

"I love kids and I

sleep," Jessica

said.

the

There

that

sport after college. She does
plans for the future.

things
adjust to when
she first began attending college.
"I had to get used to the rigorous

have many

schedule of school and

want to visit Africa to

capture

heart of the land

on

film

other

experience and

were

many

Jessica has had to

weather

was

soccer.

"After my children
and I

the world

The

also

to because I'm

tough adjusting
from Albuquerque,

New Mexico, which is

so

different. There

was

just

so

much

used to," she said.
Also being a freshman, Jessica had to start back at the

to

get

bottom of the social ladder. Her

soccer

teammates have been

as

people

a

photographer.

can

so

I

the

thail

beauty and passion that I found."
enjoy
Jessica is a young woman with high goals and dreams.
May

she achieve all her

attitude and fun

Hankins, Lyndi

Candy
Hardaway, Kimberly
Hardesty, Ronya
Hearron, Marc
Hodges, Chris

Hofman, Christiane
Ibanez, Wendy
Ishihara, Luke
Jackson, Derek
Johnston, Rebecca
Preeti

Kerns, Calise
Killmon, Katherine
Kim, John

Kirkpatrick,Amanda
Lapnick, Genesis
Law, Shauna
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are
grown
retired, I want to travel

the

Hansen,

Joseph,

am
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aspirations
loving spirit.

with the

same

jovial

Lina, Maria

Lindberg,

Larissa

Loudermilk, Michelle
Mason, Ruthie

McClure, Leah
McDonald, Trevor

McGarity,

Melissa

McIlvaine, Emily
Mercer, Chad
Mohr, Thomas
Morales, Daniel
Morrison, Natalie

Mullings, Hopelyn
Mundell, Ryan
Napierkowski, Garrett
Neal, Rodney
Norrell, Amy
O'Connor, Noel

Oglesby,

Camille

Parker, Daniel
Patton, Julie
Paul, Georgia
Peck, Joseph

Pepin,

Micah

Perkins, Belinda

Pillsbury, Michele
Pitcock, Gayla
Powers, Tiheria
Prawiromaruto,
Kristian

Quillen, Joey
Raju, Karen
Reyes, Isaiah
Reyes, Ruth
Riniker, Jennifer
Rivera, Delia
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Robertson, Bobby

Rogers, Fred
Royal, Sean
Ruckdaschel, Jaime

Rupp,

Michael

Rutherlord, Rebekah

Saller, Jeremy
Schneidau, Timothy
Sharritt, Jason

Shaughnessy, Tom
Sheasby, Brad
Shobe, Teresa

Silvester, Katie
Simmons, Juanita
Sites, Sara
Smith, Anna Marie

Spenner,

Jennifer

Stauffer, Tia

Stepp,

Jason

Stevens, Shawn
Sticler, Danielle

Stokes, Angela
Stoub, Amy

Stroup,

Daniel

Swenson, Heidi
Teter, Allyson
Thomas, David

Thompson, Arron
Thompson, Erin
Toavs, Chad

Trout,

Tiffany

Tufts, Melissa
Versace, Matthew

Vlnatiert, Brenna

Walker, Bryan
Walker, Landon
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For most

Story By: Heath Stoner

the

thoughts of summer bring visions
of being out of school and going to the beach
everyday. Maybe
they went to Grandma's house. Russ
wasn't the

Oral and Richard Roberts

average teenager and isn't the average ORU student.

freshman, I could feel the sense of family on the campus and

teenagers,

Lugo

Russ has traveled the world

Christ and

saying

it

loudly.

proclaiming the

love of Jesus

Russ chose to

come

to ORU because he

explained,

"I

saw

heard the

people

name

with the

leadership

of the

"After

that had

students

wears

but it ties

everything

Bible,

together.
Without faith it is impossible to
please God, and faith by the Word
of God allows us to accomplish our

Jewish

continue
He

helps

wearing the Star
identify with

me

have

people.

I

love for Israel and

a

Russ wants to live

overseas

when

"

he

Growing up in a small town in Texas, Russ had to have his
complete focus on the Lord in every situation. "It's very easy
to get caught up in the norm that your peers live in and not
reach for anything bigger in life, but I learned you can not be
satisfied at the level you

a

the Jewish

else

dreams and live in constant victory.

have

deep
people," Russ said.
When walking with Russ or
sitting across the table from him,
you can not help but get
encouraged. He speaks words of
encouragement and life into
The habits he has
people.
developed are what is going to help
him make an impact on this world.

just

over
every
"Faith is not the

in the

to be

proud

Israel and all the Jewish

God's world

important thing

in

as a

the Star of David around his

of David

draws him many friends.
He is
his
faith
and
always speaking

most

that

neck. "I feel that

people are around
know
Russthey
they are around a
man of God. His warm
personality

part

I felt

in

background
honoring the Jewish customs.

given me so

When

of his life.

"Coming

and

much to give to them. The need for
Jesus in the unreached world
started to consume my life."

claiming

University

participated

identified with ORU," Russ said.
Russ is one of the few ORU

of Jesus and

I realized that God had

grew up watching

He also

TV.

ORUEF, doing drama for several years.

the first time I went overseas," Russ
never

on

at," Russ said.
Since he has kept his eyes on Jesus, He has rewarded Russ
are

in many ways. One of the ways is by using Russ around the
world on mission trips. He has traveled to Egypt, Albania,

in

an

unreached country.

the

people who
explained Russ.

never

have heard of the

So the next time you
around for

graduates, and start a ministry
"My heart is for the unreached;

are

walking

with

name

of Jesus,"

around campus, look

vibrant

personality and
you'll probably
Lugo.
though! If you go
to
him
with
a discouraged look, don't be
up
surprised if Russ
says to you, "Might as well get happy!"
a

young
see

man

Russ

a

Be careful

Holland, Liberia, Mexico, India, Russia and Sierra Leon.

Wall, Chris

Weatherford, Naomi
Wester, Kyle
Wilson, Rebecca
Winrich, SW

Wiuff, Eric

Wooley,

Stacie

Wooster, Heather

Wynne, Stephanie
Youngquist. Kristina
Yust, Adrienne
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Lhe Bible says
.

to

God with

worship

all your heart, soul,

and mind. Oral
Roberts

University's

"Whole Man

Education"is the

manifestation of
this passage. A

good

teacher cap

tures

a

student's

attention

so

he

can

direct it toward

God. With

Godly

wisdom and genu
ine care, ORU
an

gives

education which

is second to none.

ORU academics is

truly

an

IMAGE

OF

EXCELLENCE.
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A DIFFERENT

KIND

student receives

OF
an

ART.

A

art lesson

in the Biomedical Illustration

Department.
Photo by: Jubilee Dankert
MR. WIZARD.

forms

a

Myles Goble per
highly scientific experi

ment while Heather Wheeler

looks

on

Photo

�

in

by:

awe.

Jubilee Dankert

t·

UNIVERSITY CHORALE.

The Univer

sity Chorale, under the direction
of Dr.

George Stephenson,
a performance.
Photo by: Jarrod Elmore
rehearse for
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Arts'
•

...

A Call To

Every

whatsoever ye do, do

all to the

glory of

God.

Man's World
I Corinthians 10:31

Story by:Jarrod
educated in any
gives one the

Being
Sciences

particular

art form

and affect other

or

people

of the Arts

area

ability

science

as

Elnnore

to

well

as

impact

or
a

influence

involved in the field.

University School of
advantage of this
dedicates itself to equipping

Each year, the Oral Roberts
Arts and Sciences takes
and

opportunity

students with the scientific and artisitic skills

necessary to take into every man's world and
bring about progress and change in their

respective fields.
"God gives us all natural abilities and talents.
I feel that I

personally gifted in the area of
science, and so I plan to use it to glorify God,"
said senior Biology major Jeremy Brennan.
am

TumerWatwood,
Music

senior Music

Department

has

given

major, said "The

me

DEAN RALPH FAGIN

the theoretical

tools necessary to facilitate the expression of the burden that God has
placed within me."
As students pursue their callings in the Arts and SCiences
many of them find the curriculum very challenging.

department,

"Being in the Communication Arts Department stretches you, because
you are constantly having to interact with people, express yourself, and
communicate in different settings be it one on one, problem solving, or
public speaking," senior Blake Fite explained.
And of course, as is common at ORU, the Arts and Sciences faculty
receives

"The

rave

reviews from the students.

faculty

in the Behavioral Sciences

know how to take

a

Department

stressful situation and make it

is hilarious.
more

They

tolerable for

everyone," said Bliss Zwerling, senior Social SCience major. "They are not
just concerned with their own students they're willing to help just about
anyone," Zwerling said.
Hayne Wolmarans,junior Graphic Arts major, stated "With the concern
that the teachers have for us being able to get jobs when we leave, we have
a better grasp on reality when we go. They want us to be able to handle
...

the real world."
And

so

ORU will

alumni will

soon

once

again

take their

succeed

professional

Christ into every man's world.

© Oral Roberts University

as

its future Arts and Sciences

skills and the message of Jesus

COMMERCIAL

ART.

Hayne

Wolmarans, Graphic Arts Major,
pieces together a layout for Com
mercial Art Procedures class.

Photo

by:

Jarrod Elmore

SERIOUS BRASS.
sic

major,

during

an

Photo

by:

BEHIND

THE

Greg Meyer,

doesn't miss

a

mu

note

Orchestra rehearsal.
J arrod Elmore

SCENES.

Telecommu

nications students listen to

a

regarding the television
dustry.
Photo by: Jarrod Elmore
ture
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lec
in
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AN ARTIST WITH PuRPOSE.

Bailey draws
for

up

a

Libby

business form

Commercial Art Procedures

class.
Photo

by:

J arrod Elmore

TALENTED TYMPANIST.

Corey Thornton
impressive performance
tympani.
by: J arrod Elmore

delivers
on

the

Photo

an

ART IN ACTION

Dan Huven,

uses

his artistic skills to construct

keyboard stand.
Photo by: J arrod

a

Elmore
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MAN WITH THE POINTER.

Meleen makes

some

"points" during

one

Dr. Nate

interesting
of his lec

tures.

Photo

by:

Tom

Cooperrider

BIO RUSH. Dave Mansfield of the
Tri Beta

Bilogical Honor Society
persuade a potential member to
join during club rush night.
-

Photo

by:

Peter Smith

TIME To TAKE NOTES. Dr. Richard

Couch

pulls up another trans
parency during a highly detailed
lecture.
Photo

148

by:

Tom

Cooperrider
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ANIMAL PHYSIOLOGY.

jor

Science

ma

Amber Forrest takes mental

during a lecture.
Photo by: Tom Cooperrider
notes

CALL ME GEORGE! Mr. Bones is

a

favorite among Biology majors.
Photo by: Tom Cooperrider
THEY'VE GOT CHEMISTRY. Members

of the American Chemical Soci

ety

set up at club rush in

to recruit

Photo
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by:

new

members.

Peter Smith

hopes

A FruEND INDEED. Nathan Gooden

shares

his

with

edge

time

and

knowl

fellow business

a

student.

Photo

Peter

by:

Smith

SEEKING OPPORTUNITY.

major
ers

clubs

rush

to

HANGIN'

IN

Marquardt

THE

consid
at

club

Smith

PIT.

Elizabeth

relaxes with Amber

Perry before

one

of their busi

classes.

Photo

150

join

night.
by: Peter

Photo

ness

Business

Rachel Ables

by:

Peter Smith
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Seest thou a man diligent in

Preparing

his business ? He shall stand

For
before kings

Success

...

Proverbs 22:29
Elmore

Story by: Jarrod
Business is what stimulates

provides

economy,

services that
our

we

paychecks.

for

us

our

American

the necessities and

need, and for many of
It

what it is, and so
pate in business

makes

us,

pays

practically
society
obviously, those who partici
have the potential to be very

influential upon their

our

of

society. This is
where the Oral Roberts University School of
Business steps in, raising a breed of business
men and women that are professionally influen
tial, morally sound, and ready to take spiritual

advantage

comer

of their influential roles.

"The ORU Business

department gives stu
dents the edge by advocating spiritually and
morally sound principles. These qualities will
help us to gain trust and respect in our future
positions," accounting major Maria Lina said.
The materials taught, though, are not only
spiritually and morally sound, but extremely
practical as well. "What I enjoy most is that my
studies contain so many practical applications to

DEAN EUGENE SWEARINGEN
my future,"

sophomore

Ronda Rutz said.
"I

which

enjoy learning such practical concepts from my professors, all of
are

tools that

can

be used

as

I

see

fit to achieve

success

in the 'real

world'," freshmen Business Management major Joe Spann said.
The students

obviously enjoy their department, but they will also tell
you that being a Business major is quite a challenge. "The assignments
can be very difficult and time consuming, but they are essential in
understanding the material," Lina said.
"It is a challenge to me to complete all of the homework, finish all of
the reading, and do everything else it takes to excel in exams," Rutz said.
It's true that being a Business major is a challenge, but the students
seem to find comfort in an outstanding staff. Senior Martin Ruiz said, "We
have several professors with a wide range of backgrounds, ranging from
bankers and attorneys, to CPA's and Harvard professors. This experience
makes their teaching very realistic and relevant to the real world.
'The enthusiasm of the staff is incredible. It's almost impossible not
to pay attention and
Rutz said, "The

professors make the department a cut above other
incredibly knowledgeable about their material and are
personally share their expertise with anyone."

schools. They

willing

to

learn," Lina said.

are

© Oral Roberts University
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TA FOR A DAY.

Nathan Gooden

has the floor in

one

ness

of his busi

classes.

Photo
AMS.

by:

Peter

Tom

Smith

Cooperrider and
participate
Night.

Brandon Tomlinson
in Club Rush

Photo

152

by:

Peter Smith
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TUTORING SESSION.

Business
a

fel

in the

pit

Manns tutors

jor Richard

ma

low business student.
Photo

Peter

by:

PIT PARTY.
area

for

class

Business

AS

common

Smith

USUAL. Professor Wil

delivers

ness

is

students.

Peter

by:

BUSINESS
son

Studying

before

Photo

Smith

a

lecture to her Busi

Communication class.

Photo

by:

Peter Smith
,.,

II

Jr.
p�:\ ('"
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ELEMENTARY ART.
an

art

project

Amy Mais learns
that she will be

able to share with her future

elementary school students.
by: Donny Harris

Photo

LEARNING

TO

studies in

TEACH. Sharlita Ford

hopes to someday be a

teacher herself.
Photo

by:

GETTING

Jubilee Dankert

READY

FOR ART

CLASS.

Tonya Gemmill and Karah
Schneidau attend an elementary
art class.

Photo

154

by: Donny Harris
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Train up

a

child in the

way he should go: and

Shaping

when he is old, he will not

Future
departfrom

Generations

it.

Proverbs 22:6

Story by: Jarrod

Elmore

profession of Education is an opportunity
significantly influence the lives of young people.
Taking advantage of this opportunity, the ORU
The

to

School of Education is dedicated to excellence in

training future educators to be role models pos
sessing integrity, a vision, and the love of God
within their hearts.

strong sense of
directing them
This strong
of
education.
profession

"Students must

calling

into the
sense

really

have

a

and realize God's hand in

of calling must be evident and reflected in

the work that

they do," remarked Dr.

Jill

Steeley.

Students agree that educators must have a
strong sense of calling. They also know that with

great deal of responsibility.
"My greatest challenge is facing the pressure
of knowing that childrens' futures are riding on
my performance," sophomore Megan Dijavani
this

calling

comes a

DEAN CLARENCE OLIVER

said.

important aspect of becoming a teacher.
serving your students," said sophomore Erika Moore, "you

Servanthood is
"It's all about

JR.

an

have to know how to teach in order for them to learn."
From

a

student's view,

a

teacher is

someone

they

look up to and

try

to

imitate.

"Educators at any level must recognize that they are to be role models
to young people. If they are unwilling to be completely visible in language,

dress, and behavior, they have chosen the wrong profession," Dean
Clarence Oliver

jr. said.

Teaching is obviously a demanding and somewhat intimidating career
path, but many Education students are inspired to persevere by the
methods and attitudes of the faculty. "I like the way the faculty takes
special interest in serving us," Moore said.
"In the Education Department, you're more than just a number. You're
an individual with your own personal needs," junior Adam Scutti said.
Above all, the School of education advocates
to be utilized

by

its students in their future

a

Christlike set of values

careers.

everything you do should be done with integrity. We learn
to humbly do our best, in or out of the spotlight," Scutti said.
Jessica Bischoff said "ORU is simply a cut above the rest because they
"We learn that

teach

us

how to manage

a

classroom from

© Oral Roberts University

a

Christian

perspective."
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ART FOR THE CHILDREN.

Amber

Cole practices artistic techniques
to share with students.

Photo

by: Donny

Harris

MEET ME AT THE DEPOT. Elemen

taryEd. major Miling Baker stud
ies for an upcoming exam.
Photo by: Jubilee Dankert

Education Facility

Susan Carr, Carol Wilson, Jean Mosley, Linda dunham, JdJB Steeley, :Kli1m hoyCiil:, �at
Vicki
Davison, Byrene Culver, Jan Kuehle, Nancy Kabriel. Second iIRow: Beverly GawriISOJIl,
Moragan,
Carole Lewandowski, Hallett Hullinger, David Robbins, Earl Van Eaton, Clarence Oliver jr. (Dem),
Front Row:

Byron McKissack,

156

Woodrow

Norwood,

Duane

Burritt, Mark Hall, Rebecca Woodard, Linda Qray
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A LETTER FOR SPENCER. Students

en] oy corresponding with friends
made from local schools.
Photo

by: Donny

Harris
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STUDYING IN HER P .J's.

English
major Jessica Obenauf stud
ies in the privacy of the dorms.
Photo by: Jubilee Dankert
Ed.

FUTURE

MATH

TEACHER.

Laura

Weaver, Math Ed. major, takes
look at her
Photo

by:

busy

a

schedule.

Jubilee Dankert
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LoOKING TOWARDS THE FuTURE. Jun

engineering major, Thomas
Floyd reads the board.
Photo by: Tom Cooperrider

ior

A LoVE

OF

TEACHING. Dr. Dominic

Halsmer works

computer.
Photo by:

Tom

diligently

on

the

Cooperrider

••

.1

ENGINEERING /PHYSICS FACULTY

Front Row: Tom

Roger

Luiskutty (Chairman),

Hartman

Second

row:

Steve Herr,

Dominic Halsmer,

David Baumann, Nate Meleen Back Row:

Harvey

Miller, Robin Akbar, Joseph Joseph
Photo

158

by: Donny

Harris
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Ph�sics:

And

they that be wise shall

shine

Shaping

as

the

brightness of

the firmament

...

The Future

Daniel 12:3

Of Science
Story by:Jarrod

Elmore

highly sought after type of
professionals in the world today is the engineer.
The explosion of technology in the past few
One of the most

decades has left the scientific

community des

those few individuals with not

perately seeking
only the ability to do some serious number
crunching, but also the inclination to apply their
skills to problem solving and other productive
outlets.
Last year, the ORU Department of Engineer
ing was officially deemed a nationally accredited

department, earning them a little attention from
And now, they are
the world of engineering.
will step out and
students
that
to
ready graduate
earn a

little attention

as

,

well.

enjoy the learning
gives them the edge.
CHAIRMAN TOM LUISKUTTY
"I enjoy the hands-on style oflearning that the
engineering department offers. The faculty sees to it that we learn through
a variety of other mediums as well," sophomore Biomedical Engineering
major Chad Westphal said.
Amy Fetter, sophomore Mechanical Engineering major, said "We have
an edge because we are exposed to many real life scenarios and practical
applications. It stems beyond head knowledge and into the practices of
Overall, students

seem

to

environment and feel that it

real life."

departments at ORU, the students all agree that they
have a winning faculty.
"It is obvious that the professors here could be doing anything they
want, but they choose to be here because they care about us," Westphal
As with

so

many

said.

personal interest in each student. their personal
apart from others," Fetter said.
when
he said, "The faculty here teaches us to be
Whittaker put it well
more than just a human calculator
they teach us to be a whole man."
"The

concern

faculty

takes

sets this school

-
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IN

THEIR

SCRUBS. Kendel Wheeler

and Anita Fischer
up for
Photo

get scrubbed
important procedure.

an

by:

Chris Massie

YOU'D BETTER

Hatfield

DO THIS RIGHT.

receives

from

fellow

Ester

Pound.

STRENGTH

a

Robin
shot

nursing major

NUMBERS.

Nursing
majors
together to
discuss important topics.
Photo by: Donny Harris
IN

meet
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Nu

sing·

And the prayer

faith

Caring

man

offered in

will make the sick

well

...

for the
James 5:15

Whole Man
Story by: Jarrod

Elmore

The Anna Vaughn School of Nursing at ORU

recognizes that Nursing is much more than
medical practice. Taking advantage ofthe Whole
Man approach, they believe that Nursing is not
only a medical profession, but an opportunity to
minister to medical patients mentally and spiri
tually as well as physically.
"Nursing majors must be called by God to
do what they do," senior Nursing major Tina
Garner said. "I
it is

primarily
profession.

a

am

called to do this and feel that

ministry

and

only secondarily

a

"

The students feel that the Anna

School of Nursing is
for

Nursing

as a

an

Vaughan

excellent place to prepare

ministry.

distinguished from the rest in
theory of the whole
person," senior Nursing major Robin Hatfield
said. "Our relationship with God and our view of
Nursing as a ministry enables us to administer care
"Our school is

that it is based upon the

DEAN KENDA JESEK
to not

only

the

body
spirit as well."
"Our relationship with God gives us an edge. The Godly qualities and
integrity that we possess are what this profession is looking for," Garner
said. The students also seem to develop strong relationships with each
and mind, but the

other.

together almost all the time," said senior Nursing Major Gayle
Newman. "We are like a family."
Garner said, "I like the people.
They are encouraging,
and Nursing majors need that."
And as is so common among ORU circles, Nursing majors feel that
their faculty make a huge contribution to the department, their learning
"We

are

experience,

and the students' lives.

highly trained and knowledgeable. Each professor is
unique, intriguing, and challenges us in their own way," Hatfield said.
Newman said, "Each member of the faculty has a heart for the
students. They want to see us succeed."
"The

faculty

is

© Oral Roberts University

You COULD LEARN A LOT FROM A DUMMY.

Practice dummies make for
low-risk rehearsals of
medical procedures.

good

MEET MEAT THE DEPOT. Sarah Hall

& Rhonda Gross take

from

a

Photo

a

break

long day at clinicals.
by: Robin Hatfield
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SOME GOOD ADVICE.

Nursing

ma

jor Amy Baker helps freshman
Josie Chupp.
Photo by: Jubilee Dankert

SAVE THE DUMMY.
and

Nicky
gether to
Photo by:
THIS

IS

Donne

Kulish
save

Robin

ROCKET

a

Meyer

work

to

patient.
Hatfield

SCIENCE.

Ron

Ontravias prepares for clinicals.
by: Chris Massie

Photo
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CONTEMPLATING THE VISION.

ology maj or
call

Earl

McClellan
about

pensive

waxes

The
his

to

Photo

preach.
by: Peter Smith

THEOLOGY

IS FOR EVERYONE.

Merfeld

leads

level

ate

TA Tim

baccalaure

a

course

discus

sion.

Photo

JOY

by:

OF THE

shares

a

Peter

LoRD.

joke

Randy
with

Theology major.
Photo by: Peter
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a
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fellow
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Thtoloay'
Preaching
The

...

And how

can

they

hear without

someone

preaching

them?

to

Romans 10: 14

Gospel
Story by: Jarrod

Elmore

In many ways, the study of Theology is the
enabling to minister the Gospel of Jesus Christ

And since

effectively.
His

name

school,

is

one

going out and ministering
founding ideals of this

of the

why the School of Theology at
University is a vision to which our

we can see

Oral Roberts

school is very committed. This committment is
visible in both the faculty and students of the

School of Theology.

Theology students find their major
challenging, but see the benefits that it will bring
Most

to their future.

department is very strict and disci
shaping us into disciplined

'The

plined,

but this is

ministers who will have well structured minis

tries," Clinton Kennet, junior

Theology major,

said.

Theology major Billy Martin IV
DEAN PAUL CHAPPELL
said, "Keeping my focus is quite a challenge. It
is hard to juggle the amount of Theology homework I have with track, my
job, and everything else."
Another thing that they seem to find challenging is the diversity of
backgrounds and viewpoints they are exposed to in the department. They
seem, however, to love the way it stretches, yet strengthens, their spiritual
Freshman

foundation.
"You

get

such

a

confidence in what you

Perhaps

Matt Jones,
are

You

gain such

partially

faculty.
a

senior

world renowned

from this is

on.

believe," Martin said.

this confidence built within the students is also

creditable to the
dean

solid foundation to stand

Theology major, said 'The professors and the
theologians. The teaching quality that arises

amazing."

"So many of the faculty communicate with you so effectively and
willing to do so on such a personal level," Kennet said.

are

faculty as well is the fact that Theology
students feel that they will be graduating with an edge.
"People respect ORU Theology graduates as quality ministers of the
Gospel, which is largely due to the quality of the professors," Jones said.
And

largely

creditable to the

© Oral Roberts University
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Photo
DELI

study

FRIEND.

Juan

helps
for

A

Kaci

Villela

Young
study

upcoming exam.
by: Peter Smith

TIME.

Friendly group

sessions

are

common

among theology majors.
Photo

by:

Peter Smith
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JUST

CHILLIN'.

classes
more

Theology
taught in a
atmosphere.
Some

are

relaxed

ONE Busy THEOLOGY MAJOR. James

King

thinks

hard

about the

many tasks at hand.
Photo by: Peter Smith
STAND TALL, BABY.

Confident of

their

calling to minister,
Theology students walk tall.
Photo by: Peter Smith

© Oral Roberts University
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While
versities

most uni

only

stress

the education of the

mind, ORU goes
two

steps further by

educating
and the

well.

the

spirit

From

petitive

as

a com

athletics

program to

citing

body

an ex-

intramural

department,

ORU

offers its students
the

opportunity

to

stay fit while enjoy
ing fellowship

with

other students and

competition with
other universities.
EvERYTHING

© Oral Roberts University
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GIVING

IT

HER

Freshman

ALL!

Renee

Deveney charges

on

towards the finish.
Photo by: Chris Miyata

A

JOB

WELL

Freshman

pher

Smith

DONE.

Christo
crosses

the finish line.
Photo by: Chris Miyata

BRA�NGTHECOLD.The

CROSSING

women's team shiv

Freshman Joshua

ers

while

the

race.

waiting for

Photo by: Chris Miyata

170

THE

LINE.

Hernandez finishes at
the ORU invitational.
Photo by: Chris Miyata
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Men's & Women's Cross Country

CROSSING INTO J\ NEW HORIZON
While the average ORU student complains
they have to run every

about the three miles that

semester, the members of the
run

between

The ORU

58-72 miles
cross

home event this

country

season

invitational. Freshman
a

the

leading

The ORU

week.

Marcy

runner

only

one

Leal finished 8th in

time of 12: 12 for the

a

Cottrill finished

as

team

in

country
participated
Cowboy Jamboree. Sophomore Ronda
Rutz captured a 9th place finish for the women's
cross country team with her time of 21:31.
The ORU team gave their best performances at
the Tulsa Cherry Street Mile.
The ORU women
beat TU as they went on to finish 3rd in the event.
the OSU

followed

women

with

by Rutz with a time

event the ORU

men

OU to finish with

a

time of

consisted of

compete

The women's team featured the emergence of
On the
as one of their premier runners.

Leal

signs of great
experienced
veterans for the women's cross country team
were Ray and Rutz. It is important that there be
team work amongst the older runners and the
younger runners. Said Ray, "I have never been on
men's team Hemandez showed

potential throughout the season. The

a

team that is

place trophy

men

with

country program this year

runners

team oriented." On the men's

so

throughout the season using the experience from
being one of the few retuming runners from last

in their event.

year.

Bringing

cross

in the

person." So for a runner
conditioning themselves for shorter sprints the
length of a cross country event can be very
demanding.
different

competitors from

time of 4: 17.

The ORU

a

who has been

team John Cottrill helped to hold the team together

Freshman Josh Hemandez led the ORU
a

5:22,

country

When you have milers
it's mentally tough on

of 5:32. In the men's

outran their

6th

a

cross

..

them, but when they're in their events they're

in the men's event.

cross

Leal led the ORU

Said Coach St. John,

running

teams had

sophomore John

ORU

country team

when it hosted the ORU

field of seventeen with

women, and

a

cross

year's cross country team that were
specifically recruited for running cross country.

this

from the track team that

spring. There

were no runners on

this

year's

team

is

together

cross

country coach David St. John who is in his first
as the cross country coach for ORU.
StOl-Y By: Ch"is Miyata

year

95-96 Women's C,'oss Country
Back

row

left to

right.Coach

st.

John, Women's assistant Shawna
Dial, Renee Deveney, Marcy Leal,
TeresaCloud, Monica Livas, Coach
Joe Dial.

Front

left to

right:
Amy Ray, Rebekah Rutherford,
Araceli Miguel, Ronda Rutz,
manager Becky Tibbs
row

95-96 Men's C,'oss

Country
right: Coach Dial, Coach St.
John, Christopher Smith, Joshua
Left to

Hernandez,

Jason

Redmond,
Cottrill,

Brunell McKenzie, John
assistant
not

Christopher Beard
pictured- Joe Barb, Jason

Briscoe, Andrew Kenton

© Oral Roberts University
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ENJOYING

watches
Photo

his

by:

WALKING

Junior Fred Wickman

THE DRIVE.

drive.

Chris

IT OUT.

Miyata

Sophomore Jeremy Langley

walks

down towards

Photo

Chris

by:

TALKING

talks

IT

to

Johansson
Photo

172

by:

green.

Miyata

Junior Jack

OVER.

Assistant

before
Chris

the

he

Coach
tees

Karlson

Patrick

off.

Miyata
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Men's Golf

One stroke at a time
The 1995-1996 Golden Eagles Men's Golf Team

put together another consistent year. The Golden
Eagles played in six golf tournaments this season.
They spent the majority of the season p
laying away from home. They did, however, play
in the Ping Tulsa Invitational which was hosted at
Cedar Ridge Country Club in Tulsa, Oklahoma.
The other tournaments were held throughout the

regional

area

in such states

as

Texas, Kansas,

and Colorado.

The team

began

start. The team

the fall

came

with

season

a

slow

in 15th of 28 teams at the

Falcon Invitational at Colorado where

sophomore Jack Carlson and

lead

they were
sophomore

by
Jeremy Langely who both tied for 19th in
individual player standings.
The Golden Eagles captured 15th place at

the
the

Kansas Invitational, and finished 8th out of 18
teams at the Woodlands Intercollegiate in Texas.

They began to tum around their season when
they placed fourth in the UST Invitational in Fort

The team this year was coached by Bob Canada,
who has been the golf coach for the past 4 years.

Worth, Texas. Junior Matt Jobe, who is

Also Patrick Johansson, who is a student at
ORU, served as the men's golf assistant this year.

native, finished tied for 30th in the individual
standings at the UST Invitational.

Johansson

played golf at Rice

and

was a

member

ORU's

moment

shining

came

in

a

Tulsa

the Rice

of the Swedish National Team.

Columbia Lakes Invitational where the Golden

This year's team featured many new faces. The
team had only two returning players from last

Eagles

year, sophomore Charlie Crouse, andjunior Scott
The team received several new
Robinson.
international

transfer

players, junior

Fred

won

tournament.

second

They

place

lost to Rice, which

host of the tournament,
Wickman

standings.

won

first

The

overall

by only
place in the

golf

team

one

in

the

was

the

stroke.

individual

had to leave

the

Wickman, junior Johan Lundquist, and junior
Jack Karlsson, all of whom came from Sweden.

tournament before the awards could be handed

Local recruits, freshman Chris Winton, junior
Matt Jobe, and Chad Lafevers, also joined this

with his

year's

out

so

presented Wickman
Wednesday chapel.
Stol'Y by: elu'is Miyata

President Roberts

trophy during

a

team.

1995-1996 Men's Golf Team

right: Charlie Crouse, Johan Lundquist, Jack Karisson, Jeremy Langley, Fred
Wickman, Assistant Coach Patrick Johansson. Front row left to right: Justin Keillor, Chris
Winton, Matt Jobe, Scott Robinson, Chad Lafevers, Head Coach Bob Canada
Back

row

left to

© Oral Roberts University
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STRAIGHT

AWAY.

PUTTING

IT

Sophomore Margaret North
watches her ball travel down the fairway.
Photo by: Chris Miyata
AWAY.

McAlester
Photo

.ALL

her

Ranonne

putt.

By: Chris Miyata

excitement

174

admires

FIRED UP.

Photo

Sophomore

by:

Senior Donna

over

Rayman

shows

her last shot.

Chris

Miyata

© Oral Roberts University

Women's Golf

New Greener Horizons
ORU women's

golf enjoyed

the

beginning

of

their third year of playing this fall. The program
was restarted two years
ago under the leadership

of Coach Bob Canada.

The program had been
serves as the head

inactive since 1985. Canada

coach of both the ORU women's
ORU men's

team

well

golf team, the
being a full time

golf
faculty member.
Helping out in the role of assistant women's
golf coach is Kim Steffensen. Due to the fact that
as

as

HPER

the men's and women's tournaments often

flict with

one

times takes

another, coach Steffenson

care

care

some

of the women's team alone.

"I like Kim because I know that I
to take

con

of the

can

trust her

women, when I have to travel

with the men's team," Coach Canada said.
This year was a breakthrough year for the Lady

174. The

victory

in the tournament

was

perhaps

who is the

sweetest for senior Shannon

Dowdy
only original player left from the inaugural
women's golf team that was started in 1993.
The women also had a strong showing at the
The ORU Invitaional

ORU Invitational.

was

the

only instate tournament in which the Lady Golden
Eagles competed. They placed 3rd out of 12.
Sophomore Dara Macklin tied for 19th place in
the tournament, followed by senior Donna Rayman
who took 20th place.
Doss has had a breakthrough year this year.
She captured 3rd place in the individual stand
ings at the ORU Invitational which was held at the
Bailey Golf Ranch in Owasso. She also captured
2nd place in the overall individual standings at
the UMKC Invitational.

Golden

Eagles. They captured their first tourna
ment victory since resurrecting the team. The
victory came at the University of Missouri Kansas
City Women's Golf Classic. The team acquired
the trophy by beating out their opposition by 5
strokes. Sophomore Valerie Doss placed second
overall in the individual standings with a total
score of 169. Senior Donna Rayman and sopho
more Margaret North tied for fifth place in the
overall individual standings with total scores of

Story by: Chris Miyata

1995-1996
Women's Golf Team

Back

row

left to

right:

Head

Coach Bob

Canada, Donna
Rayman, Valerie Doss, Amy Kile,
DaraMacklin, Shannon Dowdy.
Front row left to

right:

Ranonne

McAlester, Jennifer Apple,
Laurie

Engleking, Margaret

North, Assistant Coach Kim
Steffenson

© Oral Roberts University
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"

Men's Soccer

Altered
The Golden

team, who
received

a

Eagles
6

were

complete

fall 1995-1996

men's
11

last year
overhaul for the
-

soccer

the men's head

the

over

the

program from Coach

Doug Techanchuck,

who had been

soccer

coach since

of ORU's

beginning

Image

midfielder Ricardo Godinho started
every game for ORU and was
second on the team with 5 goals.

in

Freshman

season.

Silas DeAzevedo took
men's

soccer

NCAA

Michael

goalie

Emilio

leadership for
goalie box with 3

defensive

provided

the team in the

shutouts.

Freshman fullback Nate

Techanchuck, who graduated from
Victory Christian School, gave his

Division I program seven years ago.
DeAzevedo led the team to a 1-10-1

hometown crowd

record. However during the fall break

his three starts. Another hometown

Coach

player is senior forward Matt Howe,
who played at Broken Arrow, and
contributed two goals this season.
Junior defender Kirk Wehby served
as the team
captain. He provided
leadership both on and off the field

DeAzevedo

position,

resigned his
player

and former ORU

Tama Aondofar took

over

the team

the interim coach. The team went

as
on

to finish with

a

overall

season

record of 3-12-1.
The men's soccer program received

face lift by adding 17

complete
players to this years team. The roster
featured players from Canada,
Jamaica, England, Belgium, and
a

about

Junior forward Michael Da Silva

lead the team with 7 goals. Freshman

he

for his teammates.
With such

new

Brazil.

as

something to cheer
provided great work in

a

and young team

a new

little growing pain

said Techanchuk,

team, but

can be
"

expected,

We had

had

a very
hard time

good
getting together. We didn't bring it
together until the end of the season."
Story by: Chl'is Miyata
we

a

ORU '95-'96 Men's Soccer Team
R) Assistant Coach Yunuen Valenzuela, Michael
Nathan
Busby, Hayne Wolmarans, Thomas
Shaughnessy,
Kervin
Kumpaley, Richard Galindo, Kurt Smith, Kirk
Shuaghnessy,
Wehby, Ronaldo Amaral, Head Coach Silas de Azevedo
Middle Row ( L to R) Greg Bibeau, Colby Hale, Nathan Techanchuck,
Fabio Tonelli, Stephen Glez, Ricardo Godinho, Justion Elkington, Matt
Back Row

(L

to

Howe, Michael Da Silva
Front Row

( L

to

R) Ricky Burrit, Scott Branan, Michael Emillio,

Andrew James

176
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KEEPING

Wehby
Photo

HIS

EYE

ON

BALL.

Junior Kirk

prepares to clear the ball downfield.
Chris

by:

Miyata

Sophomore Greg Bibeau

SACRIFICING HIS BODY.

slides into his
Photo

THE

by Chris

opponent.
Miyata

...

STAYING
a

FOCUSED.

Senior Matt Howe receives

shove from behind

Photo

by:

Chris

OUTPlAYING
Hale

HIS

manuvers

Photo

by:

TOTALLY

Chris

as

he goes after the ball.

Miyata
OPPONENT.

Sophomore Colby

the ball down the field.

Miyata

IN CONTROL.

Junior Michael Da Silva

controls both the ball and his opponent.
Photo

© Oral Roberts University

by:

Chris

Miyata
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Women's Soccer

Improving Vision
This

year's

Oral Roberts

University

women's

team, like every other soccer team before
it, improved on its record. The women's team has
soccer

been

since the

progressively upward spiral
inception of the program 3 years ago. The women
on a

who finished last year with a 4-9-2 record ended
this season with a record of 7 -12 and improved on
their win -loss record

by three wins.
Having eight retuming players from last year
helped to make head coach Steve Hayes' job
much easier. Retuming senior Darlee Chaloupek
gave an outstanding senior performance by scoring
9 goals on the season, and by far was the most
outstanding offensive force on the team.
Chaloupek leaves the Lady Golden Eagles ranked
in several categories, most games in a career with
47, most goals in a season with 9, most assists
in

a season

with 5, and most

points

in

a season

with 25.

The second

leading scorer was sophomore Kaci
Young who finished the season with 4 goals.
Juniors Amanda Mendonca and Kynada Aldrich
gave the team strong offensive support by scoring
3 goals a piece. Providing a pleasant surprise was
Brazilian freshman Alina Da Rosa. Alina started
in all 19

games for the Lady Golden Eagles

soccer

Rosa also tried out for

team and scored 3

goals.
spot on the Brazilian National team this season.
Having lost their starting goalie from last year,
freshman Jessica Dixon stepped up, and took
She proved to be a very capable
over the role.
and
stopper
gave the team two shutouts. For
a

those trivia buffs who read the

sports copy

you know that Dixon is the cousin to men's

player Nathan Techanchuk. Also helping out in
the goalie box was senior Zvjezdana Sirola. The
volleyball player started one game as the goalie,
and gave her team a shutout performance. Sirola
also spent time playing as a defender in 4 games
for the Golden Eagles.
The ORU Golden Eagles never got the chance
to live up to the full potential of the team due to
injuries that resulted in the loss of two players for
the entire season. The Golden Eagles suffered
setbacks this year with the loss of freshman
CorradinaAllegranza, who was out for the season
broken ankle, and senior Jackie Bambino,

with

a

who

was

lost for the

Several other

season

with

tom ACL.

a

with

season
players
plagued
their
playing time,
long injuries that hampered
such as the injury to Erica Moore, who missed
time due to cartilage damage in her knees. Said
sophomore Leslie Phillips, "We appreciate the
way the school has supported us and never given
up even though we hit some ruts this season."
The Lady Golden Eagles can look forward to
continuing on with their winning ways next season
as they are
expecting to lose only seniors
and
Sirola
Said sophomore Erica
Chaloupek
Moore, It's only a three year program, and this
were

"

is the best
season

good

season we

with two

have

good

ever

wins

had. We ended the

against

two

schools."

'

...

'at:

BUSTING

THROUGH.

Two

sport

Zvjezdana Sirola
through the opposition.
Photo by: Chris Miyata
senior

MAKING

A LAST STAND.

star

breaks

Sophomore

defender Camden Carr stands
alone as she defends the ORU

goal.
Photo

178

by:

Chris

KEEP AWAY! Junior defender Martt

Johanson

did

soccer

keeps

the ball away

from her opponent.
Photo by: Chris Miyata

Miyata
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..

pretty

MIGHT

MAKES

Freshman

RIGHT.

Alina Da Rosa forces herself into

position.
Photo

Chris

by:

KEEPING

Miyata

Junior

TOGETHER.

IT

Amanda Mendonca
trol of the ball

as

gains

con

she prepares to

head down field.

Photo

by:

Chris

Miyata

1995-1996
Women's Soccer Team

Back

row

left to

right:

Head Coach

Steve Hayes, Trainer Ryan Edwards,

Danielle
Amanda
Larabee,
Mendonca, KynadaAldrich, Lindsey
Watts, Zvjezdana Sirola, Corradina

Allegranza, Sharon Kester, Darlee
Chaloupek, Manager Scott Law,
Assistant
Front

row

Johanson,

Young,

Coach

left to
Leslie

Didier Flores.

right:
Phillips,

Marit

Kaci

Jackie Bambino, Jessica

Dixon, Camden Carr, Alina Da Rosa,
Erica Moore,

© Oral Roberts University
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HUSTLING

DOWNFIELD.

Senior Sharon Kester

keeps

the ball

mov

•

ing.
Photo by: Chris Miyata

CLOSING
Kirk

Junior

IN.

and

Wehby

Freshman

Ricardo

Godinho close in
their

on

opponent.

Photo by: Chris Miyata

MAKING

THE

KILL!

Freshman Alina Da
Rosa

scores a

goal.

Photo by: Chris Miyata

KEEPING

PLANTED.

SophomoreGreg
Bibeau takes

a

toss.

Photo by: Chris Miyata

© Oral Roberts University

ALL

.Sopho

SMILES

Danielle

more

Larabee

celebrates

KEEPING

CLEAR.

IT

Freshman

Michael

goalie

Emmillio

with teamates

clears the ball.

Photo by: Chris Miyata

Photo by: Chris Miyata

FOLWWTHROUGH. Jun

No

ior

Kynada

Aldrich

FEAR.

Ronaldo

Junior
Amaral

watches her kick.

charges through

Photo by: Chris Miyata

opponent.
Photo by: Chris Miyata

FIGHTING
FIGHT.

THE

GOOD

his

FreshmanNate

Techanchuck

helped

is

off the field.

[ljEVERYTHING
.

.

.

,
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Women's Volleyball

Killer Looks

It's been twelve years since the
Lady Golden Eagles have amassed

and fans, gave the best season of her
career at ORU. With her jump serve

many wins, and never in the
history of the University has the

Sirola dominated the

so

team

ever

had

so

few losses.

1995-1996

women's

finished with

an

The

volleyball

incredible record of

27-2.
When the

bring

back

Division I

University decided to
volleyball to its NCAA
playing schedule they

handed the team

player

over

Revis Ward.

to

Coach Ward has taken

a

that had been inactive for
years

and

turned

former

In five years

it

program
over

two

into

a

championship program.
The Golden Eagles enjoyed their
third straight season of success
building on their 1993 record of 2013, and their 1994 record of 23-8.
The ORU Golden

Eagles soared in
top forty ranking
the season, rising as

and out of the

through out
high as 26th in the nation.
Providing the strongest playing
were Seniors Zvjezdana Sirola and
Ksenija Kugler. Sirola, who was
called, "Sheera" by her teammates

was

opposition. She

ranked # 1 in the NCAA in service

per game with .968 average.
She was the team leader in kills with
aces

403, team leader in kill attempts
841, kill average 4.333, service aces
90, and digs 248.

Kugler enjoyed her third season
Eagles leading this
team
with
kill percentage of
year's
with the Golden

.426, and led the team in blocks with
64. She also received the distinction

of

being

GTE

named to the District VI

Academic

All-American

Volleyball Team. Kugler holds 8 first
place all time school records along
with numerous top ten ranking in
other categories.
Also playing her senior year was
Amanda Saner who gave the team
51 blocks along with 140 kills. In
her freshman year Debra Dos Santos
had 97 kills and was second in assists
with 58.

Sophomore Saundra Paula

Theis gave the Golden Eagles 276
kills, and was the team leader in
assists with

1,252.

Story by: Chris Miyata
1995-1997 Women's

Volleyball
Back

left to

row

right:

Head Coach Revis Ward,
Zvjezdana Sirola, Jani

Contador, Mirela Locks,
Sharma Purdue.
row

left to

Tyler,

right:

Middle
Shiloh

Michel Ann Thomp

Amanda Saner, As
sistant Coach Darrel
son,

Pearson,

Manager

and

Trainer Doug Decker, J es
sica

Clifford,

Sandra

Paula Theis, Melissa
Esparza. Front row left to

right: Elda Sibele Theis,
Ksenija Kugler, Debra
Dos Santo.

© Oral Roberts University
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IN YOUR

FACE.

Sophomore Sandra Paula Theis

sends the ball back

Photo
Up

over

the net.

by: Chris Miyata

AND OVER.

Seniors

Ksenija Kugler jump

Zvjezdana

to block

a

Sirola and

shot.

UNBLOCKABLE. Freshman Debora Dos Santos

hits the ball out ofthe reach of her

Photo

by:

Chris

opponent.

Miyata

POWERFUL PUNCH. Senior Mirela Locks smacks

the ball back
Photo

by:

over

Chris

THE KILL! Senior

make
Photo

© Oral Roberts University

the net.

Miyata

Zvjezdana Sirola goes up to
patented kills.
Chris
by:
Miyata

one

of her

'9a '96 ORU Women's Volleyball
-

history of the
the
Roberts
Oral
UniVersityw<t>men's
l[JmVieJi'si-cy,
VQ'm.l@yfu� p11'ogram reached the NCAA post
seasen, 1"ihe Lady Golden Eagles volleyball team
aFe�e first team to gain post season play em the
FO!1r it:he nl\st time in the

NCAA Division 1 level since ORU's return to
ilN'CM ])i:visioll I competition five years ago.
Ome of the

biggest

obstacles that the team

faced in gaining a bid to the tournament was the
fa;cit tlta:t ORU is not aligned with CUi1Jy conference
and tfuen�:lfoI'e had
3;UtOJlRllI!1tic 'bid.

no

chances of

obtaining

a

However the NCAA could net

�ook ORUs 27-2 record, and their national
!Jf:a:nltif);g iIll several statistical categories.
'The team landed a spot in the Pacific division
ever

they faced Loyola Marymount.
early to the women of Loyola
Marymount, losing the first two matches. In the

l;),Facket where

O�U feU behind

11.l:wd match the team found themselves down 91. With their backs to the wall, the Golden

straight points and went on to
They followed up this miraculous
perfermaace by winning the next two matches
Eagles scored

10

win;(tJa;e match.

te win the game.

184

Said senior outside hitter

"

Zvjezdana Sil1fo�a, I never thought
lese. We fought uotil the end."

we

w®�e1l

In the second roiend of the NCAA tOlUm<M\Ji1€}nt
ORU faced 11 th ranked

Washingt@o State. The
Lady
Eagles
IllartiJon:all1�
ranked powerhouse in these straigb"tt IDat�.J:�es.
ORU's win against Washington gav€' ORB a s;pot
Golden

defeated the

in the sweet 16.

The team faced Notre Dame in the NCAA

Pacific

Regional Semifinals. The Fighting Irisfu
fell
Lady Golden Eag�es in tht<ee sltrMglit
matches. With anether upsetvictory, the Q@1:clleJiil!
Eagles advanced to the Elite B.
In the final eight the ORU women's '\tol�€¥bailll
team faced defending national eliampi@fis
Stanford. Despite a valiant efforts by the team,
the women of Stanford beat the Oelden iEag�es
in 3 straight matches.
The ORU women's volleybahl team fmisiJn:ed
to the

the year ranked as the number ten team in tine
nation.
A dramatic turnaround cOilil'si@@mg
that the team was denied entrance i\FIit@ :tl:'ilJe
tournament the prevrcus yeal'. The team filiiUsn@Q;
the season with a 30-3 record o¥eEaJ:t

© Oral Roberts University

The

SWEET VICTORY.

HIGH

AS

AN

EAGLE.

ORU women's volley

Freshman Debra Dos

ball team celebrates

Santos

gets

their win

against the

against

Notre Dame.

Fighting

Irish.

airbom

Focus session. The

THE

team gathers around

Zvj erzdana

Coach

prepares to make

Revis

and

listens

goes

over

Ward

as

she

the game

of

Senior

ACE.

her

Sirola
one

dynamic

serves.

plan.

© Oral Roberts University
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TAKING

SHOT.
Junior Cody Porter rises
above his opposition to shoot for two.
Photo by: Chris Miyata

ALL

HIS

ALONE.

Photo

Senior Theo Hanna slams it in.

by: Chris Miyata

OPEN! Freshman

Jay Henderson

waits for

a

pass.
WELL

takes

DESERVED BREAK.
a

Junior Earl McClellan

well deserved rest.

POWER. Freshman Blake Moses

186

lays

it in.

© Oral Roberts University

Men's Basketball

Sharper Image

What

pounds

does

83

of Golden

feet and

Eagle

2400

amount to?

Ask the Tulsa H urIicanes. Our cross
town rivals, ranked 25th in the nation

time, got more than they
bargained for with a 90-78 loss in
at the

front of
crowd

a

sold-out Mabee Center

during the Bank IV classic.
brought the city trophy

This feat

back to the ORU campus after nine
years and proved to the NCAA
basketball

community

that

the

Eagles are worthy of conference play.
But that is just one of the many
highlights enjoyed by fans this

program and towards the

the

development
department.

of

athletic

our

"

Their progress includes a sweep
of three out of four road games before

Christmas, the first time since 1993,
and

completing

.500.

Quite

an

the fall semester at

accomplishment for

group of men that choose to serve
the school as ambassadors, "both
a

athletically and spiritually."
according to junior point guard Cody
Porter.

ESPN took note of the

changes

made and devoted

being

a

cover

National

season.

story to the Golden

"We started out slow," says Coach
Bill Self of his six retuming players

exposure is one aspect of
that this team must learn to

(senior Theo Hana, juniors Earl
McClellan, Clifford Crenshaw, James

as

Kruse, and sophomores Tim Gill and

determination.

Rocky Wall) and six newcomers
(transfers, junior Cody Porter,
sophomores Jerry Belton, Kevin
Scruggs, and freshman Chad

working hard to
represent this, God's university,"
states sophomore guard and leading

Wilkerson,

Blake

Moses,

Adam

and

Jay Henderson).
together with the
right chemistry and attitude and
great progress has been made for
Spanich,

"Our team

came

they

from

success

adapt to

continue to reap the benefits

their

We

Eagles.

are

hard

work

and

all

Tim Gill. "We

appreciate your
support and thank you for your
prayers."
scorer

The men's basketball team has
lot to be

proud

next should be

of this
even

season

a

and

better

Story By: Laura Collins

1995-1996 Men's Basketball
Back Row ( L to

R) Administrative Assistant Scott Sutton, Theo Hanna,
Walls,
Rocky
AdamSpanich, Jay Henderson, Blake Moses, Kevin Scruggs,
James Kruse, trainer Glenn Smith, Assistant Coach Norman Roberts.
Front Row

( L to R) Assistant Coach Steve Anthis, Chad Wilkerson, Jerry
Belton, Cody Porter, Head Coach Bill Self, Tim Gill, Earl McClellan,
Clifford Crenshaw, Assistant Coach

Barry

Hinson.

© Oral Roberts University
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Women's Basketball

New

Image

While it is true that the women's
basketball team has been around

but follow them.

since 1975, it is also true that this

year in many of our ball games."
Besides Dos Santos, there are
other intemational students as well.

year's team is very new. "We have 11
new players on our basketball team
this year," Coach Rick Napier
explained.
Allison Riles, the lone retuming
student has been a large part of
filling the gap in experience. "She's
been one of our co-captains and has
done a pretty good job this year,"
affirms Napier.
"Our other co-captain is Kisa
Bradley our 6'5" girl out of Detroit,
said Napier. "She has stepped up to
"

--

be quite

a

leader in different areas."

Bradley also scores, rebounds, and
blocks shots.
In fact, half-way

really

"Those two have

been the leaders for

us

this

"We have 6

girls from Brazil," reveals
Napier, "they are all doing pretty well
and they are all great kids!" Moving
to another culture is difficult for

anyone,

but

adjusting

well.

these

women

"I think

are

they really

like it here," Napier said. "It was a
tough time at Christmas, but they

adaptable and very mature ladies
and they do a good job."
Last
remarkable
year's
has
resulted
in a
improvement
tougher schedule (rated 54th in the
are

nation). This year's freshmen

team

through the season, she had pulled
into second place in the nation for

has done real well

blocked shots.

hard these kids work and how much

"One

girl

we

have

the odds.

despite
speak

"Our record doesn't

of how

from Brazil that's

time

Valeria

"because we are playing the top teams

doing pretty well is
Santos," Napier
"She's averaging almost

Dos

continued.

9 rebounds

little

over

9

a

game, and

points a game."

scoring

a

Between

they put in,"

assures

in the nation. I have been

Napier,

impressed

with their work ethic."

Stol'Y

by:

SPetel'

Mathew

Bradley's and Dos Santos' elevated
play, the rest of the team can't help

1995-1996 Women's Basketball. Back Row (L to R)

Manager

Kim Williams, Janaina Arruda, Laketa Collier, Allison Riles,
Cristina Baptista, Kisa Bradley, Valeria Dos Santos, Heather

Davis, Fernanda Souza, Tiffany Kelley, Manager Royce Macklin.
Front Row ( L to R) Adriane Hart, Regina Joppert, Katie Rose,
Assistant Coach Todd Buchanan, Head Coach Rick Napier,
Trainer Angela-Leigh Reed, Carrie Porter, Mariana Magueira

© Oral Roberts University

STAYING

WITH

IT.

Freshman Katie Rose

keeps
ball

control of the

as

she becomes

entangled
opponent.

LoOKIN'

UP.

Mariana

Junior

Magueira

looks for her teammate.

with her

moves

the court.

a

teammate to pass

to.

Photo

by:

Chris

down

the compe
tition. Freshman
Lakita Collier faces

Eyeing

her

© Oral Roberts University

Sophomore

Miyata

IN CHARGE. JuniorKisa

Bradley

PLANTED.

Allison Riles looks for

opponent.

IS IMAGE

a
MAKING

THE CUT.

J un

ior Femanda Souza

cuts

through

the op

position.
Photo by: Chris Miyata

CLOSING IN. Freshman

Laketa Collier makes
her

move.

Photo by: Chris Miyata

"

I
REPECT!

Sophomore

Tim Gill slams it in

I

for two.

190
© Oral Roberts University

CLIFF

CLIMBING.

J un

LoOKING

FOR THE OPEN

ior Clifford Crenshaw

PASS.

Junior Kisa Bra

powers his way to the
basket.

dley

holds onto the

ball.

Photo by: Chris Miyata

Photo by: Chris Miyata

STAY

OUT.

McClellan

Junior Earl

guards

his

opponent.
LoNG

SHOT.

man

Adam

shoots for

Fresh

Spanich
the long

My

Sophomore
Rocky Walls fights for
his position under the
SPACE.

basket.

Photo by: Chris Miyata

range three.

© Oral Roberts University
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Men's & Women's Tennis

Serving the vision

"Educating the whole man"
becomes a reality with the ORU men's

should have

people

a

solid team. We have

from many cultures and

and women's tennis teams. They
have the skills, attitude, and training

backgrounds coming together

to show the world what ORU is all

thread that unifies to the team is

about.

Christianity

The

men's

foward to this

winning

team looks

tennis
season

being another

With last season's

season.

hard work and determination
won

14 of their 24

and this

they

games played,

looks

season

even

more

promising.
Coach

Bernis

Duke

confidence in his team's

explained,
never

had

has

ability.

He

tradition."

The men's tennis team is young,

but also very solid, with all the
players from last season returning

plus two new strong players: Marcel
Du Coudray of South AfIica, and
Clovis Pereira of Brazil.
Assistant

Coach,

Andrej

"

Sosnowski said, Last year
and
quite a few freshmen
...

couple

PREPARING

TO

of new

FIRE.

we

had

we

also

players,

arm
pulls
hitting the ball.

QUICK

REFLEXES.

standards and

a

Christ-like

attitude.
"Our team

improves every year

ability and attitude. Most
importantly, though whatever we put
our hands to is for the
glory of God;

whether in defeat

or

winning,

God.

Of course,

Natalie

Feinstein,

we

the

team

captain, said, "We feel positive about
the upcoming season.
We've got
some new players.
With such a
young team, we're

laying

down

a

good foundation, and learning and
growing together. We have a lot of
unity, so that's good."
Story by: Mar'gal'et Sherman

so we

back

Sophomore

Sophomore Angela

Cook reaches down for the ball.
Photos

we

want to

Rianne Louw backhands the ball.

GOING DOWN.

in

their

Sophomore
his

David Scott
before

high

win."

looking

.

shine, setting an example through

losing season, and we're
continuing that

winning

a

to

serve

a

to

common

In women's tennis, ORU continues

"ORU's tennis team has

foward to

have

make the team. But the

by: Chris Miyata

© Oral Roberts University

MAKING

THE

STRECH.

Freshman

Clovis Pereira reaches out for the
ball.
Photo

by:

Chris

Miyata

Freshman
Gabriel Venter retums the ball.

QUICK

ON

Photo

by:

HIS

FEET.

Chris

Miyata

95-96 Men's Tennis

(L to R)

CoachAndrzej

Sosnowski, Clovis
Pererira, Marcel du

Courdray, Jurgen Van
Staden, Grant Gor
don, David Scott,

GabrielVenter, Coach
Bemis Duke, not Pic
tured:

GreggWarland

95-96 Women's Tennis

(

L to R

) Coach Vicky

Martin, Rianne Louw,
Elissandra

Rocha,
Hirata, Whitney
Linder,
Ingrid

Katia

Egberger,

Natalie

Feinstein, Angela
Cook, Assistant Rob
ert

© Oral Roberts University

Boyd.

JS IMAGE

Men's & Women's Track

Serving the vision

The men's Golden

track

Eagles

team for the 1995-1996 year is poised
to do very well
the

against
competition. Coach Joe Dial has a
very positive outlook for the team.
"I'm very excited about this team,"
says Coach Dial. "My main goal for
the team is that each individual

improves each week and
athlete at the end of the

is

a

better

400 meter sprints, comments, "When

go to

we

meet,

a

people

ask about

ORU and what it's like. That opens
up the sharing ofthe Gospel to them.

They

are

surprised

that

and 1 know it makes

an

we

like it

impact

on

their lives." Ducille says. "People see
a difference in our lives and ask us

questions

that God

uses

to affect

their lives."

year."

The team is excited about this

Since ORU is not in

a

conference,

year and their expectations are high.

it does not receive the credit that it

Freshman Mario Ducille, who

sometimes deserve, but that doesn't

runs

the 100 and 200 meters states, "We
are going to be a real
strong team

this year. We
as

are

looking to go as far
go." The team

God will allow us to

has

some

athletes that will excel this

year and possibly even go to
nationals. "Our mile relay team this
year will be

our

anchor in each meet,"

says Coach Dial.
The team is also

James, who

races.

runs

team from

schools that

to be

are

beating other
considerably larger.

Coach Dial comments, "I believe that
could

we

conceivably place in the top

ten in the nation, and that's what
are

in

aiming for.

a

independent

and

we

now we are

are

satisfied

"

a

they

Story by:

Heath Stoner

Senior Andrew

the 100,200, and

95-96 Men's Track
Back Row ( L to

R)

Jason

Redmond. Christopher Smith.
Ben Chisum. Thomas Floyd.
J. R. Elliot. Jason Briscoe. Vince
Brown. Assistant Coach David
St. John. Middle Row ( L to R)
Coach Joe Dial. John Pidutti,
Joe Barb. Brunell McKenzie.
Shane Messinger. John Cottril,
Wayne Davis, Bjorn Engstrom,

Sobig Kemp. Volunteer Coach
Morgan. Assistant Coach

Aston

Ed Hunt.

Front Row ( L to R)
James
Martin.
Richardson, Mario Ducille, An
drew James. Dams Gould.
Joshua Hernandez. Andrew

Billy

Kenton.

95-96 Women's Track
Back Row

Joe Dial.

(

L to

R) Head Coach

Angela Manuel.

Chris

Palmer. Timmiria Brown,
Sarah Wells, Jodi Hutak.
Dorenda Desland. Kay Dennis.
tina

Assistant Coach David St. John.

Middle Row ( L to R ) Assistant
Coach Shawna Dial. Bantie

Brownwll, Marcy Leal. Adrienne
Beamon. Nicole Smith. Amy Ray,
Ronda Rutz, Monica Livas, As
sistant Coach Ed Hunt.
Row

Front

( L to R ) Latoya Bain,

Angela

Lindsey.

Rebekah

Rutherford. Becky Tibbs. Jena
Thiemann.

194

we

We would like to be

conference but for

with that.

looking

witness to the other teams that
meet in their

stop the

© Oral Roberts University

SKY

IS THE

LIMIT.

nior Sarah Wells

Se

PuLLING AHEAD. Fresh

gets

manJ ason Briscoe in

full stride.

airborn.

A

Sophomore
Wayne Davis competes in the
long jump.
LONG

WAY

STRAIGHT

DOWN.

Freshman

AWAY.

Engstrom

runs

Bjorn

full throttle down

the track.
NLuilNGTHETURN.

SophomoreAuny

Ray making great strides
relay.

© Oral Roberts University
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KEEPING
team

THE FOCUS.

brings it in for a prayer.
by: Don Wilson

Photo

POINTING

OUT

THE

PATH.

Coach

Golloway gives some base run
ning instruction to senior Diego
Rodriguez
Photo by: Don Wilson
IN

THE

WIND

UP.

Senior Lance

Calmus prepares to deliver his

pitch.
Photo

196

by:

The baseball

Don Wilson

© Oral Roberts University

Baseball

New Vision
baseball team

The ORU

the

1996

season

begins
brimming with

There have been a number

optimism.
of changes

this year.
The first of these changes

was

the

hiring of a new head coach. Sunny
Golloway was hired in June of 1995
after serving as an assistant to Larry
Cochell

the

at

University

of

Oklahoma from 1992-1995. Cochell
was

the last coach to take the Golden

Eagles

to the

College

World Series

Dooley and Lance Calmus are
expected to lead the team on the
mound with strong pitching.
Sophomore first baseman Brian
Chris

Dinsmore

and

senior

outfielder

Jeremy Starkweather are also
expected to lead the team on the field
and at the plate.
Returning relief pitcher, Aaron
Olinski,

explained,

heart that Coach

"I believe in my
Golloway is the

program's tuming point.
only does he have Godly

baseball

(1978).

Not

Golloway was hired, he
immediately hit the recruiting trail
and succeeded in bringing in six
freshmen, eight junior college

standards, but he also instills

Once

a

in

us

winning attitude."

transfers, and four transfers from

are many new faces both on
Head Coach
off the field.
Golloway brought in a new staff of

other institutions.

assistant coaches,

Included among this group of
transfers were catcher Brandon

lot of ambition
philosophy
toward restoring the tradition of ORU

(Univ. of Florida) and third
baseman Tristan Paul (Univ. of
Oklahoma), possibly two of the best

baseball.

transfers in the nation. Also

a 'rebuilding' year; the 1996 ORU
baseball team is already established,

Marsters

freshman
recruited

Mike

Hill,

a

school

new

is

highly

player
strong group of
retuming players that will give ORU
stability and leadership. Seniors

high

There is also

Preparing

.

a

for contact.

Senior

Jeremy Starkweather awaits the
pitch.
Photo by: Don Wilson

© Oral Roberts University

There

and

and

a

along with a new

a

Olinski said, "In most cases when
new coach is hired it is considered

only in our pursuit of a national
championship, but also in our belief

not

in Jesus Christ

as

Lord and Savior."

StOl'Y by: Ruston �liIes & Todd Day

Wise council.

Coach

Golloway

discusses

techniques

with his

players.
Photo by:

Don Wilson

IS IMAGE

JeVe & Varsity Cheerleading

Leadiu2 the Spirit
Determination is

of the

one

team

motivated, and being involved

qualities that all sports contain,
including the sport of cheerleading.

in the middle of the action.

In

women's basketball games

cheerleading

individuals to

it takes determined

get the fans

In the middle of the action of the
are

the

excited at

junior varsity cheerleaders, Annika

cheerleading
squads help the crowd j oin in on the
game by giving credit to the team as
they play to victory.
The Varsity Squad, also known as
the Co-ed Squad, consists of six

Since this is the first year that the
women's basketball team has had a

the game.
Along with Eli, the

men

and

normally

Coleman and

seven women.

The

the excitement of
shout for the

the fans

helping
players. As

Lollar, captain of the
ed

men

do tumbles and share in

squad, puts it,

men on

"You

intercessor between the

Jason
the
are

co
an

players and

seven

other

women.

cheerleading squad, known as the
Squad, Coleman states that,
"It is good to see the women's
basketball team getting supported.
Once we get crowds like this going it

All Girl

will be better."
The person behind the routines
displayed at the games is

coach
Karrie
cheerleading
She
has
been
involved
Huneycutt.
with the ORU Cheerleading program

the crowd."

for four basketball

Along with Jason are the women's
co-captains, Summer Mercier and

states that she became involved with

Camille Arnold, who also cheer and
do routines to entertain the crowd

during

and half-time.

time-outs

Arnolds says she enjoys being on
the court, getting the crowd and

seasons.

She

the

cheerleading because, "It has
always been a love of mine."
The 1995-1996 cheerleading
season looks
exciting. The squad is
to
cheer
our teams on to
ready
glorious victory.
Story By: Felicia Gonzales

IN

FORMATION.

The

performs with Eli
Photo

by:

Chris

varsity squad

during game.
Miyata
a

VICTORY DANCE.

Sophomore

Sa

rah Perkins dances with Eli the
Golden
Photo

Eagle.
by: Chris Miyata

© Oral Roberts University

Back Row ( L to R ) Summer Mercier, Sarah
Steinmetz, Camille Arnold, Betsy Kokel, Sarah Perkins, Nikkisha Walker,

Varsity Cheerleading.
Natoya

Walker.

( L to R) Jeremy Johnson, David Alee, Nick
Walker, Tom Shaughnessy

Front Row

Hansel, Jason Lollar, B.J.

Junior

Varsity Cheerleading. (L to R) Gwendy McCarthy, Anne
Applegate, Annika Coleman, Kimberly Johnson, Amanda Kirkpatrick,
Amy Goodier, Alana Brown, not pictured: Danielle Larabee

SCREAMING

EAGLE.

ORU freshman Tom

Shaughnessy
the crowd in

© Oral Roberts University

a

IN

THE

SPIRIT.

freshman

leads

McCarthy

cheer.

the team.

Gwendy
cheers

on

IS IMAGE

Intramurals

Visions of Greatness
As Oral Roberts

University works
bring
days as a
athletic juggernaut in the NCAA,
itself back to its

to

there is another group of athletes
that are giving their all to form
caliber teams.

championship
students

The

of ORU, in the long
tradition of intramurals,

running
once
again

took to the fields and

courts of ORU and

holds-barred

competed in no
competition. (Well,

maybe a few holds are barred.)
In keeping with the principle of
building body, mind, and spirit, the
ORU Intramural Department brings
all of these qualities together.
Through athletic competition the
students of
ORU challenge
themselves and each other in mental

determination, physical power and
even

spiritual

temperance.

Intramurals provide students with
the

opportunity

to throw off the

pressure of academics adn focus
having fun.

on

Perhaps the greatest motivational
tool for

playing

insentive

BRINGING

Every year the traditional
for all school points begins

points.

fight

again, and this year was no different.
"Really winning [all school points],
that was just the icing on the cake.
The cake was the best part. Playing
together and getting close as a wing
was the best part," said sophomore
Emily Wiest, who was on last year's
all school points
champion,
Epiphany.
Intramurals also allow students
to have

fellowship

with

brother and

wing
gives
wings a chance to hang out
and support one another.
"Supporting your brother wing
really helps to build unity among the
wings. It shows them that you care
sister

enough about them to take time out
of your busy schedule just to go
watch their game." said sophomore
Molly McArdle of J-Crew. about her
brother wing Semper Fi.
Intramurals is

a

tradition at ORU

that is destined to last.

Story by: Chris Miyata

intramurals is the

of winning all school

IT IN.

The

girls of Moriah

and of B2U pray at games end.
Photo by: Anna Felder

GET

IN

THERE!

Sophomore Gabe
glove around

Williams closes his
the ball.

Photo

200

time of

a

and it

their

by:

Chris

Miyata

© Oral Roberts University

SPLIT

Alan Hanna

SECOND.

Stoner

grabs

sophomore

senior Tony Bastian's

Heath

flags

a

second too late.
Photo

by:

Chris

Now SERVING.
serves

Miyata

Freshman

the ball.

KEEPING

THE

LAW.

Sophomore Nathan Pepin

does his

Photo

Jeremy Haukaas

job as intramural
by: Chris Miyata

football referee.

OoPS. Temporarily losing their Christian com
posure in the
are

B-league championship game
Wing-backer Ron Brown and senior Tony

Bastian.

Photo

© Oral Roberts University

by:

Chris

Miyata

IS IMAGE

REACH! Intramural

sports
stretching experience for

was a

MAKING HER MOVE. Freshman Jen

many

nifer Callohan tries to out

individuals.
Photo

by:

Chris

her

Miyata

run

opponent.
by: Chris Miyata

Photo

1995-1996 Intramural Staff
Back Row (L to R) LisaAnnibal, Robin Hancock, Cheri Umbarger,
Carol Roen, and Directer Tony Domeck
Front Row (L to

R)

Jason

not

202

Thomely,

Nate

Pepin, Manuelo West, Jeff Veldstra,
pictured: Mika Pepin

© Oral Roberts University

Sopho

TOUCHDOWN!
more

Gregg Iser grabs

the pass for
down.
Photo

a

by:

touch
Chris

Miyata
THE

PRESSURE

Sophomore
Kochner trys

IS

ON.

Keith
to

keep

the ball away from his

opponent.
Photo

by:

Chris

Miyata

HUSTLE.

Photo

© Oral Roberts University

Alumni Ruedel De Castro

by:

Chris

Miyata
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The Fans

Enjoying the view
Most

sports have fans

with atti

tudes similar to that of

Kimberly

Silver, "I have school spirit, 1 like

sports, and it is fun!" exclaimed the
Senior
sophomore math major.
Stanley Samuel is another example.
"I go to all the games and lose my
are

not well

the fans of ORU
silent.

"In the

doing it."
Eagle's Nest is not all
possessing of that sporting attitude.
"I'm a big basketball fan," revealed
freshmanAtir Wise, "I'm always there
yelling, hollering, and jumping up
and down and generally making a
fool of myself.
Some people do that to draw at
But the

"

voice every time."

Though they

team and have fun

sports
past, we

quiet, but this year

are

known,
far from

were a

we

are

louder.

There is excitement

and that

gets the

little

much

tention to

themselves, but for Wise,

it is different. "1 just like

my team," she

cheering for
explained, "Games

volleyball (Number 10 in the U.S.)
have triggered a lot of commotion.
Many of these newly energetic
fans have joined an organization
called the "Eagles's Nest." This group

get to be so much fun because
everyone's wild and crazy and just so
supportive of their team, you can't
help but have fun." Samuel agreed,
"They get pretty crazy there some
times," he said, "They do everything
from painting their face blue and
gold to wearing cut-up basketballs
on their heads as
gold wigs to actu
around
down on the
ally playing

isnotforjustanyone, however.

court."

crowd

now,

going,"

one

student said.
This

year's

successes

in

golf,

women's basketball, and of course,

"The

Eagle's Nest is for people who love to
go to basketball games and like to be
wild while they are there," explained
freshman
to

Ryan Gammons. 'We try
help encourage the basketball

THE EAGLES VOICE. Freshman Steve

can

Such antics may not be

place

or even

very expressive of the
the ORU fan.
are

SERVICE

WITH A SMILE.

Ryan

Lauterwasser

cast the men's basketball games
to all the ORU fans.

serve

for

Photo
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by:

Miyata

spunk

of

Story By: S. Peter Matthew

Olson and the KORU crew broad

Chris

common

recommended, but they

a

prize

at

Sophomore
attempts to
a

women's

volleyball game.
Photo by: Chris Miyata
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Go EAGLES.

The crowd shows

their support at a volleyball game.
MUSIC

band

FOR THE MASSES.

cranks

pumping

THE

out

The ORU

adrenaline

music for the fans.

SHOT OF

A LIFETIME.

An ORU

student shoots for the chance to
win

a

Photo

TOTAL

semester

scholarship.

by: Chris Miyata
SUPPORT. A radical fan

shows his school
face

spirit by doning

paint.
by: Chris Miyata

Photo
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IS IMAGE

Navy and Gold

Ea!les Nest

&

Making Spirits Bright
The students and

faculty of ORU
always
pride in our
basketball program, championing a
sportsmanlike attitude while also
have

have recognized them as the students

taken

encouraging

intense school

This

of school spirit

sense

this

clad in khaki dress
blue

spirit.

establish

initiated, known
Eaqles' Nest, was
student

as
a

prospective

The Golden.

Gold. established

high energy

athletes on official visits,

group consisted of about

a

student

relations with

giving them
tours, answering their questions,
and providing a friendly atmosphere
during their visit. "My second reason
for starting the Navy and Gold. was
to establish a strong, genuine PR

was

forty girls

and guys who got together each game
to encourage the Golden. Eagles and
pump up the crowd.
They could
out of the crowd,

and

qualities that ORU student athletes
possess," Marshall said.
To fulfill this goal, the Navy and

present at all basketball games. The

be

to

athletes to demonstrate to them the

Marshall

section that

cheering

liaison

a

representative

Director /Marketing.

organization

coats.

for starting the Navy and Gold. was to

was

year

Marshall, ORU's Assistant Athletic
The first

and navy

Marshall initiated the group for
two main reasons. "My first reason

by the
introduction of two new spirit
organizations founded by Rob

heightened

sport

pants

with the athletic

easily
picked
each sporting a Golden. EagLe's Nest
t -shirt. They further expressed their
sense of school spirit
through the

program's donors
corporate sponsors," Marshall

and
said.

spray, and a little face paint.
The other organization Marshall

fulfilling this ideal, members of
Navy and Gold. spent time with
the donors and sponsors during each
game, getting to know them
personally and providing them with

founded, The Navy and Goid,

VIP

use

of kazoos, horns, colored hair

was a

student

spirit group devoted to
representing what ORU and ORU
athletics are all about. You might

NAVY & GOLD.

bers of The

Gold take

from their

enjoy

206

Mem

Navy
a

&

break

jobs

In

the

treatment.

The

donors

Story By: Jarrod Elmore

ELI. The Golden Eagle

makes

a

and

sponsors, in turn, loved the students
and felt their program was top notch.

swoop

his nest with

a

past
sign.

to

the game.
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ROCKIN'
ior

THE NEST.

Burke

Atiya

cheers

on

Jun

the Golden
the

from

Eagles
"nest."

EAGLE
NEST.

THE

ESCAPES

"Zeke"

flys

out

of the nest and onto
the floor to cheer

on

the team.

THREE WISE

GUYS.

Jun

ior Mike

Shoop, and
fellow Golden Eagle's
Nest residents show

their

© Oral Roberts University

holiday

cheer.

IS IMAGE

U

N

Y

E

I

5

WE'RE HACKIN' YOU UP
"Listen to your elders" has

long

been

a

word to the wise and the ORU Alumni Association has

facilitate

Who

the

are

Wing

so

just

the

right program

to

much communication!

Backers?

the ORU campus has had their very own Wing Backer who serves as sort of a "sponsor" for one
year (although many Wing Backers come back year after year!).
Wing Backers are Tulsa area alumni who remember their own ORU experience with fondness and have a desire to help supW®lit
Since 1988, each wing

on

se1h@®lj

the ORU vision

by developing relationships
What do they do?

with current students.
.

�
Wing Backers get involved with the students in any number of ways includeing hosting BBQs and sleep-overs a their borne,
speaking at wing retreats and dorm devotions, sending personal notes of encouragement, baking cookies for hall m@@:bimgs,
praying for the students, and just being a confidant and friend.
Students quickly realize how much valuable advice and comaraderie can be had with their "older" counterparts and iii's net
uncommon for lasting relationships to form between many a Wing Backer and student.
What kind of commitment does it take?
Each Wing Backer determines just how much time he wants to

give to his wing and this, of course,

varies from month to :ml®lI1lilfu

and alumnus to alumnus.

However, there

2)

make

phone

are

part of the program. These are: 1) pray for his /her wing weekiy,
wing and/ or the RA, and 3) plan or be involved in at least one Wii!mg

several expectations for each Wing Backer as

contact at least

once a

month with the the

event per semester.
But like any fulfilling

relationship in life, the commitment becomes less of an obligation and more of a reward as it has proven
Program. Some of the busiest alumni around make being a Wing Backer a priority because oftilie
Wing
that comes from impacting students' lives as a mentor and friend.

to be in the

fulfillment

Backers

lij\1dV1:Jr�

���w.tJ�,
208
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'95 '96 Wing Backers
-

Frank &

Kerry Garner

Dana Harrison

Jeff McKissack
The

Liffingwells

Kelli Booth
The Vasek's

Mary Utpadel
Shawn Nichols
& Darline

Ralph

Fagin

Ms. Yates /Ms. Landers

Mr.

McCorvey

Michelle Stoermer
Kirsten Thiel

John Avens

Cheryl Swanson
Rusty Seelye
Brian &

Stacey Merrell

The Woods
The Andersons
Mic & Lori Underwood

Cristina LaBarca
Nate Jelken

Cynthia Hood
Ewing
Doug & J 0 Stirling

John &

Mark & Kim

The Luscombs

Terry Williams
Tammi Graves

Angela Mills
Wilsdorf/Lindgren
Roger & Shirley Twilley
Ginger Baker
The Browns
Steven &

Holly Tumpkin

Cheri Scholes
David Dalessandro
Katie Schall a

Perry

Chaturvedi

The Pauls ens

Darryl Baskin
Mark & Angie Collier
Blair/Elma

Wayne/Fabian
Wendy Pruet
Mike, Johnie, Dave & Mark
Crtstine

Gary

Phillipps
Conroy

& Gina

Lin Nordstrom

Rick &

George

Shelley

Fenimore

& Karmen Valverde

Joann Chichura

Rosanna Davis
The McConnells
Rita Bosico
Tina Keller

The Riecks
The Masons

Lynette
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Bauer
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ORU Alumni Foundation

VIP Student Program

new

The

VIP Student

is

vital link between Oral Roberts

University and alumni. VIPs will
contact influential alumni to build relationships with them and provide a personal connection with
ORU life today. VIPs are Vicarious, Intelligent Persuaders who are self-motivated, creative and
highly dependable students with the ability to communicate enthusiasm and vision.
The

Program

a

Purpose

Program enables the alumni office to reach out to alumni who can best be motivated by the experiences and enthusiasm
of
Many alumni want to know what ORU is like today and why they should become involved. The student's
perspective is most convincing. It is the desire of the Alumni Association to see alumni become involved with the Untversits
through prayers, time and finances. The future of ORU is dependent, in many aspects, on the support of its alumni. The VIP
Program will greatly enhance efforts to build this strong base of alumni support.

The VIP
a

current student.

What's in it for the students?
-

Program gives students many opportunities for personal growth and development. VIPs will be netw0[Jfikitm�
with influential alumni nationwide. This facilitates job networking and provides for sources of advice on how to better jDF@,ar€

The VIP Student

for the "real world." As
to

be

By being
brought in from

occur.

a

new

students

210

a

common

community

experiences are mutually shared, the way is made for lasting frien<dl�1I1diF>s
opportunity to rub shoulders with successful alumni leaders who> M.!}!l

rare

to train students

on

specific

ways to prepare for their

careers.

...

VIP Student

persuading

and

student will receive the

the Tulsa

In Conclusion
The

encouragement

VIP,

Program

alumni to

is

a

get

wonderful
involved

opportunity for everyone involved! It is all about vicarious, intelligent ORU
and stay involved with Oral Roberts University.

© Oral Roberts University

r

I

Jeffrey

S.

Rodriguez

Grad Year: Dec. '96

Degree:

BM

Anjanette Spear

Curt Mat.lo ch

Grad Year: Dec. '96

Grad Year: Dec. '95

Degree: MMC/PR

& Adv.

Degree:
International Business

Joy Lea
,

fi

Grad Year:

May
Degree:

Corey Kincaid
'98

Grad Year:

'96

May
Degree: Marketing

Niels

Rojas

Grad Year:

Degree:

BS

May '98

Elector Pearson
Grad Year: May '96
Degree:
Business Management

Ian Mcl lvatrie
Grad Year:

May
Degree:

Management

01 Comm. / Business

'96

BA Communications

VIP's
Vision Statement:
The

of the VIP

goal

Student

Program is
a bridge

to build

between students and
alumni to remind
alumni of the ongo
ing vision and pur
pose of the University, as well as

encourage their

Vanessa
Grad Year:

PhiHips

May
Degree:

'96

BA 01 Communications

Michael Cardone III
Grad Year: May '96
Degree: Business

Radhika

Mittapalli

Graduate Student

Degree:

Masters in Business

involvement in the
Alumni Foundation
and Association.

Administration

© Oral Roberts University
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l\t1ichele

In

our

moment

proudest

God Bless you, Michele.
Mom and Dad

Congratulations Lois!
a goal for you to reach,

God has
and

a

life that He wants you to live;
a child for you to
teach,

He has

and there's

help that you need to give.
We love you!
Ma-Dear and Family
We are proud of you.

SHANNON EDWARDS
Dear Shannon,
You have

always been a beautiful
gift from God to us! We are so
proud of you and know that God
has a wonderful future planned
for you.
For I know the

plans

I have Jor

you, declares the Lord, plans to
prosper you and not to harm you,

plans

to

were very
young, we have known that God has a
purpose for your life. We also know the choice of whether or
not you would follow God would be yours. You have made the
right

special

give you hope

and
-

From the time you

ajuture.

choice and

Jeremiah 29: 11

we are so

Brad. Don't

All

our

you.

love,

You'll

ever

always

are

be

our

first bom.

We love you very, very much.

Dad, Mom, and Tamra

You

proud to be your parents. You are very special,
anything else! Continue to allow God to use

believe

Mom and Dad

a

precious gift

Many daughters

of God, from
God to us.

mination, you
finished a leader
are so

proud

of you and
what God has done in you, for you,
and

through you. We know you
will continue to shine for Jesus
and

we

say, "Go for itt, in all God

has for you.
We all love you very much!
Dad and Mom, Sherri, Del and

Desiree, James,

Stephanie,

Curtis and Deonda, Priscilla,

Melanie, Tyson and Taylor.

212

have done well,

but you excel them alL
-Proverbs 31:29

Congratulations Nicole,
I knew you could do it!

in the eyes of God
and in our eyes.

Love,
Mommie

Dad is also

applauding you
high. Congratulations,
make us proud.

from

on

"l

give thanks

think

of you.

I

you

to my God every time]

of this much:
begun the good
work in you will carry it through to
completion, right up to the day of
am sure

that He who has

Christ Jesus,"

-

Phil. 1:3,6

Love,
Mom, Chris, Bernie, and Mark

© Oral Roberts University

Carrie Jan Turner
We

Christopherfl. 'Turner
are

very

proud ofyou! You
were

bom with

a

purpose, to serve
and
worship
Him. Thank you
for your obedi
ence to the call of
Dear Carrie,

proud of you. You are
such a blessing to your family!
You have honored Jesus by keep
We're

so

ing Him first in your life. As you
grow in grace, we are looking for
ward to

see

what He has

planned

He opens the door before you.
Jer.29:11
Phil 1:6

as
-

-

We love you very

Him. This is

high calling that will
etemity! Thank you for
loving God, and for honoring Him
and loving your family with your
testimony. Continue honoring God
with your praises. We love you!

Bambino

(Our Boobala)

a

last for

-

Congratulations!
What shall we say to these things?

If

God be

against

Jer. 1:5

much,

Dad, Mom, Kenny, Abby, & Tammy

Jacqueline

God in your life; you have chosen
to do His will, worship and serve

for

us...

us

Mom, Dad, Jose, and Brenda

Congratu

Congratulations,
ERIC!

lations,
Bantie!
This is

We all love you very
much and we are very

your

picture
when you

of you!

were

cooking,
washing

The Lord is with you in
everything you do.
You're

a

are a

precious vessel of life

and love, chosen by God and
us, to be our daughter and sis
ter. We're

proud

of you Pooch!
,

We love you so much,
Dad, Mom, Annie & Eric

blessing

be

Mom, Sterl, Nita, Edward, Dad

<6laIG ntiUt80n

You

can

Romans 8:31

Love,

Congratulations!

proud

Who

...

-

to

us.

We love you,
Mom, Dad, Jessica &

Rebakah

clothes,

cleaning up for your
single-parent, Daddy. Remem
ber to always seek God, who is
your real and everlasting Fa
ther. Always give to the work of
and

God and He shall prosper you.
Pop, Gloria and Joko

Love from

�

z..�::::,

Congratulations Reggie!
We all love you and are very proud
of you. You have always been a

special blessing to our family.
Keep JOY in your heart! !lesus
first, Others second, Yourselflast
and God will always bless you.
We love you,

Mom, Dad, &

Greg

You

are a

precious gift from God. You've allowed His Spirit to cause
a lovely woman of God. We are so
very proud of

you to bloom into
your

accomplishment. HIS LOVE AND OURS
Always, Mom, Martinus and Family

© Oral Roberts University

...

KEITH A. MEDENBLIK

rJ(OMfi,
We

are

proud of your
through God.

May God continue

success

to shine

upon you.
Keith, you thought you

CONGRATULATIONS!!!

could not do it,
BUT YOU DID!

Love, Mom and Family

TI FFANY K. HALL
To the

one

and

only

TIFFANY KATRICE
HALL
You

are

loved.

Praise God for his faithfulness
Lamentations 3:23.

you continue to
pursue God's plan and

May

purpose Jar your

life.

Love

Always,
Mom, Pop, Grandaddy,
Daddy Bill.

THEN

NOW

MOLLY· SUE:
MIfFF
We have

always been so very
proud of you!
Congratulations Holly!
Love,

Mom, Dad, Heather, and Lora

PROVERBS 3: 5-6

214
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proud of you. May
guide you, as you
accomplish all your dreams.
WE LOVE YOU!

We

are so

the Lord

ANDREW JAMES
AMERICA'S MOST WANTED

DARLEE DAWN CHALOUPEK

BEWARE OF JESUS ADDICT.
CLAIMS HE'S BORN TO PREACH.
"He who hath

begun a good
Congratulations AJ.

work in you, wiU perform it until the day of Jesus Christ."
We give God thanks for you. You have done

well. You have made us very proud, and have enriched our lives with
your love for God and friends. We always remember your contagious
smile and terrific sense of humor. There is
only one way to go and
that is
an

upward; keep soaring
eagle and reach higher
grounds.

as

baby,
yet so humble.
(Yeah right)
MAY GOD CONTINUE
TO BLESS YOU!
and

molded for
His pur
poses.
are

We

very

pleased
proud

and

of you.

You have
been
such

a

blessing
our

WE LOVE YOU!

Mom, Dad and Amber

Kristin Reeder
congratulations Kristin!

Sunny:

God has

proud

family.
Always
keep your enthusiasm and love
of life. Stay as sweet as your
are, you're a special girl. You
will always be in our prayers.
God Bless You Always.

Most conceited

ful young
lady that

are

of you.

to

LOVE YOU MUCH,
Mom, Dad, Judith and Janna-lyn.

Our beauti

We
so

You have

Stretch

heart that is

forward to
the things
that

are

always
reaching out

in

to lift

front of

other,

you; bear
down upon
the

a

that

an

a

never

reasons

goal,

gives

pursue on
for the

love
but

and

then wonders
if it's

prize of the
call from
above of

enough.

Kristin, you
have become radiant with God's
love. You

God which

With Love,

our

family.

are

truly a blessing to
are proud of you.

We

WE LOVE YOU,
Dad, Mom, & Angie

Mom, Dad, and Karla

Congratulations!!
On

a

job

God bless you
to

well done.
you continue
what God has

as

accomplish

called you to do.
''But

Aways remember:
they that wait upon the

Lord shall renew their strength;

they shall mount up with wings
eagles; they shall run and
not be weary; they shall walk
and not faint."
Is. 40:31
as

-

proud of you, Keith.
Your integrity and hunger for
righteousness brings glory to

We

are so

His Name.

Love,

Mother, Nancy, Wes,
and Michael

Congratulations!
With His

Joy, Dad,

Mom and Dave

© Oral Roberts University

Your Mother and
are

very

proud

Papasaun
of you.

ChRISTopheR LawRence Blue
J

"Lord, You Brought Him A Long, Long Way!"
From The

''Eye hath

for

not

rocking

seen

and

of his cradle to this

ear

them that love Him and

present day!

hath not heard what the Lord has in store
are

called

Congratulations,

according

to His

purpose."

We Love You,

Mother, Granddaddy and Grandmother, Auntie Candy, Mrs. B., Ms. D. Green
In the

race

of life,

with

confidence

you have

won even

started.
Best Wishes and God

Speed,

Sherri, Shaina, David, Jr. and Auntie Irene

Education is your passport to the future.
We are proud of you,
Uncle D. and Cousin Larry
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before

you have

REBECCA TOBY
Congratulations, Becky!
We are fortunate to have a precious

LISETTE

E.

Born

You have blessed

Congratulations, Lisette! We
proud of your achievrnent
and we give all the glory to God!
You are truly a blessing to us.
May the Lord bless you as you
continue in His path.
Be faithful to His call.

Proverbs 22:6
You

are

blessing

us as a

(John

Proverbs

10:27 and Phil.

decisions.
Con
tinue to observe
to do according to
all that is written
in God's word: for
then though shalt
make thy way
prosperous, and
then thou shalt
have good suc
cess.

(Joshua 1:8)

We love you and

grateful to God
blessing us with you!

we are so

1:6)

for

Love, Mom, Dad & Nicki

We Love You!

Proverbs 31:1-10

Woman.

ti,

family richly
by your faith and
the quality of your

are

Proverbs child.

.

our

We love you very much.
Mom, Dad, and Family

us as a

King's Kid,
King's Man!

a

now a

daughter like you. You are a
wonderful blessing to this family

You blessed

(!�� A-Mk"""J otw.l4

TOLEDO

Mom & Dad

Zapata
"Trust in the Lord

your

own

under

standing; in all your
ways acknowledge
Him, and He will
direct your paths."
-Proverbs 3:5-6

Jeremy,
Continue to dream

expressing our love and appreciation at
this time for all your optimism and encourage

®.aring dreams, set
high goals, and be

We

tlle

ment to

man

God has

congratulate you for the
you've spent at ORU.
We love you!
Your Family,
Dad. Mom. Matt, Chris & Cody and Zeke

you to
the adventure

appointed
be

...

are

us.

We

successful years

lS

just beginning.
Congratulations!
Love,
Mom and Dad

"Being confident of this very thing, that
begun a good work in
will
you
perform it until the day ofJesus
Christ."
Phillippians 1:6
"But they that wait upon the Lord shall
renew their strength; they shall mount
up with wings as eagles; they shall run
and not be weary, and they shall walk
-Isaiah40:31
and not faint,"

Congratulations Erin!
are truly a gracious
gift

He which hath

You

of God! You have enriched

-

all of

tinue to

May God conlead, guide, and

prosper you as you faithfully
follow Him. His plans for you

Congratulations. Amy!

our

lives with your

and wisdom.

Know you are loved very much. We
are proud of you. Amy. Your devotion
to

our

infectious joy, enthusiasm,

are

for

good

and

an

expected
bright!

end. Your future is

Lord. your commitment to

Faithful is He who called you.
We are proud of you!

Him and to your family has blessed
us above our hopes and dreams.

Love,
Dad, Mom, Jana and Marc

We Love You,

Dad and Mom

© Oral Roberts University
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CONGRATULATIONS ANGIE!

WE LOVE YOU!!

DAD,MOM,
JENNI AND CINDY
MONIKA

ADELE

Me

JUNKIN

CONGRATULATIONS to

precious

Monika!

have been to

us.

What
We

a

our

joy you
proud

are so

of you and your committed walk
You have grown into

with the Lord.

such
we

a

WOMAN OF WISDOM and

know God has

awesome

plans

for

your future. We Love You!!!!
Mom and Dad
I LOVE YOU Nika!

r am so proud of you.
Thank you for encouraging me.
You have helped my life.
r will

always

be

there for you,
Your little "big brother"

© Oral Roberts University

Congratulations
R. ALAN HANNAH

What

a

joy to call you

been

SON. You've

really
blessing. As a child 1
thought you were special, now as a
young
"To

A

SUCCESS

AND

NOTHING LESS."

1 Bless you in Jesus Name.
Your Big Brother,

Randall

the

a

man

blessing

1 know you

"For

are.

of the Lord, it maketh

rich and he addeth
it."

no sorrow

with

£Ul';

"Let

no man

but be thou

believers, in word, in conduct, in
love, in spirit, in faith, in purity."
-I

-Prov.10:22
Love You

Dearly,

We

Mom

despise thy youth,
an example of the

are

Timothy 4:12
proud of you!

Love, Mom and Dad.

Con ratulations Son!

JONATHAN MICAH PAOLERCIO
God Bless you
Jonathan!
The Lord has taken

through these
many stages of life.
The next stage will be
even greater.
Con
you

tinue to trust

for the best is

Him,

yet

to

come! The Lord will

lead and

guide you
with His eye.
We love you very
much!

Love,

Mommy and Daddy,
Peter, Anthony and

I AM GRADUATING!

Christine

We have

loved

always

you and
have always
been

proud

of you.

Godly

Your

character
and

gentle

spirit will
bring much
very proud of you and we thank the Lord all the time that we
have been so blessed to have you as our daughter. Children are a
blessing from the Lord and He really did His best to give us YOU. What

We

you grow up and for us to know that the
to
will
continue
God
gUide you in the best in life-Jesus.
athrill to have

seen

WITH

220

glory

are so

ALL OUR

LOVE, DAD AND MOM
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Spirit

of

to

our

Lord Jesus
and to the

nursing profession.

Congratulations

on

this

won

derful achievement.
WE LOVE YOU,

Daddy

and Mom

Phyllis

CONGRAtULATION'S 1
We

Morgart

proud of you, and
thank you for all the pride and
happiness you have brought to
are so

You're an

outstanding woman.
yield, God molds and the
results are pure, lovely, and of a
good report.
You are one person graduat

As you

us.

We

know your

Mother

is

watching
you with love and
God
continue to bless
pride. May
over

,

,

tng from ORU; however,

teaching

rockslide is

pebble. An atomic
explosion begins with one atom,
and a revival could begin with
you!

career, and in

your private life.

WE

LOVE

YOU!

a

Your four years at ORU have

really helped develop this good
begun in you.
He has truly been faithful to
perform on your behalf.

Grandmom and Grandad,

work that God has

Nanci, Bill, Mark, Susan,
Dad, and Linda.

WILLIAM EDWIN I(ERNER
FROM YOUR FIRST DAY OF
SCHOOL

Thank you so much. Jesus!
Signing off with lots and
lots of love,

Mom, Dad, Ashley, Lindsey,

Kasey

and

Corey

...

UNTIL YOUR ACCOMPLISH

MENTSNOW

...

CONGRATULATIONS
BILL!!!
You have
to

always

special
ingly proud

us.

We

been very
are exceed

of you, and know

you will be successful in life
and in God's service.

LOVE,

DAD & MOM

CONGRATULATIONS,
Tommy (Pete)! We all love you and
are very proud of what God has

accomplished through you. You
truly are "The Blessing" to all who
are privileged to know you.
We
praise and thank God to have you
as part of our family.
Although we
will miss you

greatly as you set out

complete His will for your life,
we know God's very best is in store
to

for you! May you continue to grow
in His steadfast love!

LOVE,
Mom and
We Love You!

Mom, Dad, Mama and Mordecai

remem

ber that behind every avalanche
there is a snowflake. Behind a

you, and may you always walk in
His gutding path as you go forth
in your

JENNETTE STEWART

Dad, Christy, Cathe,
David, Mandy, Tuffy, Chelsea,
Donnie, Renee, and Shelly.

"
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..

(PSALM 139)

if you

want favor

with both God and man,
and a reputationfor good
and

judgement

common

sense, then trust the Lord

completly;
yourself.

don't

even

trust

everything
do, put Godfirst,
In

you
and He will direct you
and crown your

efforts

with

success.

Proverbs 3:4-6

Many

thanks to the

dedicated

faculty

and

administration who
contributed to

our

son's life at
ORU.

CONGRATULATIONS, MICHAEL!
We're thankful that you
have put God first and
seen

your efforts crowned
with success.
The best is

yet

to come!

I'

II

We love you,

I'

Dad, Mom,

II

Christin &
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Ryan
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GUY IVIATTHEW

PAQUETTE

Congratulations!
This is

our

son, Matt at the

mom

dad

was

age of

one.

At this

age he went with his

and dad to the island of Guam, while his

serving

his

country during

the Vietnam crisis.

He has since grown up into a respectable young
gentleman
who proudly served his country in the Desert Storm crisis.

As you

are

getting ready

to embark into the 21 st

century,

we

would like to

wish you the very
best and hope the
Lord will

you the

light"

provide
"guiding

to face

tomorrow's

challenges!
Love,
Mom and Dad,

SCOTT LOVETT
From the

beginning you have
praised the Lord for His
goodness and we know you

CONGRATULATIONS JAMES!!!
WE KNEW YOU WOULD DO IT AGAIN!!

will continue to in the future.

We

are

proud

Your

of

WE ARE SO PROUD OF YOU.

WE THANK GOD FOR YOU

you!

AND FOR YOUR OBEDIANCE AND

Family

FAITHFULNESS TO HIS CALL.
WE LOVE YOU AND REMEMBERTHAT

YOU WILL ALWAYS BE IN OUR PRAYERS.
MAY GOD'S BLESSING AND PEACE THAT

SURPASSES ALL UNDERSTANDING
BE WITH YOU NOW AND IN YOUR

FUTURE PLANS.

LOVE,
MOM,DAD
DENISE & VICTORIA

Loretta Tarman

God shared you with us.
Now Go and Share
God with the world!
We love you,

Dad, Mom, Simon,

Lynda and

Gordon

Andrew! You are a living testimony of the
of
God
to
make
us new creatures in Christ. You are
power
very
We
special.
give thanks for the gift God gave us in you. We

Congratulations,

look forward to what the Father has

planned for your
always will,

We love you very much, we
Dad and Mom
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future.

rian

H.apanen

�

i

'"

Felicidades!

Congratulations!

Cesar Pena

"I dedicated you to God, Samuel," said Dr.
Merkel (also Rabbi) as he held you up at birth.

Having 3 brains
finally paid offl

God has fulfilled I Samuel 2:26 & 3: 19.

Tu familia!

You

You have been

GOOD JOB LISA!
are a

blessing

and

hard
ther

great

a

and

attending

life!

was a

hus
ORU.

hope

but

now a

reality.

Fin

ishing your 1 st bachelors degree at
the age of 38, it is never to late with

Love

Randy, Pati, Layne,

Jesus Christ, because His

and

is made known in

Rachel
Jeremiah

working

a

fa

After many ups
and downs, you
are finally nearing the end that once

moments in

prescious

Our

band of 3, while

child, may God give
you grace everyday. Our wish
is that you enjoy
those

fulfilling Jeremiah 29: 11-13.
man and a blessing to us.
love and prayers always,
Mom, Dad, Kathy & John

God's

c5lephen :lohnis

L(SA SCHRANZ
You

are

He is

our

strength

weakness.

With much love in Jesus,

29:11

Marian

Congratulations,
WE LOVEYOUI

You

HAVE MADE US

VERY PROUD WITH

EVERYTHING YOU
HAVE DONE.

LoVE
MOM
Tom, Mandy, Coop and Stacy,
Well, you're outta here and we're not.
Have fun in the real world.

Your Friends

Good luck!!!

Yearbook,
Jubilee, Aaron, Heath, Peter, Chris, Jarrod,

DAD

on

Donnie, Joy, S. Peter, Teresa, Rusty & Micah

224
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ROMANS

8:28,35-37

Bastian, Tony 201
Bates, Jolana 118
Bates, Stephanie 95
Batronchuk, Diana 136

11

Akbar, Robin

Bell, Meredith

Agler,

Brian 15

114, 158

Aldrich,Kynada

178,179,181

Alexander, Daniel 91
118
Alexander, Joel
Ali, June 126
Corradina 178, 179
114
Allen, Jonny
Allen, Joshua 136
Amaral, Ronaldo 176, 181
136
Ambrose, Tracie
Anderson, Jon 96

Allegranza,

Andrews, Sean 130

Ankeny, Sylvia

116

Annibal, Lisa

97

Apple, Jennifer 175
Argabright, Chris 82
Arndt, Julia 136
Arnold, Audra 126
Arnold, Camille
13, 126

Arnold, Qynne 72

I

Arriaga,

Rita

97, 126

Ashcraft, Ross 91, 118
Tim 96, 118
Atanasov, Atanus 82

Ashley,

Augenstein,

Brian 117

Ausdemore, Angel 136

Autry,
Ayers,

Arden

Sheri

114

77, 118

Azevedo, Silas 176

118

Berg,

Roma 214

Steve 126

Bibeau, Greg
176, 177, 180
Bischoff, Jessica 155

Bishop,

Leslie

118

Black, Heather 130
Blackburn, Warren 82
95
Blackwell, Azizi
Blair, Peta 97
Blalock,Toben
80,82
Blames, Alexey 118
Blames, Rosalind 14
Blan, Carol 114, 166

Blankenship, Mary

Will 91

Baca, Julie 130
Bachtra, Riklin 91
Bailey, Libby 78, 130, 147
Bainter, Kerri 77, 118
Baird, Yvonne 130
91
Bake, Cedric
Baker, Amy 163
Baker, Justin 82, 126
Baker, Melissa 130
Baker, Michele 136
Baker, Miling 156
Baker, Paul 126
Bambino, Jackie 178, 179

Bloch, Merrie 88, 89
Bloom, Ryan
Ill, 136
Blue, Christopher 118, 216
Bluthardt, Jeannie 130
Bohatec, Brenna 130
Bohatec, Joseph 126
Bomholt, Thomas 114
130
Bond, Gia
Bonnell, Amy 130

Bangle,

Tami

77, 79

Barber, Rebekah 84, 85

I
I

I

Bargmann,

Clint 91

Barnhill, Christy 95
Barrette, Jeremy 97
136
Barron, Monica
Barron, Tony 126
136
Barrows, Laura
Barthelus, Bloodine 77

Bartling,

Jenniler 136

Bashaw, Melody 136
Bashford, Kris 72
J Bass, Renee 84, 88

166
166

130

136

Jill

77, 118
Kenneth
166

Bryson, John 118
Bryson, Karen 118
Buckles, Fleta 114
Buckshot, Bonnie 130
Bull, Lillian 103, 116
118
Burchit, Bill
136
Buri, Martha
Burke, Rachel 64
Burnett, Paul 64
176
Burrit, Ricky
Burritt, Duane 114, 156
118
Burritt, Jeff

Jon 96

119

116

56
Dahl, Karyn
130
Daniel, Dennise
Dankert,Jubilee 6,34,130,234
DaRosa, Alina 180
136
Dass, Shelly
Daugherty, Mark 84, 92,

Daughery, Mark
Daves, Wendy 95
Davis, Lyle 119

119

Davis, Terri
95, 119
Davison, Amy 136
Davison, Vicki 114, 156
38
Dawson, Daniel
Dawson, Eric 119
Dawson, Jessica 136
97

Deary, Philippa

Decker, Doug 182
Decker, Edward
114, 166
Kristine
95, 126
Dessmger,
136,170,171
Deveney, Renee
Dial, Joe 171
Dial, Shawna 171
Dick, Merleanna 114
3, 136
Dickey, Charity

Chapman, Donna 118
Chappell, Paul 165, 166

Dickey, Jonah 120
Dijavani, Megan 155

118
Chase, Janet
119
Chase, Timothy
Christine, Carrie 12

Dixon, Jessica 138, 178, 179
Dixon, Natalie 136

Josie

163

Jennifer 39

Clayton, Chad
Clegg, Ametta

10
119

182
Clifford, Jessica
Cloud, Teresa 171
156
Cole, Amber
Coleman, Annika 97

136

Kristy 88
Brown-Adeyemo, Kathy
Browne, Rodney 54
Bryant, Angela 88

126

Clark, Dannete 95
Clark, Joy 136
Clark, Shannon
15, 130
Clarke, Fidela 95

Brite, Lisa 136
Britt, Kristin
6, 86
Broder, Chris 56, 136

Dwayne

Keri

114
Carver, Marilyn
Castle, Aimee 136
Catts, Patti 162
77
Cazares, Adrian
Chaleka, Scolastica 126
Chaloupek, Darle 118, 179,215
Chambers, Shannon 82
15
Chandler, Chris

Chupp,
Cipolla,

Breckenridge, James 114,
Breckenridge, Lillian 114,
Brennan, Jeremy 145

Aaron

Susan

173,175
Canada, Bob
Cannon, Joe
114, 152
Cantu, Manny 72, 73
Cardone III, Michael 209,222
Carlson, Anna 130
Carlson, Jerome 114
Carlson, Jonathan 91
Carnes, Brannon 52
Carr, Camden 178, 179

Cartledge,

Bowling,Justin 33
Boyd, Clarence 72, 73
Boyd, Kim 114, 156
Boyd, Kristal 130
Boyd, Zina 136
Bradley, Kisa 191
Brakel, Christopher 136

Brown,
Brown,
Brown,
Brown,
Brown,

Bernard 118

Jennifer 118

Carter, Patricia 118

Bosica, Rita 116
Boston, Jennifer 136

Brisson, Naomi
Bristo, Tra 130

Campbell,
Campbell,
Campbell,

Carr, Megan 95
Carr, Susan 156

162

Brakel, Liz 54
Branan, Scott 176
Branston, Stuart 114

Babarczy,

130

Cain, John 118
Calderon, Brenda 114
Callender, Jason 84,92

Bellard, Willie 91
118
Bellot, Todd

Benjamin,

136

Brian

Crystal,

Cunningham,

Airhart, Daniel 136

James 11, 223
Ables, Rachel 34, 126, 150
118
Abraham, Betty

Crow, Christy

Culver, Byrene 156
114, 166
Culver, Maurice

Baumann, David 158
Beadle, Ernest 126
Beauchamp, Robert 15, 92
Beckrnen,Jennifer 44
Belcher, Chris 166
95
Bell,Jen
Bell, Meredeth 6

Abeyta,

Nathan 176

Bustamante, Shirley 118

126

Bauer,Tammy

j

Busby,

Coleman, Arlene 130
126
Coleman, Orner
Collier, Laketa 190
Collins, Chris 78
Collins, Laura 130
Conant, Shersti
88, 126
Connor, Carol 103, 116
Connor, Mark 130
Contador, Jani 182
Coomer, Brenda 51, 54
Cooperrider, Thomas 119, 217, 234
148
Couch, Richard

162
Doerner, Laurie
Dorman, Erica 88
Dorman, Frances 120
Dorman, Jana 130
Dorman, Paul 130
Dorries, David 114, 166
Dosee, Kristana
38, 62, 130
Doss, Sophia 95

175
Doss, Valerie
Dossett, Carey 136

Dougherty, Joel 91,92,
Dowdy, Shannon 175

120

Drake, Dawn 136
Dubois, Keren 126
Duck, Ryan 92,120
Duininck, Joelyn 120
156
Dunham, Linda
Nathan

60

Durkin, Joshua

96

Dunlop,
Dyson,

David

152

Coughlin, Diane 136
Coventry, Walter 33
Cox, Timothy 119
Cozad, Jon 108
116
Crarnner, Kathy
Cranor, Rachel 136
Crenshaw, Clifford 191

Crespo,

Amber 39

Crichlow, Martin 82, 94, 119, 220
173
Crouse, Charlie
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Eaton, Earl 156
Eckel, Paul 120
Edlow, Leticia 97
Edward, Pierce 115
Edwards, Ryan 179
Eicher, Rob 64, 130

225

Eland, Dave 114
Eland, Gene 114

Eldridge, Clark 114
Elkington, Justin 176
Elliott, Jason 136
Ellison, Gerald 114, 166
Ellsworth, David 10, 99, 113
234
Elmore, Jarrod
Emillio, Michael
176, 181
Emmons, Erin 13

120
Frith, Elizabeth
Fuller, Adrienne 77
Fuller, Christopher 120
Fulmer, David 166

Fuqua,

Jackie 72, 73

Dan 72, 73
Gunasseelan, Eunice 77

Guajardo,

Henderson, Lois

Henry, Brook 121
Henry. Linda 121
Henry, Mary-Lark 121

137

Gurney,Jenrilfer
Guthrie, Angela

137

137
Guzman, Diana
Guzman, Thomas 137

Hernandez, Irene 126
Hernandez, Joshua 170
Herr, Stephen 114, 158
Hesser,

Endy, Christy 62
Engelking, Laurie 136,175
Epperson, William 114
Erickson, Liz 7, 9
Ervin, Howard 114, 166
Esch.Tami 62, 136

Esparza,

Melissa

Evans, Hope
Everett, Carl

182

Gabriel, Carlo 96
Galindo. Richard 176
Gammons, Dorain 137

116

Gammons, Ryan 204

152

Gander, Anna 126
Ganschow, Dana 137
Garcia, Jonathon 137
161
Garner, Tina
Garrison, Beverly 156
Gemmill, Tonya
12, 130, 154

George, Emily

Faber, Timothy 137

Fagin, Ralph
Fang, David

145

97, 130

114
Farmer, Agenda
130
Fauble, Tera

Felder, Anna

130

Fetter, Amy
Fetters, Jody

86, 89, 159
126

137
Fick, Jeff
Fiksen, Stephanie 120
Fischer, Carrie 74
Fisher. Anita
120, 160
Fisher, Corey 94, 97
Fisher, George 113
Fite, Blake 15,91, 145
Fite, Shae 34, 82

Flandermeyer,

Ann

15, 137

137
Fletcher, Sarah
Flick, John 137
Flores, Didier 179

Floyd, Thomas
Fogg, Michael

158
126

Folkins, Ariane
70,71, 120,215
Ford, Sharlita 154

116

130
Gerhardt, David
130
Gerich, Jeni
Gertner, Kristina 130, 135
112
Geuder, Jeff
137
Ghaffari, Ali
Gibson, .Jennifer 137
7
Gil, Brion
Giles, Angel 130
Gill, Tim 190
Gillen, Becky 120
Gillen, George 114, 152
126
Gillen, Mark
Gilman, Rebecca 120
120
Glaub, Gregory
Glez, Christian 130
Glez, Stephen 131, 176
Goble, Myles
97, 131, 144
Godinho, Ricardo 176, 180
82

Goggins, Barry

Goldman, Marshall 91, 126
Gonzales, Felicia 95, 120
Gonzalez, Tonia
56, 157
Gooden. Jodi 162
Gooden, Nathan 70, 150, 152
Goodenough, Paul 10, 126
152
Goodwin, Erwin
Gordon, Derek
92. 126
Gorman,Jennifer
95.120

Haapanen, Brian
Hagger, Latrtce

120

Hahn, Steven 131
Hake, Loretta 137
Hale, Colby 176, 177
Hale, Tommy 221
Hall, Mark 114, 156
Hall, Sarah 162
214
Hall, Tiffany

Hansen,

Larry 166
Timothy 45, 80, 82,
Hartje, Mary 64
158
Hartman, Roger
Harvey, Valencia 84, 88
Hasemeyer, Emily 11
Hart,

Hayford, Jack 54
Haygood, Alberta 116

Freeman, Jessica 130
84,85,88, 120
Freeman, Sarah
103, 116
Freitas, Rosana

Frieburger,

Kristine

Friesen, Tanya 120

226

12

219

Grizzle, Trevor 114
Gross, Rhonda 162
Gross, Sophie 53, 88. 126

78, 127

6

Horn, Forrest

82

Jerry 166
Hornsby, Sandra 116
Hoskey, Dawn 72, 73
Houston, Erin 217
Howe, Matt 176. 177
Huf£Holly 121,214

Hughes, Elisabeth 16
121
Hughes, Susan
Hughey, Derrick 82
Hullinger, Hallett 156
Hundley, Tara 127
Hunt, Dontest 121
Hunt, Natasha 95, 127

Hupp, Tara 78
Hussey, Erin
138

126

Hatch, Angela 62, 131
Hatfield, Robin
120, 160, 161
Haukaas, Jeremy 201
Hawthorne, Misty 34
114, 166
Hayden, Roy

Gregg, Ray 152
Greig. Libby 137
Grey, Angie 120,
Grey, Jenni 131

Linda 114, 156

Hopkins, Joe
Cathy

54

Hutton, Andrew
121, 223
147
Huven, Dan

Hart,

Hayes. Mike
Hayes, Raija
Hayes, Steve

Gray,

Horn,

Harrison, Wendy 120
Hart, Adriane 126

Green. Melissa 10. 126
120
Green, Ruth
Greer, Jack 114, 152

137

138

Hardin, Elizabeth 131
131
Harrell, Andrea
Harris, Adrian 126
Harris, Donny 234
Harris, Nailah 7, 12, 120

Govier, Chanel 131

Daniel

131

95

Horner,

138

Candy

Harberg, Rachel 39
Hardaway, Kimberly 56,
Hardesty, Ronya 138

121
54

Hofman,Christiane 138

Hallman, Tamara 88, 131
Halsmer, Dominic 158
97
Hamer, Beth
Hamilton, Carl 112
Hammond, Brian 56, 120
120
Hancock, Robin
138
Hankins, Lyndi
126
Hanna-Williams, Teresa
Hannah, Alan 120, 220
123
Hansel, Nick

126
Foster, Christy
Fountain, Delilah 126
Fowler. Angela 74, 78, 126
Frame, Justin 96

Gough,

Hinckley, Tina
Hinn, Benny
Hinton, Haley
Hinton, Hayle
Hodges, Chris

120

Fore, Carolyn 162
149
Forrest, Amber
44
Jenrilfer
Fortney.

82
Franklin, Brian
Frederick, Jason 54

215

Hillary

Heuke, Brian 116
127
Hill. Andrea
Hill, Micah 74,75
Hill. Oneka 84

Iser,

Gregg

127

Ishihara, Luke 138
Iverson, Cheryl
114, 166

Ivey, Leslie 95
Ivory, Matthew

127

54
120

178, 179

Hearron, Marc 138
53
Heckel, Andrea
Heit, Dorothea 114
Helms, Loraleigh 131
Henderson, Joyce 86
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Ibanez, Stacey 131
Inzer, Carrie
88, 127

138
Jackson, Derek
James, Andrew
176,215
121
James. Larry
.Jesek, Kenda 161
Jestus, Tom
32,234

.Jobe, Matt 173
Johanson. Martt 178. 179
Johansson. Pabick 172.173
171
John. David
220
Johns. Marsha
Johnson. Daon 121
Johnson. Dashon 53
Johnson. Kim 78
Johnson. Kristen 127
Johnson. Nishanta 121
152
Johnson. Sylvia
Johnson. Tarmorah 121
Johnston. Rebecca 138

Jolly.

Danielle

121

Kraphol,
Krapohl,

Ann

121

Ann

74

Kruse. Sunshine 78.79. 121. 215

Merced. Karen 39. 78

Kudrick, John 121
Kuehle, Jan
115. 156
182. 183
Kugler. Ksenija
Kulish. Nicky 163

Mercer. Chad
Mercer, Kathy
Merfeld, Tim
Merritt. Joy

139

Meyer. Donne
Meyer. Greg

163

Kumpaley.

Kervin 176

Kusnadi. Roberte 122

Jones. Matt 165

Jordan. Vergena

McKissack. Byron 156
McMannus. Sarah 95
116
McPhee. Quetell
McWilliams. William 116
Medenblik, Keith 122.214
148. 158
Meleen. Nate
Mendonca, Amanda 178. 179

88
Kline. Kristy
115
Koo.Oon
Korstad, John 115
Korten, Chris 121
Kramer. Jill 121

Kyles.

Tiina 77. 122

103. 116

Ma, Sam 128

Miguel.

116

Joseph. Joseph
Joseph. Preeti 138

Mais, Amy

Malone. Rachel

95. 128

Juster. Ben 13

Mancini. Donna

116

Manns. Richard

153

154

148
Mansfield, Dave
Mansfield. Robert 115. 166

Manwarren.

Allyson 77,

Maris. Marcie

Lackey.

Kabriel, Nancy 156
Kaiser. Kevin 62. 84. 91
Kanafani, David 96. 97
33
Kanafani, Scott

Karhh, Taina

116

Karlsson, Jack 172. 173
Keillor. Justin 173
Keiser. Kevin 44
Keller. Victoria 121

Kelly. Michael 121
128
Kemp. Sobig
63.92
Kennedy.Kert
Kennerly. Ken 54
165
Kennet, Clinton
221
Kerner. William
Kerns. Calise 138
Kester. Sharon 121. 179. 180
Keys. Amy 77. 121.217
Khai. Kham 116
Khashou. Shadya 86
Kho. Kevin 82. 121
Khoov Oon 166

Kiew, Sen

16

Killmon. Katherine 138
Kim. John 138
Kim. Saan 17. 127
Kim. Samin 17
Kimbrill, Anthony 127
Kincaid. Corey 34.209

Klein. Lee

121

Lafevers. Chad 173
Lamb. Robert 115
Lambert. Dionne 127
Langley. Jeremy 172. 173

Lapnick,

Genesis

138

Larabee. Danielle 179. 181
Latta. Douglas 115
Lauterwasser. Ryan 204

Lavery.

Hal 116

Law. Scott 179
138
Law. Shauna
Lea. Joy 95. 209
122
Leach. Brock
Leal. Marcy 171
Lee. Tonya 122
91
Levin. Lucas
Lewandowski. Carole 156
Lewandowski. Mara 152
Lewis. Jeff 32. 107
Liberman. Irene

122

Lim. Damien

Lim. Daniel 97
Lina, Maria 139. 151

Lindberg.

Lingle.

Larissa 139

Kari

127

122
Livas. Norma
Lockes. Mirela 182

Locks. Mirela 183
Lord. Matt 33

Martin.

Billy

Martin. Megan 88
Martin, Rinnie 152
39
Martinez. Erika
Mason. Ruthie 139

Massey. Amy 122
116
Massey, Ashish
Massey, Chris 96
Mast. Lisa 97. 128
Mathew. John 94. 97
Mathew. SPeter
128, 234
Mathew. Thomas 166

Matloch, Curt 209
Matte. Rachel 122
Mattica, Michelle

15

Matula, Nicole 76, 129
115. 152
McAlester. Ranonnie 174, 175
200
McArdle. Molly
95
McCallum. Kim
McClellan, Earl
56.58.84.85.91.
164. 191
McClure. Leah 139
McConnell. Daniel 166
McDaniel. Rachel 34. 122
McDermitt. Ellen 129
Mcfronald, Trevor 62. 139
McDowell, Sukari 86. 88

Araceli

146
171

Miles, Ruston 234
91
Miller. Garry
Miller. Harvey 115. 158
Miller. Patrice 77
Mills. John 97
Milton. Curtis 92
58,82,122
Miranda,Edwin
Mitchell. Melanie 36. 89
Mitchell. Miranda 116

Mittapalli, Radhika
Miyata, Chris 95, 96.

209
234

Mohr. Thomas 96. 139
234
Molten. Teresa
Monk. Virginia 77. 122
Monroe. John 53
Moon. Eric 82
155. 178. 179
Moore. Erika
Moore. Jenny 122.220
129
Moore. Mark
9. 12
Moore. Miosheque
Moore. Nicole 122
139
Morales, Daniel
115.234
Morgan. Alston
156
Morgan. Pat
Morgart, Phyllis 221
Mork, Virginia 36

MOrrison, Natalie 3. 139

Mosley. Jean 156
Mosley. Terry 152
Mottinger, Holly 122
Moulton, Teresa 9
Moy, Terry 95. 122

Mullings. Hopelyn

139

Mumpower, Julie 34, 97
Mundell. Ryan 139
Murphy, Crystal 122
Myer, Mark 116

Melissa 139

McGarity.

Lovett. Scott

223

McGill. Maia

77

McGuire. Cynthia 9.84. 122
159

128

Lundquist. Johan
Lyke, Toby 122
Lynch. Paul 96

165

Martin, Gerry 122
Martin, Jonathon 122

122

Luna. Doreen

95

Marrocco. Jamie 14

Lovett. Laion

Luge, Russ 60. 141
Luiskutty, Tom 158.
138

139

Loudermilk. Michelle

128

62. 122
82. 122

May. Lana 122
Maynard, Mark

116

Little. Dwyane 82
Livas. Monica 171

Kieya, Anthony121
175
Kile. Amy

167
King. James
116
King. Joy
King. Stephen 115
Kirkpatrick, Amanda
Kirkpatrick, Matt 12

Markel. Kyle
Marquardt. Liz

Kellee 56

164

95, 234
Shane
44.96. 129
Messinger,

63
Mabe, Gayland
Macken. Patricia 116
Macklin, Dara 175
Maclean. Norman 97

Madison. Benita

158

116

173

Mcguire,

Priscilla 9

Mcllvaine, Emily 139
Mcllvaine, Ian 38. 209
Me.Junkin. Monika 219
91
Me.Junkin. Tory
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Naylor. Jenny

97

Neafus, Cherokee 152
Neal. Rodney 139
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Neil, Gabe

96

Nelson, Michael

123

Newman, Gayle

161,220

Ng, Peggy

97

Philip, David 134
Phillips, Leslie 178, 179
Phillips, Vanessa 77,209
Pichotta, Tricia

Nhira, Edwell 116
Nhira, Tafadzwa 129
Nielson, Rebecca 129
Nieman, Shannon 123
139
Norrell, Amy
North, Margaret
174, 175
Norwood, Woodrow 115, 156
Nuetzmann, Chad 82
123

Nymeyer, Angela

Pillsbury,

Robinson, Michael 38
16, 173
Robinson, Scott
Rockefeller, Deanna 129
Rodriguez, Chris 90,91,93

36

Michele

139

97
Pilula, Tausi
Pisors, Jesse
6,84,91, 124
Pitcock, Gayla 139
Plescia, Adam 124
Polatka, Richard 129
Portela, Cassio
92, 134
Porter, Tammy 124
77
Portman, Becky
134
Posey, Stephen
Potier, Edytha 129

Pound, Esther 124, 160,215
Pourabdi, Soulia 129
139
Powers, Tiheria

Pranger, Gary

115

Prawiromaruto, Kristian
Price, Kevin 124
O'Connor, Noel

O'Malley,

139

Jennifer 129

O'Connor, Molly 72
Obal, Christopher 70, 129
Obenauf, Jessica 157

139

Price, Lanetta 129
221
Prix, Tara
Pulliam, Alicia 97, III
Purdue, Shanna 182

Rodriguez, Elaine 88
209
Rodriguez, Jeffrey
Rodriguez, Maria 116
53, 140
Rogers, Fred
Rogers, Jennifer 124
Rojas,

Niels

209

234
Rollins, Mandy
Rosa, Alina 178, 179

Rosario, Joann
Rose, Chris 82
Ross, Julie 124

124

54
Ross, Justin
Ross, Roberta 115
Roupe, Sirnil 97, 134
Royael, Chris 72, 73

Royal,
Royal,

Kelvin

14

Sean 140

Ruckdaschel, Jaime
151
Ruiz, Martin

Rupp, Michael

140

140

Rutherford, Rebekah 111, 140, 171
Rutz, Ronda
151, 171

Odegaard, Beverly 115
Oglesby, Camille 139
Oglesby, Eolah 123
Oh, Byung 17, 123
217
Oliver, Carlton
Oliver Jr., Clarence 155, 156

Olorunda, Daniel 96
Olson, James 64, 65
204
Olson, Steve
115
Oltman, Debbie
Olvera, Margie 77
163
Ontravias, Ron
Oriewo, Edwin 129
116
Osae, Martin
39
Owen, Mike
115
Ozuna, Gerardo

Quillen, Joey 139
QUinn, Terra 134
QUintana, Robert 152

Rae, Kari

Rahardja,

116
Robert 96

Raines, Kennetha 134

Raju,

Schaffer,Amy

171
Ray, Amy
Rayman, Donna

Scheusner,John 124
Schlorke, Michael 96

37, 174, 175
Rearden, Matt 70
Redd, Inga 95
Reddick, Tamerra 7, 9
Reeder, Kristin
77, 79, 124, 215

123
Parris, Noah
Parrot, Jesslyn
88, 134
129
Patel, Adam

Reyes,
Reyes,

Retherford, Devon 134
Isaiah
139
Ruth 139

Patterson, Stacy 123,234
139
Patton, Julie
Paul, Georgia 139

134
Richards, Keith
Richardson, Jason 97

Paulson, Treasa

134

Pearson, Darrel
Pearson, Elector

74,75,209

Riniker, Jennifer 139
139
Rivera, Delia
Rivera-Ortiz, Jania 86, 89
156
Robbins, David
Roberson, Keith 74,75, 124,215
Roberts, Christina 134
97
Roberts, Jamie
124
Roberts, Julene
Roberts, Oral 104, 112
Roberts, Richard 10,55,95,104,112

182

Peck,Joseph

139

Micah

139

Perkins, Belinda 139
134
Perkins, Sarah
82
Person, Darrin
123
Peterson, Sheryl
Pettus, Diane 129
134
Pfanstiel, Philip
Pfanstiel, Sam 134

116
Sakuda, Randy
58
Salars, Rachael
Salem, Harry 113
Saller, Jeremy 140
Sarni, Danielle 134
Sams, Danielle 12
Samuel, Stanley 96, 124, 204
16
Sanchez, Jessie
Saner, Amanda
13, 182
Santos, Adrien 12
Santos, Debra 182, 183
Satterfield, Alison 88, 129
13
Saul, Jen

115
Rakestraw, Roy
Raney, Deana 74, 75, 77

Palmer, Walter 116
Paolercio, Jonathon 82, 123,220
Papay, Valorte 15, 34, 38, 129
Paquette, Guy 123,223
Paris,Noah
81,82,83
Parker, Daniel 139
Parker, Emily 134

Pepin,
Pepin, Nathan 134,201
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Karen 139

Saint, Katrina 97
Sakuda, Grace 116

Rigler,

Jeff 44, 51

139
Robertson, Ben
Robertson, Bobby 140
Robertson, Charlotte 88
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124

Schrrlldt,Jenny

6

Schneid au Karah

12, 134, 154
Schneidau, Timothy 140
Schneider, John 97
Schranz, Lisa 78, Ill, 119, 124
Schuckert, Nauja 134
,

Schwendinge,

Rick 92

155
Scutti, Adam
Sears, Chanavia 14, 16, 131
91
Sellas, Abdy
Sellers, Randy 164

Selvig,

Erik 124

Seward, Baneeka 95
Sexton, Franklin 115
Sexton, Ruth 115
Shamass, Diane 76, 77, 124
140
Sharrttt, Jason

Shaughnessey, Michael
Shaughnessy, Tom 140,
Shaw, David
Shead, Mark

176
176

116
134

Sheasby, Brad 140
88,
Sheasby, Tracy

134

Shelton, James

115

Shepherd, Desmond 116
Shepherd, Pualine 124
Shipp, Gwangi 91
Shobe, Teresa 140

36,77
Shockey,Shari
Shodiyan, GabriellI 7
Mike

13, 129
Shuler, Bill 50, 51, 52, 54, 65
Shumaker, Melody 117

Shoop,

Stoub, Amanda
Stoub, Amy 140

Stroup,

Daniel

124

140

Stuart, Sarah 78
Stutzman, Rene 95
124
Sutton, Lanelle

Swearingen, Eugene 151,
Swenson,

Heidi

Sylvester,

Lori

152

140

33, 74, 78
Valenzuela, Yunuen 134, 176
Valercia, Harvey 125
Van Dujjvendijk, Micah 15,234

Anna

88, 134
Silva, Michael 176, 177
Silver, Kimberly
134, 204
Silvester, Katie 140
Simek, Melody 117
Simmons, Iris 37

Siegel,

Simmons, Juanita

Judy
Simms, Raymond
Simon, Kimberly
Simpkins, Daryl

Van

117
117

125

Karen

115

Vanasdol, Jason 129
Vance, Donald 166
39
Vann, Michelle
Veldstra, Jeff 108
Versace, Matthew 140
Verstraete, Christiaan
97, 125
Verstraete, Liane 97, 135
Villela, Juan
17, 166

140

124

Duyne,

Van Eaton, Earl

117

Simmons,

78

Wigginns, Holly

Wilburn, Lori 135
9,234
Williams, Aaron

Brandon 91,92,93

Shupp,

115,152

Unruh,Terry

Tanner, Clarence 70,71
Tarman, Loretta 125, 223
Tarpley, Gwen 36,74, 77, 117

125

Williams, Alevia
Williams, Danita
Williams, Gabe

129

Williams, Sandra

152

200

Williams, Stephen 82
Willis-Joy, Cassandra 117
Wilson, Carol 152, 153, 156
Wilson, David 162
Wilson, Erica 9, 15, 77
Wilson, Marcy 77, 125
Wilson, Rebecca 141
Wilson, Robert 135
39
Wilson, Tresjee
Winowiecki, Carl 81,82, 129
141
Winrich, SW
Winslow, Rob 152
Winton, Chris 173
Wirt, Jonathon 117

Wise, Atir

204

Wiuff, Eric

141

13
Sircus, Josh
Sirola, Zvjezdana 178, 179, 183
Sisneros, Shawn 32
Sites, Sara 140

Taylor, Portia 3
Teague, Jonathon 92,134

Skeete, Marcelle

Telle, Karin 117
Teter, Allyson 140
Theis, Elda 182
Theis, Sandra 182, 183

146, 176
Woodard, Rebecca 156
Woodson, Lisa 84

140
Thomas, David
Thomas, Nancy
70, 125
Thomas, Terry 162

Wooster, Brad 129
Wooster, Heather 141

53, 77

Slaughter, Dytanna
Smith,
Smith,
Smith,
Smith,
Smith,
Smith,
Smith,
Smith,

Aaron

82

Alyssa

134

Anna

140

Smith,
Smith,
Smith,
Smith,
Smith,
Smith,
Smith,
Smith,
Smith,
Smith,
Smorr,

Heather

124

Christopher 170
Cindy 78
134
Cynthia

Techanchuk,

Nate

137,

Julie

152

Kurt

97, 176

Thornton, Corey

77, 78, 124

Glenn

115
134
39

Jenny

117

Melody
Nicole

14

Thorpe,
Thorpo,

166

James

134

Thurman, Duane 115

Sean

134

Tichota, Daniel 92
140
Toavs, Chad

80,82, 129

Toby,

124

Matthew

Snavely, Aaron
Snyder, Patricia

129

56, 74, 75, 124
Sorett, Josef
Soriano, Mary 74, 78
Sosa, Quentin 82, 83
Souza, Fernanda 190

Spanich, Adam 191
129
Spanich, Nicole
Spann, Joe 151
Spear, Anjanette 77,209
Spenner, Jennifer 140
Sproat, Cindy 37
Spuler, Jonathon 134
Stace, Melanie 134
Stanton, Gerry 115, 166
140
Stauffer, Tia
Jill
115,
155, 156
Steeley,
175
Steffenson, Kim
Steinmetz, Sarah 95
Stephens, Cathy 91,94,95

Stephenson, Caleb 82
Stephenson, George 144
Stepp, Jason 140
Sterner,
Stevens,
Stewart,
Stewart,

Sharon

38

Shawn

140

Thyvelikakath, George
171
Tibbs, Becky

115

117

125

Toothaker, Samantha 125
Townsend, David 92
Travis, Nicole

78

Treu, Jarrett
Trotter, Teresa
Trout, Tiffany
Tucker, Nina
Tufts, Melissa

94,97

108

Jennette 75, 78, 221

125

140
115
140

Westgate,
Westphal,

182
..

�
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.
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.

._.

�
.
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/
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140
Sticler, Danielle
Stiver, Greg 115
Stokes, Angela 140
Stoner, Heath 134,201,234

Wayne, Peggy

Turner, Carrie 95, 125
Turner, Peter 134
Turner, Vanessa 14
Tuttle, Sarah 134

Tyler, Shiloh

Uhrova, Monika

.. �;"..

;;.. :

....

..

:

Ethan 135

Walker, Bryan 140
Walker, Grady 115
140
Walker, Landon
Walker, Michael 38,96, 135
Wall, Chris 141
Wallace, Jeremy 91
100
Waller, Louis
191
Walls, Rocky
115
Ward, Daniel
89, 125
Ward, Kerry
182
Ward, Revis
Warren, Stacey
77, 79
Waters, Mike 82
Wathen, Dan 12
Watkins, Jamillah 77
Watney, Paul 115, 166
Watson, Jason 92
Watts, Lindsey 179
Watwood, Elizabeth 135
Watwood, Turner 145

�.:

..

76, 78

97, 135
14, 135, 145,

Stacie 141

Wooten, Billy 117
Word, Ben 96
125
Work, Jason
37, 129
Wright. Brenda

Wright, Jeff 53
Wright, Marshall 152
Wynne, Stephanie 141

115,166
Young, Brad
Young, Brian 125
166, 178, 179
Young, Kaci
Youngquist, Kristina 141
Yust, Adrienne

141

115

Weatherford, Naomi 32, 141
Weaver, Laura 157
129
Webster, David
176, 177, 180
Wehby, Kirk
Wels, Anna 129
West, John 117
129
Wester, Kirk
141
Wester, Kyle
Wester, Robert 117

.

Anne

Wagner,

Rebecca 125,217
Todd, Brendan 125
Toledo, Lisette 125, 217
Tollet. James 166
Tomlinson, Brandon 125, 152
Tonelli, Fabio 176

Toney, Terry
Tooley, Scott

Wojcik, Ryan 39
Wolmarans, Cindy
Wolmarans, Hayne

Wooley,

58, 147

Samuel

95, 129, 179
Pennie 78, 129
Peter
9,234

Patty

178,

181

Thompson, Arron 140
Thompson, Audrey 162
Thompson, Erin 140
Thompson, Kim 134
Thompson, Mattie 125
Thompson, Michel 182

Erica

176,

Vinatieri, Brenna 140
135
Voder, Anna

Lauren

16

74,217
Zapata, Jeremy
Zvjezdana, Sirola 182

Zwerling,

Bliss

Zwick, Jennifer

125, 145
125

96, 159
Wheeler, Heather 95,97, 144
160
Wheeler, Kendel
White, Debra 117
White, Justin 125
91
White, Matt
White, Rachel 77, 129
White, Wil 34, 129
96
Whittaker, Jeremy
Wickman, Fred
172, 173
200
Wiest, Emily
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\\\\

We've Got

Convenience ��lftl
Cornered
As the

\\\\

COlvlMUMCATI01VS,

NOW HIRING

largest Oklahoma-owned

bank, Bank of Oklahoma offers a
broad array of financial services
for personal and business needs.

HEARTLAND
WIRELESS
INC

THE

FASTEST

DURANT FIRST FOR
•

Checking/Savings Accounts

•

BOk Visa

•

Investment Services
Small Business Checking and Loans
Loans/Lines of Credit
BOk CheckCard and TransFund

•
•

•

CAREER

CABLE

LOOK HERE IN

OPPORTUNITIES IN THE

APPLY IN PERSON OR SEND RESUME TO:

DURANT, OK 74702

\\\\

BOX 1224
117 N. 3RD

\\\\

information stop by any BOk
location or call 24-Hour Expressbanking=

at

WIRELESS

EXPLOSIVE FIELD OF COMMUNICATIONS.

ATM card
For

GROWING

TELEVISION COMPANY IN AMERICA.

more

HEARTLAND WIRELESS

588-6010.

(405) 924-6220

http://www.onramp.netlheartland

�BANKOF
� OKIAHOMANA

'HEARTLAND WIRELESS IS A

HEARTLAND WIRELESS CABLE

PUBLICLY HELD COMPANY

TELEVISION

TRADED ON THE

OPPORTUNITY

NASDAQ

IS

AN

EQUAL

EMPLOYER

EXCHANGE.

MEMBER FDIC/EQUAL OPPORTUNITY LENDER

BUSINESS
Confjratulationd, graduated 0/ 19961/
Four Convenient Locations
Memorial
27th & Memorial
Mon-Fri s-e
Sal �

1323 East 71st Street, Suite 100·

(918) 494-9898

•

Tulsa, Oklahoma 74136-5051

Fax

Cl27·1911

(918) 494-2007

Owasso
8299

Mingo Valley Exp.

Mon-Fri �
Sal s-s
27"-8384

Lewis
7181 & Lewis
Mon-Fri �
Sal s-e
<l82-392C1

71st&

One Hour Service

rlJuiLptu
rJJmLa1�
rp«Jnt�
&

9i.laudtJ-L

�

Cf>

�
HO\)c;,�
1'(1 I}

(91S) 254-1646

8156 &u1h JJI..nrum.a1

� ax

74133

6S0S S. ffiem®rial Suite 210
•

918-250-5541

230

Tulsa O�ah@llla 74111
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Mingo

Mon-Fri s-a
Sal 1�. Sun 1-5:30
250-1CIW

.:.:
.

....

:

.

,::

: � '::

Your call2pus.food service
wou/d.hhe fo corurr-a/ir/a/e
aI/graduafing sfudenfs.

_Marriott
Education Services
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35mm, 120 & 110

•

Copy Negatives &

Enlargements through 12 x 18
Slide Dupes
Inter Negatives
•

IN-HOUSE BLACK & WHITE
& E6 COLOR SLIDE PROCESSING

•

252-3652

8172 E. 68th St .• 1 block east of Memorial

)} All-American

6044 S. Sheridan Rd.

CIC II
••

on

68th

Center

Trophy

i!'

Tulsa, Oklahoma 74145

j;::

(918) 492-1866

Jy{

\

Complete Awards
Engraving Silver & Metal
24 Hour Engraving Service
-

Flyflshing
canoes

Backpacks

3743 &mlli Peoria

Tents

J¥a\lli/

Tulsa, Oklahoma 74105

743-6666

Life

-

•

can

be sweet.

�

%cBaughlin � Jewelry
9:30

to 5:30 pm

Tuesday through Friday
Saturday 9:00 am to 1 :00 pm
Closed Sunday and Monday
am

�.

/,,':;;.'

�",), 0:"
I'J;;'��\
"'f,

(9/6) 626-/307
gnside !Jira/I3/ • .5970 0asl3/sl
::luisa, Oldahoma 74/3.5

Oklahoma's

largest

"

;': '�:'Cc��'
you're hungry for,"

_
UI

ORU Graduates of '961

Comics, Inc.

••

Used Book & Comic Store.

Buy, Sell, Trade Books, Comics, Records, Tapes,
Video & Magazines 7 Days a Week.
50,000 Records
300,000 Comics
600,000 Books

6537 E. 51st
664-4455

5943 S. Lewis
743-1660

6375 E.31st
835-2721

7238 S. Lewis
494-7868

EXCELLENCE

•

•

627-READ (7323)
Mingo
Sun 12-5
Open Tu •• -Sat 1 0-8

4419 S.

•

•

"TEXOMA
Business Forms, Inc.

8014 S. Memorial
252-7300

SO% Off
Leather

Cleanlne

8114 S. Harvard
481-0619

For Discount Card
Call 622-6677

SO% Off
Deyclean1na

$1.S0

SUBSIDIARY OF STEPHENSON WHOLESALE co., INC.

Colbert,

P.O. Box 70

•

230 S. 22nd Street

Durant, Oklahoma 74701

OK 74733

Office

(405) 296-2670
(405) 296-2677

Phone
Fax

ea.

Deycleanlne

.Indian Nation Wholesale CO.

212 Moore Avenue

232

"_"S_

..

Congratulations,

We

e<9

Harv�d,

�

,.

254-7623
742-3515
622-5015
496-1207

'

'"

'

We've got what

GARDNER'S

Used Books &

8320 E. 71st St., So.,
2745 S.
',.,
3302 S. Memonal,
\,
> i "", �",�,)'')
5230 S. Yale
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(405) 920-0110

•

Home

(405) 924-1404

.

UNIQUE THRIFT STOKE
Webster Dictionary

Tulsa's Great Thrift Store

* Great Selection

Unique

-

.

Says:

Rare and Unusual

(Over 50.000 Items)

* Great Values

Thrift

-

(Thousands of Items Added Deily)

SCHOLASTIC

* Great Discounts
Reduced

(Prices

Store

Weekly)

-

Savings of Money
Place for Sale of Goods

ADVERTISING, INC.

Why

is

UNIQUE THRIfT STOKE Unique?

* We Have Fitting Rooms.

Advertising Specialists

* We Accept Personal Checks.
Also Mastertard and VISA

and Consultants

*

sales
and service support for

Providing professional

Ev�ry Monday Senior Citizens Day.
25% OFF ALL CLOTHING
-

* Great Selection of:
Shoes, Books, Toys, Kitchenware,
Appliances

and Small

University and
College Publications

*

Ladies Blouses/Dresses/Slacks

*

Men's Shirts/Slacks

As Low As

.....

$

.. 99

$ .99

As Low As
...........................

*

Men's Suits

*

Children's

$4.98

From

Clothing

$ .79

As Low As

800-964-0776
OPEN:

Monday-Saturday 9am-9pm; Sunday 10am-6pm

31:���� ������n

3039 SOUTH SHERIDAN
eon"ratulatfons,

OKV Graduatesl

LubyOs.
Good/rod
tom gorftlpeopk®

HELP THE ALCOHOLIC HELP HIMSELF
HiO. W. Rehabilitation Center
P.O. Box 470058

494-,,83
1331 East ,In Street
Mon-Fri 10:45-2:304:00-8:00 pm

>

Sat-Sun 10:45-8:00 pm

5649 S. Garnett
Tulsa, OK 74147
Office: 918/252-5739
Services: 918/252-5746

H

of Oklahoma

Honesty
o Openmindedness
W Willingness

KJM��q£�
Offering Professional

Instruction

Slwwing
(405) 235-2700
3404 N. May Avenue
Oklahoma City, OK 73112

(918) 622-4600
2226 S. 92nd East Avenue
Tulsa, OK 74129

(316) 264-9788
415 S. Greenwood
Wichita, KS 67211
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:Jraining
Boarding
9801 South Sheridan Road

•

299-9283
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!Yeriheiion

1996
Jubilee Dankert
Ruston Miles
Tom Jestus

Donny

c)(hlorgn

-

Chief

Harris

Joy

Aaron Williams

Merritt

Teresa Molten

!Pholo 0J;lor

-

dla/!

S. Peter Mathew

Copy 0J;lor
71rl & 7Jesi!Jn 0J;lor
-

-

WrIlers

Patterson

Campus!3fe 0J;lor
Heath Stoner c5pir1Iual!3fe 0J;lor
Mandy Rollins !People 0J;lor

Stacy

Jarrod Elmore

Micah Van

-

-

-

Chris
Tom

-

71cademics 0J;lor

!Pholo!Jraphers
Peter Smith

Duijvendljk

Dr. AI Morgan
Miyata c5porls 0J;lor
Cooperrider Clubs & gndex 0J;lor M rs. Ru th J e ffnes
-

-

.

�

!Perihelion
�

7Jr.

2J(or!lan,

thing.
�

c5/a/l/£an£s:

!J(ul£ & I£e !Ian!/-, You guys

"

great.

Thanks for every

Volume XXX of the Oral Roberts

Perihelion

University
Printing

Jostens

published by
Publishing Co. of Topeka, KS with a press
ofrunof2500. The book was printed on 9x12,
80 lb. gloss enamel stock, for a total of 240
was

and

Crisline

:7XIflipps:

You

are

the best

yearbook
us.

The

rep in the whole world.

pictures look great

�!7Kr. 0mII£ e 7£e Oracle: Thanks for all your help.

It was

great working

hope we bonded well enough, Jesse.)
O!J(Qj!7ldminislraiI"on: Thank you for all your input

down here with you. (I

7Jr. Jiamilion &
We

Thanks for just

and

you like the book.

hope
help.
�O!J(Qj commum!y:

234

"

uenior uecrelar

Colophon
are

We couldn't have done it without you.

�!Y£olo :Jlas£: Thanks for working with

�

71dwsor

�

We

being

truly

couldn't have done this book without you.

you.
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pages.
The 1996 Perihelion

was

prepared through

disk submission, with copy written by staff
and printed out with Macintosh computers.

70 my dearesl slaJ!,
yousuys

are

absolulely incredible I gdon 'Ilhinkgcouldhave aSkedfar anylhins

more

sial! you have made myyear edilor wonder/ul andg would/usl h"ke 10 Ihankyou.
I you have
hearyou
9'?usly, you
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Ihe book is perfec!
compla/n. 7hanks far makrns
70m, Ihe area/roe senius. 7hanksfar worhns wllhmy uncrealive mInd You've done
sreal/ob wllilalilile arl and puler work. 7hanksfar slicklns aroundlhal secondoear.
0ryn, you /uslloo saieet. gilave en/oyedselllns 10 knowyou. 7ilankyou.
;;7/aron, my;;7/aron. gam slad .10110 workloselher. You ilave done excellenl/ob.
7hanksfar belns sreal echlor and sreal.friend
7ilanks:lay and01acyfar alfyour hard
in

a

as

are awesome

never

one

sure

a

com

are

so

we

a

an

a

lile besll
Ya 'II
fleal£' whal slm/.! 7hanks far alilhe ilardwork andIons hours you pulln. you chd
:Peler, you
unexpected blesslns. 7hanks far everylhlns.

work.

are

a

awesome.

were an

o/Ihefewfemales sial! 7hanksfaryour.friendship. you and7eresa chd
2/(andy,
sreal/ob wllilyour seclion. 0veryl£ns looks srea!
:larrod, don 'Istress oull YOI' frsllimer (andeven pro)you chdexcellen! gam really
prouda/you.
wilo does JI all you look
Cilris, lile
by surprise by wbal sreal/obyou chd. you
one

on

a

a

a

man

are so

me

a

lalenled

7om, aisoknown

as

II

Coop ".

7ile Index andseniolads loOksrea! 7ilanksfarpullIns In Ibose

exira ilours.

'])onny,my Camp 00nsbIne bud you

are an

excellenlpbolosrapber.

you andyour

suys made IhIS booklooklncrech'ble. 7hanks :Peler andJl(;'cahfar alfyour bardwork. 7ile

pilolos look

awesome

I

gloveyousuys so mucilandilave really en/oyedworklns wIlb alia/you. gWIllm/ssyou

lerrl'bly.

7ilanks aSaIn far everylbIns andY'llseeya around

!dove,
:lubilee
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The campus of Oral

Roberts

University
de

boasts

creatively

signed

architecture.

Photo
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by: Donny

"Xow 10 Jlim who
or

ima:;ine,

is

able 10 do

immeasurabe(y

more

Ihan allwe ask

accordmo 10 Jlis power Ihal is al work wIlhin
0phesians 3:20
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ope John Paul II visits New
New York and
l\7Iary and, and add resses the
United Nations. He speaks out

ransportation workers strike against
theiff !!j,overnment throughout the month of
Decemoer, shutting down the airlines and the
nelilO'

�erslW'

metro

system, after France increases the
retirement age from 50 to 55 and lengthens
the work week from 37 to 39 hours in efforts
to cut

on

social, economic, political

and moral themes.

spending.
APlWide World

artist Christo creates

Wra19
"Wrapped Reichstag" for
the city of Berlin by covering
the former home of the German
parliament with one million
square feet of silver fabric
in June.

In late

May,

a

doctor

performs

emergency surgery aboard British

Airways flight 32 using a

coat

hanger, a knife and fork, and
scissors sterilized in
a woman

ea(iJs of many of the 186
nations gather in
New York to celebrate the 50th
anniversary of the United
Nations in October.

H r;melililber

a

brandy to save

whose life is threatened

escalate
after
�etonates a nuclear test device
750 miles from the South Pacific
island. France's September
resumption of tests after a

TahitianriotsprotestsFrance
nto

three-year moratorium brings
global condemnation.

In a powerful address to tliJe
U.N.'s FOl:H1ih World Conference
or.! Women in Beijing, China,
attended by 30,000 women from
180 countries, U.S. First Lady
Hillary 110dham Clinten declares,
"Women's rights are human

rights,"

to

a

applawliling

desk-thumping,

audience.

waves hit the Middle East
when Israeli Prime Minister
Yitzhak Rabin is shot alild killed
while leavin!!J a peace rally in Tel
Aviv November 4. His murderer,

Shock

JewisliJ extremist Yigal Jlimir,
fanatically opposes peace
negotiations with the Palestine
Liberation Organization.

Marxist cuban President Fidel

Castro abandons his Havana

cigar ami rnilitary fatigwes for a
suit and tie 01'1 a diploliJilatic visit
to New York in October, where
he tries to oonvince the U.S. to
lift its 33-year-old trade embargo
on still-communist Cuba.
© Oral Roberts University
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first U.S. president to visit Northern Ireland,
Clinton receives a warm Christmas
welcome for his show of support for peace between
Irish Protestants and Catholics.

ThePtesident

Alil

earthquake kills 51 people

the resort-studded Pacific
coast of Mexico. The quake
measures 7.5 on the Richter
scale and is felt 330 miles away
in Mexico City.
on

--�-c

g
...

�
E

iii

'"

J
:i:

d

:g

�

In November, the Republic of
Ireland narrowly passes a
referendum calling for an end
to the country's 1937
constitutional ban on divorce.

While competing in an
international balloon race in
September, two hot air
balloonists, one English and
one American, are shot down
when their balloon floats off
course over Belarus. The
Belarussian army sees the
balloon as a security threat and
fires without warning. ilihe
balloonists fall to their death.
More than four years after
Desert Storm, Iraq's President
Saddam Hussein remains in

power, though two of his
sons-in-law defect to Jordan

August 8 and call for
Hussein's overthrow.

on

'

for peace in Bosnia when Bosnia's President
nlze��egovic (left) shakes hands with Serbia's President Milosevic
on
day of the November cease-fire talks in Dayton, Ohio.
Croatia s President Iudirnan looks on. The ensuing Paris peace
agreement of December sends 60,000 NATO peacekeeping troops to

[J IDlfle

I!J

ooms

ffj� ?pening

the war-torn country.

Great Britain's Princess Diana

shocks Buckingham Palace with

Ql'lei!Jec, Canadais laugel¥ FreDGIil
speakilil!!llilf(i)'iiliIilGe, Glefea1s an
Oefobe� ueferell16Jt:J1iliI

less than

one

(i)rl

Glt:Jemee

margin (i)f
percent.

imdependerlce by

a

lfil July, without public
explanations, Burma's military
rulers free the country's most
fameus p(i)li1ical prisoner, Daw
Al:lng San Stll!l Kyi, leader of the
pro-democracy movement and
Nobel peace laureate, after six
years of house arrest.

tell-all BBC interview. Defying
royal protocol, she discusses her
marriage to unfaithful husband
Prince Charles, her struggle with
depression and bullmla, and an
extramarital affair. The majority
of English people express their
support and sympathy,

a

Russian

skater

Sergei
figure
Grinkov, 28, collapses and dies
from a heart attack during
practice with his wife-partner
Ekaterina Gordeeva on
November 20, The pair

won

two

Olympic gold medals and four
world pairs titles.
© Oral Roberts University

Securities trader Nicholas
Leeson is arrested in Germany
in March 1995 for fraud, forgery,
and breach-of-trust. Leeson

racked up a �1.32 billion I ss
that caused the collapse of
Barings PLC, the 233-year-old
British bank.

of

days drenching
Three
Northwest swell rivers

F.rancisco sewer line
'IDlilug�s under pressure

A$am

iAg

severe

rains in the Pacific
to

overflowing, caus
flooding in Washington in December.

In the town of Carnation, a pastor conveys
to dry land with a wheelbarrow.

from batterinq rainstorms,
creating a monster sinkhole

a

woman

that swallows a $2-million
house in the Sea Cliff district.
One-h u ndred-m ile-per-hou r
winds knock out power to
tens of thousands of homes
and nearly blow a truck off the

Bay Bridge.
The federal government
the national

repeals

55-mile-per -hosr

highway speed limit, enacted
1974

The

during

the oil

own

limits. On Montana

highways, speed
eliminated

men

across

on

the

Washington, D.C.,

from

are

completely.

(right) is rescued
tf(i)m pursuing Bosnian Serb
forces by U.S. Marines on
June 8, six days after his plane
is shot down over Bosnia.
O'Grady survived on insects,
plants, and rainwater.

nO'Grady

Million Man March on October
16. The march, led by Nation-of
Islam minister Louis Farrakhan,

promotes African-American
unity, dignity, and family values.

Qregom resigns on September 7,
the day afiter the Senate Ethics
Ocrnmittee voted unanimously to
expel him for sexual.mis?on�uct,
embanr,assingly cletallem IIi1 IiIls
dlaries, which were made public.

limits

;/lj ir Force Captain Scott

converge
for the

M.S. senater Bob Par,;kw(!)od of!

embargo.

legislation allows states te set

their

Aftrican-American
country

in

The nation comes to a standstlll
om ®ctober 3 as more than 150
million people watch live TV
ooverage of the outcome of the

nine-month-Iong trial of the
century. After less than four
hours of deliberation, the jlllry
fimds ferlililef f®otball star O.J.
Simpson not guilty of the
murders of his ex-wife Nicole
and her friend Ronald Goldman.

Illinois suffers a record heat
wave in July, with temperatures
as high as 104°. The heat takes
tlile lives of 45� people
statewide. At Wrigley Stadiulilil,
Jaime Navarro helps faithful
Chicago Cubs fans stay cool.

© Oral Roberts University

After a yeau ef �alilile as a
conservative rrev(i)IUJ�ioAary,
Speaker of the House Newt

Gim!!Jrich sluli1il�s

in popularity,
by the gIDverrnrJilemt
shllltdGlwn, liIis s�allem C®Ahall:t
Witfu Alilllerir,;a, and investigations
into his PQlitical acnen cern

tainted

mittee and his financial affaifis.

if,w(i)-�hQwsamd \l@ll!Imteer
fuatlle a ra@ing
wildf'ire im eastern u(')mg Islar:1d,
New York, tor, thr,ee da¥s in
AIlI[!Just. imlile �irre, �@IIQwim� a

flrefiglilters

�H!la� dr®l:J!!Ifut, @0mS-llIlililes
5,5@0 aeres of pime barrens amQ
(ijalJila�es a dezen homes, there
are ae imjwries or fatalities.

of

image firefighter
Theone-year-old
Baylee Almon, who

Chris Fields holding
later dies,
comes to symbolize the horror of the April 19
bombing of the Oklahoma City Federal
Building that killed 150 adults and 19 children.

As

more

Americans invest, Wall Street

enjoys

a

bull market. In November, the Dow-Jones Industrial

30, the adoptive

April
Onparents

of four-year-old "Baby
�iolnard" comply with an Illinois
court order to turn the child over
to his biological parents.

Area Closed

The State of South Carolina
sentences Susan Smith to life
in prison for the drowning
murder of her two young sons
in 1994.
An anonymous donor sends
SI. Jude's Children's
Research Hospital in Memphis
$1 million in the form of a
.

to

Area
lack of

cJ osed

due

appropriations

winning ticket from Mcli)onald's
November "Monopoly"

sweepstakes

game.

In the wake of a growing
number of random attacks from
assailants with knives and
guns, White House security is
forced to close Pennsylvania
Avenue to traffic.

'Tt:1e
ill I
Charles H. Porter, IV,

Sygma

ernment shuts down for six days in November after the
�ent and Congress fail to agree on how to balance the
federal budget. The shutdown affects non-essential federal services,
including the National Park Service. A longer shutdown follows
in December.

After

allegedly ignoring federal
pollution regulations for years,

General Motors agrees under
threat of an $11-million fine to
recall 500,000 Gadillacs at a
cost of

A r:ecorGf snowfall

paralyzes the
East Coast im Janua�y 1996,
stramllliflQ travelers and killing
100 peCll1lle. Sevem states, frriHi!i1

�i�giflia �@ lViassaclnl!fsefts,
cleelare srneraeneies.
Rhilamelphia gets 3Q.7 inches
of snow.

Warnem E. 8u�ger, Chief Justioe
of the U.S. Supreme court frem
1969 to 1986, dles in June at
age 87. ifhouglii appolnte« by
P�esiclemt Richarrd Nixon, he
0n!!lered Ni�Cln to �w�m C!l!1.er
tapes im tine Watergate hearil:1gs
that effeCi:tively ended the
preside lilt's career.

The lfiIashingto(.1 Post publishes
rnanlteste written by the
unidentified killer known as
"The Unabomber," at large
since 1978 and wanted for 16
mail bombs that have killed 3
amd ifiljuned 23. FBI agemts
scrutinize the article for clues to
the bomber's identity.

Amerlcan

celebrate the
tath
amendment to the U.S.
Constitution, which grranted
women the right to vote.
Women's suffrage leader Susan
B. AmtholilY �1820-:1 !906) first
organized the fight for suffrage
in 1848.
75th

a
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$45 million.

A Chicago commuter train slams
into the back end of a loaded
school bus. The accident,

allegedly caused by a poorly
tirfilem stopliqht placed too near
the tracks, kills 7 students and
injures 28 on October 25.

women

anniversary elf the

Wubbo De Jong/Hel Parool from

Sygma

the result of an improperly
cleaned test tube at a fertility
clinic, a woman in the Netherlands
gives birth to twin boys, each from
a different father.

As

In

March, the Federal Drug

Administration approves
pox vaccine.

a

chicken

Rarely fatal,

chicken-pox affects 3.7 million
Americans

annually.

Researchers
they

that
gene in
Mice

announce

have isolated

a

lili1ice linked to obesity.
with a mutated OB gene are
injected with the hormone
leptin, resulting in dramatic

weight loss. The public is
tantalized at the prospect of
leptin

stl!Jfilning photograph from
f:n@liFlent in the birth of

for

the Hubble

Space Telescope captures a
Eagle Nebula, 7,000 light years
young star's nuclear furnace lifts towering

a

star in the

from Earth. Light from the
pillars of hydrogen gas and interstellar dust.

Fossils of a jawbone (left) and
leg bone (right) round in Kemya
ilil Augrust reveal a pfielhiol:Jsl.y
unknown species of upright
The world's first test-tube gorilla
is bOrJil at tile Cincinnati Zoo in
October as part of aa ejrort to
save ��e westem 10wland gOfiilla,
an endalilgered species that
numbers fewer tha(;J 450 animals.

hominid that lived four million
years ago, pushing the
emergence of bipedalism back
�alf a lili1illion years. Walkimg
upright is a key adaptation that
separates humans from apes.

Media attention focuses

lili1elatonin,

on

natwrally occurrililg
normone used to indwee slees
an€! slow the etteets of agimg.
tauded as a wonder drug, a
kilogram of synthetic melatonin
sells for

as

a

much

as

$1 0,(i)00.
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In a procedure kmffiwm as tissl:Je
enqineerinq, seleatlsts qrew 11[

i'll!Jllilam

ear

ummf,Jr �ti1e s�im (j)�

a

lalilorrat(j)ry meuse. r,{eseafioheus
hope the procedure w.ill play am
important role in t�e fl:Jture of
transplant

su rgery.

as a

use

slimming

in humans.

treatment

L:9rmer rivals in space become
rl:omrades in space after the
Iilis oric docking of the U.S.
space shuttle Atlantis and
Russia's Mirspace station on
June 29. Astronaut Robert
Gibson (in red) greets
cosmonaut Vladimir Dezhurov.

June, volcanic eruptions give birth to a baby
i land. A new member of the Tonga Islands
elililerges near New Zealand, 900 feet high and
40 feet wide.

I

After a decadelOlong earch,
scientists isolate what may be
the most important cancer
related gene. The defective
gene known as ATM is
associated with cancers of
the breast, colon, lung,
stomach, pancreas and skin,
and may be carried by two
million Americans.

A team of French and Britis

explorers believe they ha-ve
ancient breed of horse
to
scientists. In November, the
four-foot high horse with a
triangular head, which
resembles the vanished horses
of European Stone Age
drawings, is named Riwoche
for its home region in Tibet.

found

an

previously unknown

Ii) l:J�e�s rush to stores for the
[)mew eornputer operating
system Windows 95, spurred by
Microsoft Corp.'s $700-million
publicity barrage and the
promise of a friendlier interface.

Tlilethe

liIiu;)vie

Apollo 13 opens
after filming

in

summer

many of its scenes inside NASA's
"zero gravity" plane, which
mimics the weightlessness
astronauts experience in space by
diving into a 23-second freefall.

New. peseanclil shows that tlile liIi1eat-eatil'lg
rex did not IQJolilill!lpni!!]ht, bl!lt
lower re tlile gfOl!lmd. ne discovery
al®li1.g
IS refle0te€llm the reepened e�hibits of tMe farmeo
dlmQJSalllr halls o� !)Jew York's American Musewm
of Natural hfistory after three years my uedesign.

Tvrannosaurus

�talked

© Oral Roberts University

he

news
$150,000 saved during
75 hardworking years
a washerwoman, Oseola

Withher
as

McCarty

establishes

a

scholarship fund for African
American students at the
University of Southern
Mississippi. For her self
lessness, she is awarded the
Presidential Citizens Medal.

J'l
<J)
'"
�

o
o
�

<J)

'"

.�
o
�
o

a:

well known for her
in Aerosmith

AlrreadY
a@pearances

music videos, ts-vear-olc Alicia
Silverstone achieves stardom
with the 1995 summer movie
hit Clueless.

Trailblazer Shannon Faulkner (hand to head)
·.I:'withdraws from the Citadel after collapsing
dlfJring "hell week." Faulkner singlehandedly
attempted to bust the gender barrier at the
all-male South Carolina military institution.
Bill Jordan, Charleston Post Courierfrorn Sipa Press

Milliol.ls of AliJilerieans tune in to
Martma Stewart's TV show,
subscribe tID mer magazine, afild
rea� herr books. �li1e pOWlfJlar
c('JID�in@ and hIDrne-dec('Jratim@

entfie�reneur bwilds

an

empire by

filaoka@ing a mistimcNve i\merrieam
nostal@ic style.

Bill Gates, founder anm chairman
of the computer giant Microsoft,
becomes the wealthiest man in
troe world on the success of Iilis
company's software. His book
The Road Ahead hits The New
York Times best-seller list.

Hot actor Antonio Banderas falls
in love 'Mitro another screen sex
symbol Melanie Grififith during
the filming of Two Much.
l1Ialilmerras will eo-star with
Madonna in the film verslon of
Evita and will star in Steven
Spielberg-produced Zarro.

© Oral Roberts University

Sevelilties superstar Jomli1
lira1Jolta's liTiloti@liI-pictufie
(i)(!)liJJetiJal!:k im nile 1!994 mit /?'1!1/p
Fiotion comtirll!l8S wit� sta�[ijli1@
roles ilil Get Shorty alild
Broken ArfOw.

Samdrra lB'ull@(i)k f:mllows I!I� merr
starr-li1i1a�ilil!iJ �@Ie ln SJilee.mwitm
tl\ie @eliltle romance Wht1e �otJ
Were Sleepililg,. lBullGck's t�esh,
wlilC!lles@liIi1elililila@e earss herr am
"I§i'llent:ainer of �me Year"
IiIIDmimatiom t,fOI'l11 EnteFfainment

Weekly liIi1agazilil8.

is

in its

high hopes for Colin Powell's 1996
At the close of his whirlwind book tour for
wife
My American Journey, the General and
Alm.a announce In
November that he will not seek the Republican nomination.

disappointed

America
presidential candidacy.

his.

comic and sitcom
star Ellen DeGeneres makes

Stand-up

the best-seller list with her book
My Point And I Do Have One.

Calvin Klein's

...

Jeans

�rovoGative CK
campaign causes an

uproar in

August, bringing

nasty headlines, threats of
retailer

boycoHs and an FBI
investigation. The scandal only
seems to help sales.
Michael Jackson and lisa
Marie Presley announce their
divorce almost a year after
their surprise marriage. The
tabloids have a fielD (Jay

speculating about the reasons
for the marriage (was it a cold
hearted career move?) as well
as the causes for the break-up
(was he after Elvis' fontune?).
Breaking the Surface, the
autobiography of Greg
Louganis, former U.S. Olympic
gold-medal diver who revealed
earlier that he has AIDS, debuts
at No.2 on the best-seller list.

i' rfStopher Reeve, in a
lIW!iieelchair and hooked up
a portaBle respirator, appears

to

with his wife, Dana, at the
American Paralysis Association's
annual gala on November 9,
less than five months after a fall
from a horse left him almost

St. Louis

schoolboy,
A10-year-old
Larry Champagne III,

totally

paralyzed.

becomes a
\.lfueflD by taking control of his school
DUs after the driver suffered a stroke.
Champagne is later awarded a $10,000
scholarship by the bus company.

Actress Denni Moere becomes
tme mimhest pai!ll woman im
Ili@II¥w6)(!)(!j, aete �ID e0mrnand
$n2.S flililliom per movie, even
afJtan �li1is �ear.'s �1(1)p at �Me I!lo�
o'fifli(!)e ifiilile Scar/let 'li.ettelf, 10(!)$al�
based 01il lmaw.1JIii(!)�me's elassle,

Favorite of America's meartlamd
f0r his You Might Be A Redneck
If jokes, Gecrqia-ncrn staad-up
r;;oliJi1ir;; amm author Jeff Foxworthy
@ets fuis 0wm ;L116C sitcom in
�hliGh me �la10s �iliJi1self.

Popcorn magnate Orville
Redenbacher, who transformed
popping corn into a gourmet
item, dies on September 19
from heart failure.
Two Chinese women set a new
Guiness world record in
November by living in a room
for 12 days with 888 poisonous
snakes. The previous world
record, set in Singapore in
1987, was 10 days with
200 snakes.

John F. Kennedy, Jr., is
cofounder and edltor-in-chlet of

...

M0clel Beckford

Tyson, singled

(!)l!Jt I!ly Ralpfu lLaur.en tor his all
Annericalil looks, signs am
exclusive conract with the
fashion designer in 1995.

© Oral Roberts University

Miss OKlahoma Shawntel Smith
is (!:r(ilwnecl Miss America

on

September 16. Durimg �he
broadcast of the 75th pageant,
viewers phone im their votes to
retain the swimsuit competition.

George, a glossy new magazine
covering American politics.
Hounded all his life by the press,
KenAecly joins their ranks,

contributinq a reature
to each issue.

interview

neWs

fri'fIDb actor to play 007 in the enduring film
in the 1960s, Pierce Brosnan
abandons his Aston Martin for a BMW Z3
Roadster in Goldeneye, the latest and, some
say, best James Bond movie.

Tmesenes begun

1995 movies

Threethe silver
to

bring

screen:

Jane Austen classics

Clueless, based

Austen's novel Emma, and Sense and
and Persuasion.

Batman

n isney Pictures continues its
ILJ line of animated

Forever, with Val

Kilmer in the title role and
Chris O'Donnell as Robin,
becomes the third Batman
movie and the summer's top
grossing film.

Afiter

an

umpr0mising start,

Coman (i)'ffinien ql1ietl'1 gains
popularity as host of NBC's "Late
Night," a slot previously filled by
David Letterman. Letterman's
current sn(i)w on CBS slowly
loses viewers.

om

Sensibility

blcckbusters with the Native
:cimerican legend Pocahontas.
The picture previews in New
York's Central Park to an
outdoor audience of 200,000.

Wlilitney Houston

stars in the

Elecemnber �illirl release, Waiting
to EXhale, adapted from Terry
McMillan's best-selling novel
about the lives of four middle
class African-American women.
Houston sings the title song for
the movie soundtrack, which
enjoys brisk sales.

Denzel Washingtem, critically
acelaimned for hls pertormanoes
in films Crimson Tide and Devil
in a Blue Dress, receives highest
praise fromn the Cit¥ of Los
Angeles, which heners him with
the Martin Luther King, Jr.,
Award for his philanthropic work
on benalt gf children.

© Oral Roberts University

AltmQlllgh ABC: cancels her TV
series "I\il¥ 50-Called ILife,"
17 -year-Cllm Claire Dames hits the
big sereen in How to Make an
AmerigafJ at/ilt, u'I!J Gilliam Olil taefi
37th Birthday, and Romeo aFid
Juliet with teenarco DiCapriCl
as her oo-star.

I.m t�e Sl:Jslil8lilse-tmrilier '$eV6Jn,
lilearrttMrob Brad Pin attracts a
wi@e male arum'ience witl'il his

lilefifGr�an(i)e

as a

<ilete(!;tiwe

om

1he �raiJ 0f a serial killer wnGse
murders are tD3sed on tme seven
meaC!ll¥ sins.

drama "E.R." continues to
thanks to
Its dramatic realism and the appeal of handsome

hospital
NBC's
draw
h.igh ratings throughout 1995
.

G�orge Clooney (middle
Cindy Crawford's latest

right), supermodel

date.

Disney
Disney

Pictures from

Shooting

Star

Entertainment

$19 billion

to

spends

purchase the ABC

television network in

fl

July.

Si gled Out,"
over-the-top'dating game

MTV introduces
an

is the world's first

Story
Toy
entirely computer-animated

show where Gjntesfants ask

random, pointless questions of
crowd of suitors, sight

film. Released by Disney during
the Christmas season, it features
the voices of Tom Hanks, Tim
Allen, and Don Rickles.

a

unseen, until the zany answers
have eliminated all but that
one

�
�

perfect love match.

According to a Roper Youth
Poll, the two hottest TV shows
among teens this season are
the daytime soap "Days of Our
Lives" and the evening soap
"Melrose Place."

"The Jon Stewart Show," a
late-night talk show aimed at
Generation X, fails to catch on.
During the final taping, host
i Carrey earns $20 million for the starring
nole in the comedy Ace Ventura: When
lYJature Calls, a sequel to the extraordinarily
popular Ace Ventura: Pet Detective.

J

Stewart says, "To all those
people who said my show
wouldn't last, I have only one
thing to say. Good call."

NBC TV series "Friends" returns
rated season. Its
runaway success inspires less successful
imitations by other networks.

Thefor popular
second highly
a

Sam Jones, Gamma/Liaison

Devoted fans will mlt be denied
another season ot NBC's sitcom
"Seililfeldl' after all. C�eatoIT �eflY
Seinteld deeides to keep mis
"show about rlOthing"
g@ing for an

eighth

!

ifen M'ears after crteating Hie
�QPlJla� Gomie s�pi@ "!1;alvim al'1ru
H!9bfues," €arttoonist �ill
WattersoA ue,tires in iWeGermliler..

Hcrrer-nction author Stephem
�m�signsadealwnhSigm�
books to release his upcernlnq

story, The Green Mile,

paperback

series.

as a

Fox TV's "The X Files" stars
David Duchovny as an FBI agent
who investigates supernatural
phenomena. The show becomes
a sarprise hit giving millions of

viewers

reason

staying home

to look forward to

on a

Friday night.
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season.

rap group
B(i)me
vault
to the top of the charts with

Clev,8Iand-based
Thugs-n-Harmony
some
on

down-to-earth style and
pop songs make
Hootie and the Blowfish popular
favorites. Their debut album
Cracked Rear View sells over 5

Tlileirr
soulful

\I@ko Ono and Little Richard
] join a host of celebrities at
tine opening of the glitzy Rock
and-Roll Hall of Fame and
Museum in Cleveland on
September 1.

million, and the group is named
Best New Artist at the MTV
Music Awards in September.

Twenty-year-olcl Canadian
newconner Alanis Morissette
raises some eyebr.ows witlil her
I!Jp-fr0Ii1t, agmressive lyri8s aliHil
attitl!ldes. Nevertheless, her
album Jagged Little Pill goes
double platinum.

old-fashioned harmonizing

the album E. 1999 Eternal.

Sixties loon Jerry Garcia,
guitarist of The Grateful Dead,
dies of a heart attack on August
9 at age 53. sarcla's musical
reets in blues, country amd �olk
are apparent im fuits like
"Ituckln'." Legions of
Deadheads mourn his passing.

Brandy, whose self-titled
platinum album amd single "I
Wamna Be Down" hit high on 1ine
R&B €l;Jarts, sweeps the first
S01!l1 Train lVIusl8 AwarCls in
AI!J!)just. �li1e 1 ffi-year-IDld simger
wins Best New Artist, amolilg
other awards.

© Oral Roberts University

Beatlemanla returns iril1 995 witin
ABC's six-hnur documemtary '[tie
Beatles A'fiIffhglog,y, tine �ide(i)
releases 01 A Mafia '[Jails 'Nig,/iit
an(iJ 'Helf9.! amd tine alIDl!l1ilil

oolleetlon Ant-f;lolCJg,y, featl'Jrring
[lreviol!Jsly umeleaselilliJilaterial.

Chicago-based
Therelease
epic

rock band

Smashing Pumpkins

their
double album Mellon Collie and the
Infinite Sadness to critical and public acclaim.

medicate their

single
lil:!e
"IUgliltning Crashes"
to

victims of the Oklahoma City
bombing. The rock band's

Ii ariah Carey's Daydream
5 million copies,
IJ:�'selis
the
number-one

Throwing Copper album yields
three hit singles; Billboard Music

R\

Awards names them Rock Artist
of the Year.

takiPlg

over

spot

on

Billboard album chart. Carey
performs with Boyz II Men on
the hit single "One Sweet Day."

Ronnie

Wright.

LGI

g

�

�
�
ill

R.E.M.'s summer: tour is
interrupted by medleal
emergencies fof three of the
band's four memb rs. lhe toor,
their first in live ¥ears, is
eventually completed with all
members in good health.
In

October, David Bowie and
Nine Inch Nails wrap up the
U.S. portion of Bowie's world
tour. At each show, Bowie and
Trent Reznor's band playa set
together. In December, Bowie
tours Europe with Morrissey as
his opening act.
The Red Hot Chili Peppers tone
down their trademark
bawdiness in their newest
album, One Hot Minute.
Nirvana drummer Dave Grahl plays a new
as guitarist and lead singer in the Faa
Fighters, an alternative rock band that enjoys three
singles off their self-titled debut album in 1995.

Former

sound

A. tlanta's TLC is honored at the
"'lBillboard Music Awards for
@r.Ol:liding two of the year's biggest
hits. "Creep" and "Waterfalls" both
lead the H' 100 singles charts
for week

A Iilard-Iuck story tarns int0
everni@lilt sueeess ifil tme case of
(i;aJ'l'afiliam Shania liwain, boru in

�overity �o a[i1lrisli 1iIi10�herr <lr.1g
am

®jit!lway lr.1gian Mher. Twain's

1!ll9)5i mi,ts imcliluife "WIi1®se Ille!!!
Ha�e ¥01!Jr 1BC!l®ts Been l!Jnder'?,"
"Any Mam of Mine" and the ti�le
tl!lme to her 3-million-selling
albl'J1iIi1 rae Woman In Me.

Sueoess doesn't mellow �he style
0t alternative rock band Green
Day, who release �lneir anxiously
awaited fourth album Insomniac,
their fastest and darkest album
to date.

Seal's hit off the Batman Forever
movie soundtrack, "Kiss From a
Rose," is all over the summer
playlists. Ttile siggle propels the
artist's self-titled album to the
double-platinum mark.

© Oral Roberts University

With the record-setting sales of
his album Fresh Horses, only
three musical acts in U.S. history
outsell country music icon Garth
Brooks: the Beatles, the Eagles,
and Billy Joel.

Selena, the 23-year-old Tejano
music queen, is gunned down in
Corpus Christi in March 1995 by
Yolanda

Saldivar, former
president of her fan club. The
July release of a collection of
Selena's hits, Dreaming of You,
sees some

music

of the fastest sales in

history.

New Jersey Devils win
Hlle National Hockey

The

League's Stanley Cup,
beating the heavily favored
Detroit Red Wings in four
straight games.

The most controversial

off the field this

moves are

season as

the

Cleveland Browns NFL franchise
announces

its

move to

Baltimore

and the Houston Oilers
their

soccer star

Nashville.

Peter Blake's
in "Black
Magic 1" defeats Dennis
Conner's team in "Young
America" in the first 5-0 sweep
in the 144-year history of the
America's Cup.

May 1995,
1mleam
New Zealand

International
Mi€liIelle Akers, world's top
player, leads the U.S.
women's soccer team to a 2-1
sudden-death victory over
Norway in the U.S. Cup title
game in August.
woman

Bowl XXX, the heavily favored
beat the Pittsburgh
�teelers 27 -17. Dallas cornerback Larry
IBlfown ices the game for the Cowboys with
the second of his two inten€eptiQns, and is
named MVP for his herolcs.

Super
llilffilallas
Cowboys

APIWide World

University of Nebraska
demolishes the University of
Florida, 62-24, in the 1996 Fiesta
Bowl to win their second
consecutive national college
tootbatl title and cap
Cornhaskers coach T0m
Osborne's 23rd season.
The

Jeff Gordon, 24, dominates the
National Association for Stock
Car AUtCl Racing's Winston CllIP,
wirmill@ 7 @f NASCAIn's 3� races
and earniflg $4.3 million in 1995,
a record for the sport.

move to

announce

The Houston Rockets, led by
center Hakeem Olajuwon, win
their seeons consecutive
National Basketball Association

championship in June, sweeping
the series with the Orlando
Magic in four games.
© Oral Roberts University

Twenty-ol!1e-yeau�ol!!l

teanis

charap Momioa Seles, re�l;Irrmim!!J
to D(!)m�etitive �Ia� tW(!) y,ears
atter beimg stabfued at a
tournament in Genrmamy, wins
the 1995 Australian Open.

10, e National Basketball Association fines the Chicago
ill, Bulls $25,000 when Michael Jordan wears his previously
retired number 23 jersey for luck during championship
playoffs against the Orlando Magic in May 1995.

�

�

C3

I£aker.swornt guard
"Magic" Johnson

Former l.A.
Earvin

return to
basketball in January 1996.
Johnson retired in 1991
when he discovered he was
HIV positive.
announces a

The Northwestern University

Wildcats-long a gridiron
laughingstock-pile up ten
tennis star Steffi Graf,
who won three of five Grand
Slam titles in 1995, ends the
professional tennis season
ranked number one in the world.

German

National Basketball Association
referees strike against the

league

for much of the autumn. Fill-in
officials

spark complaints of

substandard

In

refereeing.

victories in 1995 and go to the
Rose Bowl for the first time
since 1949.
In his first fight in four years,
former world heavvweight

champ Mike Tyson disposes of
challenger Peter McNeeley in
89 seconds. Tyson, who in
March finished a three-year jail
term for a rape conviction,
earns $25 million for the

August boxing match.
Pete Sampras, winner of the
1995 men's singles
championships at Wimbledon
and the U.S. Open, ends the
professional tennis season with
a number-one world ranking.

September, Baltimore Orioles shortstop Cal Ripkin, Jr.,
a record-setting 2,131 consecutive games.

achieves

Master of the sin�img fastball
and still learning to speak
English, L.A. Dodgers pitcher
Hideo Noma, formnerly wi�1i1
the Kintetsu Bl'lffaloes ilil
Japan, is named Rookie of
the Year. Noma is the
second

Japanese-bern
player to join the U.S.
major leagues, and the
first All-Star.

reoord fifth straight time,
Miguellndurain of Spain wins
the 22-day, 2,270-mile Tour de

For

Kmown for Illis temperamental
pens@lJality, mis mnamy tattoos and
fuis aggpessi\:le plal0im@ style,
basketball center Dennis
RQdllilan (91) del!Jwts witlll the
Ollli€<!@()) I3wlls after Illis trade
tror:m t�e San Ant0mi!il Spurs.

a

!france, �he world's psemier

bicycle race. On the 15th day of
the race, Italian road-race champ
Fabio Casartelll is killed in a
seven-man caash.

Betsy King wins

her 30th

tournament on June 25 and
gains entry to the Ladies'

Professional Golf Association's
Hall of Fame, one of the most
difficult attainments in sports.

© Oral Roberts University

Quarterback Dan Marino of the
Miami Dolphins sets four life
time passing records during the
1995 football season: 47,003
yards, 342 touchdowns, 3,686
completions and 6,467 attempts.

treated to variations
as Hard
Rock Cafe is joined by Fashion
Cafe, Planet Hollywood, Harley
Davidson Cafe, and London's
Cyberia Cafe
where patrons
si p coffee and
surf the
• Internet.
are

Dinerstheme cafes,
on

Young people continue to follow the

wide-leg jeans trend, forsaking tight

most recent fad in purses
takes the form of small

The

jeans for a loose baggy fit.

backpacks.

in

•

Afirstlong,
the

popular history of
M&M's candies: a new blue
M&M joins the colorful candy
coated mix.

The tattoo

craze

leads to

some

but recent laser developments

regrets,

keep

people from being marked for
life. Pulsed laser light,

�A, mericans consume culture and history
Mas aftendance at America's 8,000
museums climbs to 600 million people per
year, more than movie, theater, and sports
attendance combined.

a

different

wavelength for each color in the
reaches

level
of sophistication. Among the
reigning makers of athletic wear,
only Nike can spark recognition
without the use of its name.

Logo-wear

a new

tattoo,

removes

pigment without

leaving scars.

Reuters/Archive Photos

Girly things enjoy a surge in
popularity with young women,
who wear baby barrettes, knee
socks, tiny t-shirts, little jumpers,
and funky Maryjanes, and kid
around with "Hello Kitty"
accessories.

Taking her place among
controversial talk-show hosts
the "Oprah for the junior set,"
Ricki Lake speaks to such

"Mom, when my
boyfriend gets out of jail, I'm
taking him back."
concerns

as,

as

The angel message of "fear not"
strikes a deep chord with
Americans' yearning for spiritual
growth and comfort in a stressfUl I
time. People enjoy angel

collectibles, angel sites on the
I nternet, and angel books and

magazines.

"Some pretty cool people drink milk" is the message carried by
high-profile ad campaign featuring a raft of popular celebrities

sporting

a

white upper

lip

on

behalf of the

healthy beverage.

milk-moustache effect is created with latex,

a

The
rubber-based paint.

WORLD BOOK
ENCYCLOPEDIA, INC.
A SCOTT FETZER
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